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THE CLASSICAL THEORY OF LAW
Norman Barry t
That there is a "crisis" in law is not denied by contemporary
classical liberals (or neo-conservatives). The rise of statute and pub-
lic law in the twentieth century and the decline of common law and
private law has been commented on frequently by, to name just a
few individualists, Leoni, Hayek, Mises, and the market economists.
Furthermore, the rise of "sovereign" legislatures and the effects of
majority-rule democracy have combined to turn law into a means for
producing social "end-states" rather than general rules to guide in-
dividuals in the pursuit of their chosen purposes. Further, assiduous
though legislatures and courts in western democracies have been in
protecting civil liberties (although even this is less true of the United
Kingdom than the United States), they have been active in the de-
struction of economic liberty, thus denying that symmetry between
personal and economic freedom that is at the foundation of classical
liberal social philosophy.
Law is intimately connected with freedom in classical law, not
just in the trivial sense that a free society is a rule-governed order
which diminishes the coercive power that political authorities have
over individuals, but also in the theoretical sense that an explana-
tion of liberty can be given which makes freedom and law consis-
tent. Thus here the objection is to Bentham's observation that
"[e]very law is an infraction of liberty."' For this implies that each
freedom reducing act of law has to be justified on utilitarian or prag-
matic grounds, opening up the possibilities of endless interventions
with free actions on the ground that they advance some alleged col-
lective good.
In the classical liberal theory of law, however, legal rules only
vitiate liberty when the individual is directed to perform some action
(as in the phenomena of taxation, conscription, and the direction of
labor in a command economy). Most legal rules in classical law are
prohibitions, forbidding certain courses of action, or authoritative
procedures telling an individual how to do certain things (in Michael
Oakeshott's phrase, proper law consists of "adverbial rules" 2). The
t Professor of Politics, University of Buckingham.
I See I. BERLIN, Two Concepts of Liberty, in FOUR ESSAYS ON LIBERTY 148 (1969)
(quoting Bentham).
2 Oakeshott, The Rule of Law, in ON HISTORY 119-64 (1983).
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classical liberal maintains that free societies have been undermined
precisely because the ambit of public law (involving the direction of
people to specific purposes) has widened vastly, to the diminution of
the range of private law. Of course, there are very serious difficul-
ties for the classical lawyer in the question of the content of laws as
prohibitions and authoritative procedures, and of the proper limits
of public law since (with some exotic exceptions) most individualist
jurists accept the necessity for a public realm. Nevertheless, the dis-
tinction between public and private is germane to the classical the-
ory of law.
What is the foundation for the classical theory of law as a gen-
eral system of rules for the guidance of individuals? The first thing
to note is that classical law occupies a kind of midway position be-
tween what is conventionally known as natural law and positive law.
The general anti-rationalist philosophical stance that most classical
lawyers take means that they would deny that the human reason is
capable of discerning an objective set of moral norms that can be
used to validate all claims to law. A proper legal system is identified
with traditional rules of conduct which have developed in response
to human needs and circumstances, and these rules cannot be de-
rived by the use of an unaided reason. However, classical lawyers
cannot accept as "good" any rule or ukase merely because it ema-
nates from a legislature or is consistent with a "rule of recognition"
(in the sense defined by H.L.A. Hart). Thus there can be standards
of evaluation that derive from the notion of "law" itself rather than
from some alleged objective morality. Furthermore, the classical
lawyers' objections to some legislative enactments (and, indeed,
court decisions) that are contrary to those natural regularities that
economic science reveals show that there is a close connection be-
tween classical law and "natural" laws of economy and society.
Thus, although many laws, regulations, and judicial decisions may
be "legitimate" in a formal or positivist sense, their incongruence
with what we know of social processes renders their claim to be law
in the broad sense dubious: at the very least they will produce less
complex orders.
The main feature of classical law that distinguishes it from al-
most all forms of positivism is its denial of the assumption that law
requires an "author," some authoritative source that creates a legal
order. Positivists in the English tradition of jurisprudence identify
authorship with a sovereign while American Realists locate law crea-
tion in judicial activity itself, but both are at one in denying that
rules to guide conduct can exist independently of the human will.
But as Hayek and others have argued, this is an error, for a whole
tradition of western legality shows that coherent and predictable
[Vol. 73:283284
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legal orders can develop independently of will, design, and inten-
tion. Of course, the common law is the paradigm case of this phe-
nomenon and it is the acceptance of its rules as appropriate guides to
conduct that constitutes their legality. As A.W.B. Simpson says:
"Common Law rules enjoy whatever status they possess not because
of the circumstances of their origin, but because of their continued
reception." 3 Thus it is that the principles of the English law of con-
tract have developed entirely without the aid of a single statute.
The attraction of the common law system to liberal individual-
ists should be obvious: it has developed through individuals settling
their disputes by reference to its rules, rules that exist indepen-
dently of will and which themselves embody, contrary to positivism,
non-articulated moral notions. To quote Simpson again: "In the
Common Law system no very clear distinction exists between saying
that a particular solution to a problem is in accordance with the law,
and saying that it is the rational, fair or just solution." 4
It is of course true that a liberal individualist order can be con-
ceived of in terms of written enactments, bills of rights, the Rechss-
taat, constitutions, and so on. Indeed, Hayek in The Constitution of
Liberty 5 seems to be indifferent between the common law and some
fixed code as the most efficient guarantor of a free and predictable
legal order. However, in Rules and Order 6 the emphasis is almost en-
tirely on the virtues of spontaneous or unplanned legal orders be-
cause of an important philosophical reason concerning the nature of
human knowledge. This reason is that the human mind (in this con-
text, the legislative "mind") is constitutionally incapable of con-
structing a code of rules appropriate for all human circumstances.
The complexity of an advanced society means that all legal rules
must be necessarily abstract, in contrast, say, to the rules of a primi-
tive society. Many of the rules of an advanced society are not articu-
lated fully in a code yet have a cognitive significance in the rational
description of a legal order, and most knowledge in a legal order is
"tacit" knowledge.
Hence legal reasoning cannot be mechanistic or deductive, ap-
plying fully-articulated principles to particular cases. Hayek, and
others in the classical tradition, liken judicial activity to "puzzle-
solving" in which a judge tries to find an appropriate rule to fit a
particular case. It is not the function of the judge to bring about
some desirable state of affairs but to find objectively the right deci-
3 Simpson, The Common Law and Legal Theory, in OXFORD ESSAYS IN JURISPRUDENCE
85-86 (A.W.B. Simpson ed. 2d ser. 1973).
4 Id. at 79.
5 F.A. HAYEK, THE CONSTITUTION OF LIBERTY ch. 13 (1960).
6 F.A. HAYEK, RULES AND ORDER ch. 4 (1973).
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sion within the general system of rules, a system that exists indepen-
dently of judicial activity itself.
What is important in the classical theory of law is a distinction
between "law" and "legislation." Law deals with the actions of pri-
vate agents and has no purpose beyond providing a predictable
framework for individuals to pursue their private ends with the mini-
mum of collision with each other. It might be thought, however,
that this predictability is compromised by the fact that the develop-
ment of law is a matter of judicial decision-making which is essen-
tially subjective and unpredictable. But this is to make too much of
"hard" or difficult cases, cases for which no articulated rule seems
appropriate. In fact, the bulk of social life is conducted in accord-
ance with rules that are not in dispute. The relevant contrast ought
to be between the unpredictability of judicial decision-making and
the unpredictability of a complete Benthamite statutory system-
which is a function very largely of the caprice of legislators.
Yet classical jurisprudence does not exclude "legislation" or
public law, that is, law with a specific purpose. The common law is
entirely appropriate for a market society: to enable individuals to
exchange for their mutual benefit with reasonable security. But
those very same individuals will not generate all that is socially de-
sirable by their mutual exchanges: some public purposes (or public
goods) require a framework of legislation or "made" law. Thus,
although the usefulness of the common law in the application of
new rules to handle "externality" problems without the need for
legislative intervention has often been under-estimated, it is un-
doubtedly the case that in the classical theory of law the rationale for
legislation lay in the vexed question of market failure. The major
problem in classical jurisprudence has been the restriction of legis-
lation to those areas of social and economic life which have a genu-
ine public dimension. The relative demise of classical law has come
about through the intrusion of public law or legislation into what is
essentially the private domain: the continued interference with con-
tracts, the close regulation of economic life on behalf of an alleged
"public interest," and the taking of property and the construction of
welfare schemes on the a priori assumption that private arrange-
ments could not generate such desirable states of affairs.
If the common law or classical law is interpreted as a more or
less self-consistent (although necessarily untidy) body of rules, ar-
ticulated and non-articulated, it has a validity in a natural law sense
independent of a constitution, a rule of recognition, a Kelsenian
Grundnorm, or a sovereign's command. The validity of particular
rules will be a function of their consistency with the Whole system
and their conformity to certain more or less universally true princi-
[Vol. 73:283286
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ples of human nature first adumbrated by David Hume and Adam
Smith. These principles include the recognition of (a not necessar-
ily harmful) self-interest, scarcity (therefore the need for property
rules), the propensity to value the present higher than the future
(time-preference), and so on.
The most decisive contrast between classical law and modem
positive law is in the question ofjustice. Justice in classical law is the
impartial application of universal rules, rules that do not discrimi-
nate and which privilege no persons or groups. The point about
classical law is that it is "neutral" with regard to the various out-
comes that emerge from a rule-governed process; legality is doing
justice to individuals and not about the generating of a particular
state of affairs. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out in passing
that in an indirect utilitarian sense this limited concept of justice has
been instrumental in (unintentionally) generating highly complex
social orders. Modem positive law, however, looks to legislation to
create desirable end-states, justified under the general rubric of
"social justice." These range from straightforward income redistri-
bution through to the creation of "equal" opportunities for named
groups, groups that are in no way discriminated by the law itself.
Irrespective of the counter-productive nature (in a utilitarian sense)
of these measures, they are condemnable from a classical law point
of view because of the damage they do to legality.
Why has classical law broken down? The question is of course
unanswerable in any uncontroversial sense. Nevertheless, we can
point to certain movements of opinion, historical developments,
and institutional arrangements which have summed to produce an
intellectual and political atmosphere in almost all western democra-
cies which is unfavorable to the traditional notion of liberty under
the law.
From the point of view ofjurisprudence, particularly damaging
was the tendency to validate law by some external criterion, such as
a constitution. This may sound odd, but in classical law a constitu-
tion was a kind of super structure, a body of rules for the organiza-
tion of government itself: in other words, law had a self-generated
permanence and stability and persisted through, possibly, transient
political arrangements. The trouble was that this necessary distinc-
tion between law and politics depended upon a tacit acceptance by
political rulers that there was, indeed, such a distinction. The prob-
lem has been particularly acute in Britain whose unwritten constitu-
tion has in the twentieth century permitted the erosion of law by
politics. Although not since the seventeenth century has anyone
dared to suggest that the common law is the embodiment of "right
1988]
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reason" and thence superior to statute, nevertheless for a very long
time legislative reticence was preserved. This is no longer so.
The issue here is the sovereignty of parliament, and the organi-
zation of that institution, under modern democratic conditions, on
party lines. For common law is always vulnerable to statute once it
becomes accepted that legal validity is a function of the decisions of
a representative body. In the pre-legislative era of classical law it
might have been true to say, as Hayek does repeatedly, that the
common law principle which holds that a person is permitted to do
whatever is not forbidden by law did embody more "rights" than
those that could be enumerated in some "positive" declaration, but
that claim sounds hollow in late twentieth-century Britain. Yet, curi-
ously enough, and to the chagrin of spontaneous order theorists,
the principle that ultimate legal validity is a function of parliamen-
tary sovereignty was not planned, designed, or even thought of by
anybody: it just happened. Indeed it is a principle of the common
law. It could even be said that it is so because it was said to be so in
a famous textbook on constitutional law written by Dicey. 7 There
are, nevertheless, a few English constitutional lawyers who say,
along with George and Ira Gershwin, that "it ain't necessarily so."
Their day may yet come, especially with the impact of EEC law and
international human rights law on the United Kingdom.8
Americans have been more fortunate than the British since
from the very beginning they have had all the paraphernalia ofproper
constitutionalism: federalism, the separation of powers, judicial re-
view, and so on. These were designed, especially judicial review,
presumably, to protect classical law and the traditional rights that it
embodies from the intrusion of legislation. This is in contrast to the
British tradition which precludes the courts from adjudicating on
the substance of a statute; there judicial review is limited to ministe-
rial or other action under a necessarily legitimate law. Thus,
although American law is consistent with positive law jurisprudence
in that the validity of purported claims to law is established by "test-
ing" them against some other rule, in contrast to Hayekian quasi-
natural law procedures (which embody the universability criterion),
there is no substantive difference between traditional American con-
stitutionalism and classical law since the protections for individuality
contained in the document can be interpreted as declarations of
general common law principles. These are the kind of protections
British classical lawyers, in the face of the erosion of the common
7 A.V. DICEY, INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF THE LAW OF THE CONSTITUTION
(10th ed. 1964).
8 See Bradley, The Sovereignty of Parliament-in Perpetuity, in THE CHANGING CONSTI-
TUTioN 23-47 (J. Jowell & D. Oliver eds. 1985).
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law in the United Kingdom, are beginning to wish obtained in their
country.
The fact that such classical law protections for individuality no
longer hold in the United States in the economic sphere is now a
matter of great concern to individualist economists and lawyers.
Since 1937 a supine Supreme Court has permitted a massive rise of
public law, of economic regulation and the promotion of state wel-
fare, most of which flies in the face of those standards of legality
proclaimed by classical law. 9 All of this legislation goes beyond the
provision of public goods via public law that is permitted by classical
law, and all of it is written in defiance of well-established truths of
economic theory. From the point of view of classical law jurispru-
dence the Supreme Court is now in the curious position of refusing
to enforce "agreed-on" limitations on the legislature, while at the
same time "creating" law (for example, in the areas of enforced in-
tegration and affirmative action) in a manner quite inconsistent with
the traditional ideal of judicial activity.
Why all this should have occurred is not my concern here.
However, certain developments in twentieth century American
thought created an atmosphere in which such departures from the
classical ideal of law could become intellectually respectable. In ju-
risprudence America's major contribution to positivism, realist legal
theory, has some quite damaging implications for classical law.
For realism does presuppose that law must have an author.
Since America has never had a sovereign legislature, and since the
whole idea of judicial review necessitates that the courts play a cru-
cial role in the determination of the content of law, it was almost
inevitable that the judges should be seen as the authors of law.
Hence the familiar expressions: "law is what the courts say it is"
and "rules are only sources of law." The realist movement made all
of its intellectual profit from the fact of its alertness to the simple
truth that a mechanical jurisprudence is impossible. Because human
language is necessarily imprecise (in Hart's memorable word,
"open-textured") there can be no uncontroversial application of
rules to particular cases; and this means that judges must have con-
siderable discretion. The way that this is exercised will obviously
have great significance for the development of law and society.
Again, it was almost inevitable, given the nature of the "judicial de-
cision," that attention should be directed towards all those sociologi-
cal factors that were said to determine that decision. Thus there was
a dramatic shift from a jurisprudence concerned with the meaning of
rules to one in which rules have no objective existence at all. Fur-
9 See B. SIEGAN, ECONOMIC LIBERTIES AND THE CONSTITUTION (1980).
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thermore, if judges are the real "authors" of law, then why should
they not create a legal order which reflects social conditions and
meets social demands? If there are no binding rules to guide con-
duct then the argument that social policy should replace law be-
comes almost irresistible.
The implications of this for classical law are serious. For the
whole tradition of common law presupposes that an objective body
of rules does exist (even though much of it may be incapable of pre-
cise articulation). If there were no independent and objective laws,
a rule-governed society would be impossible. Although the law will
develop spontaneously through interpretation of rules and the adju-
dication of difficult cases, classical law does not suppose that a judi-
cial decision is therefore completely subjective, a disguised
expression of class interest, or is determined by what the judges had
for breakfast. The absence of a mechanical jurisprudence does not
imply that discretion is entirely unfettered and that individuals can-
not be guided by general rules, or judges bound by them, so that
attention should be directed towards the prediction of court behav-
ior on the basis of some extra-legal criteria. For this, to follow
Hart's illuminating terminology, is to understand law entirely from
the "external" point of view and leads to the elimination of those
"internal" features of legality, for example, the obligatory nature of
rules as constituting normative standards, which make a predictable
legal order possible.10
In classical law, there is a specific role for the judiciary that de-
pends upon their specialized knowledge. To quote Simpson yet
again, law is "a body of practices observed and ideas received by a
caste of lawyers." 1 In difficult cases, then, the criteria for adjudica-
tion should always be legal criteria rather than political criteria. The
contemporary crisis in legal theory has come about largely through
the erroneous belief that the courts have no other standards than
those set by current social forces and transient coalitions of groups.
From this perspective, the dramatic shifts of opinion that have
occurred in the Supreme Court, shifts that have done so much to
lend credence to the realists' case, may not so much validate the
claims of sociological determinism but simply illustrate the influ-
ence of erroneous ideas. I will mention briefly two: the idea that
freedom is divisible and that "freedoms" can be hierarchically or-
dered; and the notion that legislatures, because they are democrati-
cally elected, require no further legal constraint (in America, the
latter point applies only to economic legislation, the authors of
10 H.L.A. HART, THE CONCEPT OF LAW ch. 7 (1961).
I 1 Simpson, supra note 3, at 94.
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which might just as well be called "sovereigns" despite all the appa-
ratus of constitutionalism).
The role that classical law gives to the judiciary in a complex
society must be that of enforcing general standards of legality even
against the "democratic will" (as embodied in public law). The ra-
tionale for this is that in a complex society, characterized by compet-
ing and divergent ends and purposes, there is no such thing as a
democratic will which is not also the imposition of some particular
end-state or purpose on society at large. Even if there were a genu-
ine majority will, as opposed to the coalition of interests that is a
surrogate for the majority in all democratic societies, there is no rea-
son why that should be decisive (least of all in America). Classical
law presupposes only that there is a minimum of agreement on rules
and practices. This requires judicial "creativity" only in the en-
forcement of such standards in difficult cases and in their protection
against transient majorities in legislatures.
The restoration of the classical idea of law is a difficult task. As
Hayek has often pointed out, the legal profession no longer resem-
bles very closely Simpson's "caste" of experts, adept at puzzle-solv-
ing and the exploration of the meanings of rules. One legacy of
realism is that lawyers have become obsessively concerned with the
"social" aspects of law: less concerned with the adjudication of cases
and more with the implementation of what they believe to be so-
cially acceptable values. Again, as many individualists have pointed
out, in economic judgments they have revealed themselves to be in
the grip of erroneous doctrines.
Classical legal philosophers differ in their recommendations as
to how an individualist legal order might be created and the rise of
public law checked. There are two possibilities. First, that the
courts might reassert the traditional role of review of economic leg-
islation or that some reduction on the power of legislatures be insti-
tuted (perhaps a modification of the simply majority rule).
Undoubtedly it is the "unreliability" of the courts that has led many
individualists, from Hayek to Buchanan,1 2 to demand more compre-
hensive constitutional rearrangements. Such constitutional rear-
rangements that have been proposed do not involve the creation of
new law but rather the resurrection of traditional rules. They also
recommend institutional forms which transmit genuine "opinion"
more accurately than does conventional majority rule democracy.
12 SeeJ. BUCHANAN, THE LIMITS OF LIBERTY (1975).
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Richard A. Epsteint
In this brief paper I want to address the influence that the class-
ical legal tradition has had upon the development of public law in
general, and modem American constitutional law in particular. In
so doing, I shall concern myself with this question as it relates to the
protection of private property and economic liberties. In some
sense it might seem improbable to chart a course from the early
Roman and classical writers to the present day. But I do think that
the journey can be made, and that it discloses some interesting, if
unanticipated insights, along the way.
Very often there are demands for a revival of the classical legal
tradition in modem public law. I am skeptical of these demands
because I think that they call for the revival of a classical tradition
that has never been. In order to show why this is the case, it is nec-
essary to examine both the strengths and weaknesses of the classical
law tradition. The central conclusion that emerges from that exami-
nation is that the classical law theorists themselves stopped short
exactly where the very important questions of political theory-lim-
ited government and entrenched individual rights-begin. In mak-
ing these arguments I shall direct my attention, not primarily to my
own normative views on the subject,' but to the way in which classi-
cal thinkers themselves regarded their own work.
Speaking globally there are two ways to look at the classical law.
One is to read the great modern thinkers about classical law, of
whom Friedrich Hayek would surely count as one.2 The other way is
to read the original great classical texts themselves in order to learn
how the early writers understood the operation of their own system.
Here I propose to avoid the first course, with its immediate appeal
to grand political theory, and to adhere more closely to the second,
that is, to the more mundane views that the classical writers had
about their own tradition.
My greatest familiarity is with the Roman law, and so I will con-
centrate most heavily upon it. With the Romans, and with many
t James Parker Hall Professor of Law, University of Chicago. This Article is
adopted from a speech given at the Annual Federalist Society meeting in Chicago, on
April 3, 1987.
1 On which see, e.g., R. EPSTEIN, TAKINGS: PRIVATE PROPERTY AND THE POWER OF
EMINENT DOMAIN (1985).
2 See, e.g., F. HAYEK, THE CONSTITUTION OF LIBERTY (1960).
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early common and continental lawyers, there seems to be a near
boundless confidence in the power to organize the legal doctrines
that govern social life. It might be that the origins of these legal
rules were customary, so that no one could quite figure out where
they came from. But the classical writers possessed an indomitable
belief in their ability to domesticate and systematize these rough
customary impulses. When one reads, for example, the standard
Roman text-and here the only complete text we really have is
Gauis's Institutes-one is struck at the outset with its firm and self-
confident architectural structure.
Classification is the key technique for the Roman lawyer. He
will divide the world into the law of persons, the law of things, the
law of property, the law of obligations, and so forth. Then each of
these categories will in turn be divided further, so that the law of
obligations becomes the law of delict (or tort) and contract, while
the law of contract becomes the law of consensual, real, stipulatory,
and literal contracts. The consensual contracts are then broken
down into sale, hire, partnership, and mandate. Then, for each con-
tract, the roles of all parties are analyzed among themselves and to
the rest of the world.
As a rough generalization, the classical lawyer armed with this
methodology will find some appropriate pigeonhole for each and
every routine transaction. At first appearance, the system is static,
complete, exhaustive, and elegant. It does not project the image of
ceaseless evolution and customary change, but rather that of a kind
of timeless, Cartesian stability. It stands outside the forces of his-
tory and circumstance. Nor is this achievement idle, for many of the
Roman classifications (such as those which relate to the law of bail-
ments3 ) do endure down in to modem times in the English, and I
dare say continental, systems of law. Some of the high opinions that
the Romans had about their own legal system and legal abilities
were indeed true.
In part the success of the Roman system rested upon the Ro-
mans' concern about its dominant structures. To their credit, Ro-
man lawyers were always looking for the core, and not the
penumbra. They spent little time worrying about the classification
of marginal cases, so long as they were confident in the basic sound-
ness of their categories. Nonetheless, it is not as though they rea-
soned to these categories from some more general political or legal
theory. Rather they took those categories as indisputable and axio-
matic, for they had an unquestioned belief in the power and justice
of vested rights. Their great strength was their ability to reason
3 See, for the English incorporation, Coggs v. Bernard, 2 Ld. Raym. 909, 92 Eng.
Rep. 107 (1704).
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from accepted premises and established categories in order to show
how complex transactions could be navigated through the system
that they created. Their ability to deduce in a formal way particular
conclusions from accepted principles is really quite inspiring and a
model which modem lawyers could do well to emulate.
On closer look, however, just how good is this architectural
structure and its doctrinal sophistication? The question is trouble-
some indeed if it turns out to be impossible to justify the base on
which the structure must rest. There is a second side to the Roman
classical vision, which is not so optimistic, unified, comprehensive,
serene, or secure as the initial impression may suggest.
First, there are embarrassments within the Roman system of
classification, and often times these are hinted at by the Romans
themselves. For example, when they divide the law of property into
matters human and divine, they come face to face with the critical
question of how to classify city gates and city walls-the standard
form of a public good. They refuse to put them dearly into either
category, and yet they were forced to develop a series of rules which
governs their possession, use, and disposition (of this last, there in
practice could be none). The rules were sensible, for social survival
was at stake. But the doctrinal foundations were very shaky. The
reference to things held as a "corporate body" ("per universi-
tatem") were as uninformative and weak in the original Latin as in
its problematic English translation.4
The second sign of weakness in the Roman system is revealed
by the use of the word quasi, especially as it appears in the Roman
law of obligations. In modern times, we instinctively recoil when we
hear reference made to matters of institutions that are quasi-admin-
istrative or quasi-judicial. Yet we tolerate the use of these terms be-
cause we are somewhat unhappy about the rigid division between
legislative, executive, and judicial power as set out in the first three
articles of our Constitution. The quasi gives us a little room to ma-
neuver, but at the cost of some needed intellectual precision.
The Romans are no better when it comes to the use of quasi, be
it with tort or contract. Nonetheless, what alternative is there when
you are committed to a basic division between contract and tort, and
then have to find a home for the law of restitution, a body of law
which simply does not disappear because its foundations are un-
clear? Any obligation to pay for benefits conferred upon you by an-
other does not rest on contract, because there is no promise; and it
does not rest on tort, because there is no infliction of harm upon a
stranger by the use of force.
4 See, e.g., G. INST. 2.8-2.11.
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Yet this category of obligations, while fluid, is hardly empty.
Quite the contrary, quasi-contract covers a wide range of actions
done by mistake or through necessity. It can arise whenever some-
one receives goods by mistake that were meant for another; or
whenever one person pays by necessity the public authorities, taxes
owed by another; or where one person by mistake makes improve-
ments upon the land of another. Instead of trying to work out the
systematic theory of where the obligation of restitution begins and
ends, the Romans made marginal adjustments to their accepted cat-
egories of contract and tort. But they paid a price. They dissolved
their neat classificatory system, and they never did explain why the
theory of restitution was needed, what it did, or how it could be
justified or extended. Instead, as one pushes harder on the lines, the
Roman law tends to converge with the more incremental, less sys-
tematic methods of our own common law. As we shall see, this
weakness in the theory of restitution has important public law
implications.
These classification difficulties are perhaps symptomatic of the
greater weaknesses of the Roman methodology. The Romans
skirted the problem of finding ways to justify the first principles in
which they so strongly believed. Typically when the Roman wants
to admit that he has been caught on fundamentals, he does not yell
"ouch." Instead he introduces the word "natura" or "ratio
naturalis," or natural reason, into the discourse. If the Romans
want to defend the rule of first possession, how do they do it? Well
it is obviously the "natural" mode of occupation or acquisition.5 If
they want to speak about the obligation of a parent to a child or a
master to a slave, again the reference is to an obligatio naturalis,
natural obligation. 6 If they want to justify self-defense, it is because
ratio naturalis comes to the rescue.7 It turns out that in place after
place within the Roman law, the soft underbelly lies in its resort to
appeals to natural rights, without any systematic account as to how
these rights might be justified or developed. They are just given.
The weakness of their understanding about their own system
had a profound influence on how far they were prepared to push
their general conceptions. When the Roman lawyers applied their
rules, they usually addressed small number situations similar to
those which common law judges typically faced. The typical hard
problem might involve a contest between the original owner of
property and the good faith purchaser who acquired that property
from a thief. They made no effort to deal with complex large num-
5 See, e.g., G. INST. 2.66.
6 W. BUCKLAND, A TEXT-BOOK OF ROMAN LAw 55, 552 (P. Stein 3d ed. 1963).
7 DiG. 9.2.4.
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bered situations, such as taxation or comprehensive social regula-
tion. To the extent that Romans achieved clarity it was because they
were able by judicious selection to identify a narrow tractable sub-
ject matter for analysis. It is no accident that their analysis of bail-
ments is probably as serviceable today as it was in Roman times, for
that is not the kind of issue in which one expects enormous transfor-
mations upon the rise of the welfare state. The law of bailments is
not targeted for revision by any conscientious social planner.
The key question for public and constitutional law is this: were
the Romans willing to make trumps out of their private law rules?
In thinking about their private law system, especially the law of
property, did they view it as a break upon the power of government,
or just as a set of default provisions that continued to apply until the
emperor or legislature decided to do something more drastic? The
Romans clearly took the cautious and restrained view. Private law
was not a barrier against state action. To see the point, look at a
passage which talks about the status of"dominium," that is the most
powerful form of Roman ownership, by W.W. Buckland-no critical
legal studies exponent he-but the leading exponent of Roman law
in the English tradition in the years between, say, 1890 and his
death in 1946:
We have now to consider what is meant by dominium .... Modems
describe ownership as ius utendifruendi abutendi. But whether the
right concerned is dominium or one of the inferior modes it is prac-
tically never so unrestricted as this. All civilizations lay down re-
strictions on what a man may do with his own. An owner might
not cruelly treat his slaves. The law might forbid him to build
above a certain height, or within a certain distance of his bound-
ary. He might not, for purpose of profit, pull down his house.
Thus the principle is subject to such restrictions as the State may
impose. And the owner can restrict his right by conferring rights
on others, e.g. a right of way, without ceasing to be owner. 8
I think that some of you who have looked at either the early
police power cases9 or various California land use restrictions'
would see something familiar here. In particular, any statement that
the principle "is subject to such restrictions as the state may im-
pose" means that the classical lawyers regarded their legal con-
structs as nothing more than default rules in a world dominated by
legislation. It is hardly a principle that speaks to the need to pre-
8 W. BUCKLAND, supra note 6, at 187.
9 Block v. Hirsh, 256 U.S. 135 (1921) (rent control); Welch v. Swasey, 214 U.S. 91
(1909) (height restrictions sustained); Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U.S. 623 (1887) (prohibi-
tion on manufacture and sale of liquor).
10 See, e.g., Nollan v. California Coastal Comm'n, 107 S. Ct. 3141 (1987); Agins v.
City of Tiburon, 447 U.S. 255 (1980).
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serve private property against the depredations of the state. In es-
sence the early brand of constitutionalism implicit in this world view
is captured by the maxim, Quodprincipiplacuit legis vigorem habet-that
which is pleasing onto the prince hath the force of law. The private
law could be wiped out by the imperial edict or any form of
legislation.
This view was not held uniquely by the Romans. John Locke in
his second treatise on government offers a powerful defense of
property, and of legislative supremacy, but he does not so much as
consider the institution of judicial review. In his Treatise of Human
Nature, David Hume takes a similar view. He develops at great
length the rules of justice that have stood mankind in good stead
over the ages. These rules number three." There is first the rule of
first possession; there is second a rule which allows the transfer of
property by voluntary exchange; and there is third the rule which
requires individuals to keep their promises. There is no theory of
restitution in Hume, and no part of his message explains what set of
social institutions could be developed to insure that these rules of
conduct will be respected by all citizens, or by the state. His failure
to address that question stems from the same problem that bedev-
iled the Romans. He did not see any tight connection between the
rules of property and right conduct, on the one hand, and the prin-
ciples of public law that govern the formation and operation of the
state on the other. More specifically, because he, like the Romans,
did not adequately understand the law of restitution, Hume could
not see how any system of forced exchanges, including those resting
upon a "just compensation" principle, could be used to account for
the state and to limit its powers. His was the basic weakness of all
social contract theory: too great a reliance upon the private ideal of
voluntary contracts coupled with an insufficient understanding of
forced exchanges.
The transformation to modem constitutionalism could not be
more stark. Our view of the subject is that certain rights are trumps
over legislative will. It is no longer possible to say, blandly, that all
forms of taxation and regulation, or modifications in systems of lia-
bility rules, are subject to the legislative decision.' 2 In fact the com-
mon law conception of private property is captured in the
constitutional command of the fifth amendment that says that "pri-
vate property shall not be taken for public use, without just compen-
sation." On its face this provision appears to ask the courts to
11 D. HUME, A TREATISE OF HUMAN NATURE, bk. III, pt. II, §§ III-V (L.A. Selby-
Bigge ed. 1888).
12 See, e.g., Epstein, Taxation, Regulation, and Confiscation, 20 OSGOODE HALL LJ. 433
(1982).
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discharge exactly the same task the classical lawyers were unwilling
to undertake, by using a set of principles-those of restitution-
which they were least able to develop. The constitutional text asks
judges to determine which portion of the system of private property
survives at a constitutional level. Yet it is on this very question that
the classical lawyers were willing to say nothing at all.
It is not surprising therefore that many of our greatest lawyers
could be steeped in the classical tradition of private law and still take
a very narrow view of the scope of protection that the constitution
gives to common law rights of property and contract. That surely
was the position of Justice Holmes, a master of the common and
Roman law tradition, who yet emerged in his dissent in Lochner v.
New York 13 as the leading constitutional skeptic on matters of private
property and freedom of contact.
There is, I think, a surprising, negative linkage between classi-
cal private law and modem constitutional law. The classical lawyer
dealt with small numbered situations and default rules. He was
most comfortable in imposing obligations where the defendant had
acted, whether by making a promise or committing a tort. Restitu-
tion, which involved forced exchanges not based upon personal
wrongdoing or promises, was at the margins of his system.
Constitutional and public law come into play where classical law
was weakest. It deals with entrenched individual rights, not default
provisions. It requires a sophisticated treatment of large numbered
situations, such as those involved with taxes and regulation. Finally,
it requires that special attention be devoted to the most difficult ex-
tensions of the law of restitution, for once private property can be
taken upon payment of just compensation, then there is a complex
network of forced exchanges on whose validity the courts must pass.
In the end therefore I think that the radical separation of consti-
tutional and private law championed, or at least accepted, by the
classical lawyers cannot be maintained. Still a good deal of work
must be done before the connections between the two bodies of law
can be forged. Thus it is necessary to rebuild the system of natural
law from the ground up on far firmer f9undations. It is also neces-
sary to make explicit the very linkages between public and private
law that the classical lawyers did not understand, or could not expli-
cate. These tasks are daunting because there is enormous skepti-
cism about any natural law reasoning, and there is a great
willingness to accept public intervention in all areas of economic
life. Although I cannot attempt the demonstration here, I think that
the new accounts of property and contract, at bottom, will have to
13 198 U.S. 45, 74 (1905).
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be functional and utilitarian. They will have to explain why violence
is a social evil and competition is a social good. 14 They will have to
consider the role of bargaining breakdown and high transaction
costs. I believe that this work can be done, but it will require far
more sophistication, and a much more powerful arsenal of tools
than have been bequeathed to us by the classical private lawyers.
But once that task of reconstruction is done, it should become clear
that the classical lawyers built better than they knew.
14 For a short account, see Epstein, Self-Interest and the Constitution, 37J. LEGAL EDUC.
154 (1987).
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Gary Pellert
I Thould say at the outset that I expected to be arguing about
some of the fundamental substantive issues separating the Right
and the Left in contemporary legal thought. In particular, I thought
that Professor Epstein would defend the notion of a sharp distinc-
tion between individual economic liberty and public regulatory
power suggested by his recent Takings I book and by tonight's theme
of "Classical Law."
If I correctly understand his talk, however, he has abandoned
the attempt to portray market-oriented legal ideology as something
implied in the very idea of liberty or freedom or the rule of law; I
agree with him that the image of a classical common law that is (or
was) neutral, objective, and determinate is, quite simply, analytically
incoherent. The notion of a return to such a regime is a fantasy
because such a regime never existed.
The loss of faith in the ability to present the "free market" as
the model for legal decisionmaking is a significant event in our polit-
ical and intellectual history; it is also a particular challenge to con-
servative, market-oriented legal theory. Legal theorists on the Right
have traditionally presented the hierarchies of our social lives as in-
fused with a transcendant logic or necessity, as if the existing distri-
bution of wealth, power, and prestige either directly reflected an
underlying meritocracy of equal opportunity and just desserts, or
indirectly would achieve a kind of utilitarian justice in the long run.
Either way, the notion has always been that there was something
qualitatively different between economic liberty and social regula-
tion, between private freedom and public power.
What we have been calling "classical law" played a foundational
role in this idea that something called a "private market" was, or
could be, a neutral, impersonal mediator of social relations. In the
classical law imagery, as described by Professor Barry, the common
law rules of tort, contract, and property were supposed to provide
the neutral, objective framework within which individuals could pur-
sue their own, self-defined ends free from social coercion. So long
t Professor of Law, University of Virigina Law School. B.A. 1977, Emory Univer-
sity; J.D. 1980, Harvard University.
I R. EPSTEIN, TAKINGS: PRIVATE PROPERTY AND THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN
(1985).
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as the classical law image was plausible, right-wing legal theorists
like Hayek could present their program as embodied in the impartial
dictates of freedom. Thus, in the rhetoric of, say, Hayek, free mar-
ket capitalism is implied in the very idea of the rule of law; economic
regulation is not simply bad policy-it is downright inconsistent
with having a society ruled by law at all. That is why, I guess, there
is a resurgence of interest in classical law among today's conserva-
tive legal scholars; the framework of classical law theory promises
advocates of right-wing social policy a way to present their programs
as the result of a commitment to rational, neutral law as opposed to
ideology and politics. But, as Professor Epstein suggested, the re-
turn to classical law is a dead-end.
I want to focus tonight on two issues. First, I want to explore
with you why the traditional notion of a sharp distinction between
the public and private realms as the basis for distinguishing law and
politics, or law and legislation, is no longer considered respectable
in American intellectual life; this analysis simply reviews the critique
of market ideology that the legal realists taught us.
Second, it seems to me insufficient merely to point out the ana-
lytic flaws of the classical law approach. The more important task is
to understand how people could in fact believe that the classical
world-view was neutral and self-evident. To get at this aspect of
classical law, we need to consider how classical legal thought worked
in the world as a social ideology-that is, how the classical world-
view represented the world through particular images and meta-
phors for perceiving and talking about society. This grid of inter-
pretation was not simply a "theory" in the sense of an intellectual
project; it was also a justification for and an ideology of power
through which actual, real-world relationships of economic and so-
cial domination between workers and owners, landlords and ten-
ants, men and women, were translated, not as the exercise of social
power, but instead as free and consensual individual choices.
First, the analytic critique. Here I will take the Lochner era as
roughly representative of the classical law tradition. Now, in the
modern legal context, Lochner is routinely criticized because the
Court is supposed to have imposed its own values in its reading of
the Constitution. But this reaction to Lochner presupposes the de-
cline in the belief in the neutrality of classical common law doctrine.
That is, it is possible to say that the Court was imposing its own
biases in its protection of the "liberty of contract" between em-
ployer and employee precisely because it is no longer plausible to
believe that the market organized through the common law was neu-
tral and value-free, and therefore the Court's protection of that
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realm from legislative intervention also could not be neutral and
value-free.
To mainstream lawyers of the Lochner era, however, the Court's
protection of the liberty of contract was not necessarily a value ques-
tion at all; instead, Lochner could be seen as the constitutional mani-
festation of a broader, integrated view of law very closely
resembling Professor Barry's description of the classical theory of
law. From this perspective, the judiciary was merely performing at
the constitutional level the same tasks that it carried out at the com-
mon law level-the protection of private, individual choice, or, more
generally, the protection of the private realm from public interfer-
ence. Accordingly, the judiciary at common law enforced contracts
that were the freely-willed result of bargaining between competent
parties; it refused to enforce contracts that were the product of du-
ress or fraud, because in such circumstances the private choices of
individuals were tainted by external interference. When this im-
agery of what law was about was transferred to the constitutional
level, it meant that, just as the judiciary would protect the free
choice of parties through the rules on duress and fraud at the com-
mon law level, so at the constitutional level the judiciary would pro-
tect the free choice of individuals from interference by others more
generally, these others represented by the State.
There was this deep metaphoric connection between the com-
mon law and constitutional law, a grand integration of public and
private law within which legislative interference with the liberty of
contract very closely resembled interference with the free choice of
a contracting party through the infliction of duress or fraud; just as
the judiciary refused to enforce a contract that was the result of du-
ress or fraud because in such circumstances the basis for enforce-
ment, the free choice of an individual, was absent, so also the
judiciary would refuse to enforce legislation that invaded this pri-
vate realm of free choice. And accordingly, in breathtaking symme-
try, the logic of the common law also governed the logic of
constitutional law-the permissable range of legislative regulation
roughly corresponded to the realm in which the common law itself
recognized an absence of free choice. Hence, the legislature could
regulate and forbid bargaining practices that the common law would
recognize as fraud or duress; the legislature could not go beyond
those limits in regulation because, by definition, if the common law
would enforce a particular transaction, it was the result of free
choice and therefore simultaneously immune from legislative
interference.
This is how the classical law theory can end up with the fairly
odd-sounding institutional premises that Professor Barry advocated.
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In this vision, the legislature threatens liberty because it represents
the possibility of collective power, rather than individual choice, de-
termining social relations. The judiciary, on the other hand, does
not threaten liberty because it simply facilitates the achievement of
individual desire. Public law is legitimate in this scheme only when
it is truly neutral to private individuals; public law is illegitimate
when it is overtaken by interest-groups pursuing rent-seeking legis-
lation because then the government would be taking sides in the
private market and thus acting in a regulatory rather than facilitative
fashion. Of course, public law is necessary to achieve the "public
goods" that the market is structurally unable to produce, but it must
be restricted to this fairly narrow role lest the public realm invade
the private realm, replacing freedom with coercion. Similarly, in the
mainstream political economy of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies, the relationship between the private and public spheres was
also conceived on the contractual model-free, private individuals
come together and out of the necessity to get public goods create
the public realm in a broad social contract, but that contract limits
the State to the public realm; legislative interference with liberty of
contract, the core of the private realm, is illegitimate because it is
not grounded in the free choice of individuals; it amounts to a
breach of this original, imaginary social contract.
We can see the enormous weight put on the notion of individ-
ual free choice in the classical law approach. Both the common law
and constitutional law referred back to an initial, foundational image
that in a contract between competent parties, individuals freely de-
termined their own fates and therefore the classical common law
rules and the corresponding limits on legislation were legitimate be-
cause they were implied in the very idea of freedom under law.
Both the contours of the private realm and the cbintours of the pub-
lic realm were legitimated by reference to the free choice of individ-
uals determining their particular social relations in contracts and
agreeing to a broad social contract in public law. Thus, public
power was legitimate to the extent that it was taken as derivative of
private consent. On this world-view, the inequality of bargaining
power between contracting parties could not impugn the consent
grounding contract because inequality of bargaining power itself, as
the Coppage2 Court asserted, was a result of freedom to contract as
one saw fit.
Now it is possible to object to this approach on external
grounds-that is, through a basic disagreement with the individual-
ist model on which the classical approach rests. One might initially
2 Coppage v. Kansas, 236 U.S. 1 (1914).
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disagree with the founding ontology governing the reigning distinc-
tion between the public and private realms. Rather than imagining
that we begin in the world as private beings, as discreet, atomistic
individuals with particular desires and talents that are part of us as
individuals, exogenous to the social world in which we find our-
selves, and that group life is threatening and coercive to our per-
sonal identity, we could begin with the competing ontology of
community, that is, the idea that we are not in any meaningful sense
discreet, unconnected individuals, but are interdependent and inevi-
tably connected to one another, that we need and desire fulfillment
outside ourselves, with others in group life, and that even our per-
sonal identity and meaning depend on our connections as members
of a community. The possibility of this alternative ontology for im-
agining the relationship between individuals and groups impugns
the first premises of the classical world-view because it calls into
question the self-evident character of the main problematic of the
classical approach-the premise that there is a fundamental and
qualitative distinction between the individual and the group, the pri-
vate and the public, and that the job of law is to mediate the conflict
between the two realms.
I have called this objection to the classical approach "external"
because it challenges the first premise of classical law as itself a con-
troversial value choice; it amounts to saying that one can understand
the coherence of market ideology, but disagree that individualist as
opposed to communal premises should govern social life. Or that
other values, such as security, must necessarily compete with the
classical value of freedom and, indeed, even within the classical
structure, the recognition of duties to others reflected in the compe-
tency, fraud, and duress rules of contract, and in torts generally.
This objection to the starting-point of classical law is important be-
cause it refutes the classical pretensions to neutrality by finding a
controversial value choice at the core of the whole classical ap-
proach. I will return to the issue of the classical image of the rela-
tionship between individuals and groups later; now I want to move
on to what I consider the more telling objections to the classical
approach made by the legal realists.
The legal realist analytic is an "internal" critique of classical law
to the extent that the realists demonstrated that, even if one were to
accept the individualist premises of the classical approach, there was
no neutral, coherent basis for implementing the program in legal
doctrine. Instead, the realists demonstrated that the issue was not,
and cannot be, the choice between a free market and public regula-
tion, or between the competing values of freedom and security, be-
cause the very concept of a neutral common law regime of private
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law is analytically flawed. There is, simply, no such thing as a free
market at all. The classical image of a realm of private free choice
was false because, as soon as a legal regime was in place, there could
be no such thing as a private sphere of civil society separate from
public, social power. The classical distinction between the private
common law and public legislation was, in a word, incoherent.
Now, there were various levels in which this critique was
worked out, and if you are interested in seeing it explicated fairly
fully, the best contemporary piece I know of on this is Duncan Ken-
nedy's and Frank Michelman's article, Are Contract and Property Effi-
cient?3 Let me now just trace the outlines of the critique and draw
out the significance for the theory of classical law.
One angle pursued by the realists was to demonstrate that the
distinction between free will and duress upon which legitimacy of
the classical approach rested was itself a political decision, a social
construct. For example (I am thinking of Robert Hale's work here)
in the paradigm private law field of contract, the so-called consent
to a contract was actually conditioned on something external to the
contracting parties, the bargaining power created by the legal pro-
tection of property rights. If an employee wants to eat, and the
property rules have been structured so that all the available food in
the community is owned by someone, and all the available means of
production are privately owned, then the employee is coerced into
agreeing to some employer's contractual terms. And this coercion
is rooted in the legal decisions about what interests to protect as
property and what interests not to protect. In the classical imagery,
the employment contract should be enforced because it is the result
of a private, unregulated decision between two competent parties.
The realists showed that the consent to the contract was the result
of social power embodied in the property rules, and there was no
neutral way to justify the property rules themselves as pre-social or
natural. When the common law judges thought they were simply
ratifying individual free will in private law, they were really ratifying
the exercise of will in the broader context of social power, the ex-
isting matrix for the distribution of privileges and entitlements, in-
cluding property rights and entitlements to be free from harm or
privileges to inflict harm. As Holfeld taught us, any distribution of
entitlements creates power in some people and loss of power in
other people. There is nothing particularly natural or self-evident
about any particular scheme for making this kind of distribution of
legally protected interests; it could be structured completely differ-
ently, so that others would be benefited and burdened.
3 Kennedy & Michelman, Are Contract and Property Efficient?, 8 HOFSTRA L. REV. 711
(1980).
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The classical argument that inequality of bargaining power
could not justify regulation of the employment relationship because
such inequality was the result of free choice, the result of a free mar-
ket, could then be turned completely inside out-since inequality of
bargaining power necessarily influenced consent, and bargaining
power is the result of the law's distribution of entitlements, there
could be no private realm of consent free from the influence of so-
cial power, and therefore nothing outside the legal categories them-
selves determined what would be called public or private, free or
coerced, an entitlement to security or a privilege to harm.
Conceptually, the realists demonstrated, the classicals had it
wrong-private individual free will did not precede social power;
rather, social power, reflected in the property rules by which some
were wealthy and some impoverished, preceded and determined,
contractual consent. The public precedes the private; there is no
way to use private contractual consent to legitimate as neutral and
"legal" the common law of contracts because consent is itself deriv-
ative of a prior public power reflected in the decisions of what inter-
ests to protect as property and what interests to refuse to protect.
In the fundamental contradiction referred to by Professor Epstein,
there is no natural, pre-social way to distinguish and apply the free
market principles favoring the protection of private property and
the principles favoring open competition since competition by defi-
nition causes harm and insecurity to existing property. The upshot
of this strand of realist argument was that it is a political decision
what to call free will and what to call coercion, what to protect as
property and what to privilege as freedom. The classical common
law could not be justified as a protection of the free market because
what was called freedom as opposed to coercion was itself a function
of the legal rules.
A similar point applies to the fraud rules. It is conceptually
possible to conceive of either broad or narrow disclosure duties;
narrow disclosure rules would burden some and benefit others;
broad disclosure duties would benefit different groups and burden
other groups. But nothing in the concept of contract or a free mar-
ket can tell you which to choose. Rather than simply reflecting and
facilitating pre-existing private decisions, the constituent common
law market rules actually constituted and regulated what would
count as legitimate and illegitimate market power. The classical pri-
vate realm was, in short, the construct of the public power reflected
in the choice of whether to recognize broad or narrow duress rules,
or broad or narrow fraud rules. Most importantly, the distribution
of wealth was not a result of the private free market, but the result of
social power reflected in decisions as to what to protect as property,
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what to define as free will or duress, and what range of other-re-
garding duties to recognize in contract, tort, and property law. The
issue could not be a principled distinction between the free market
and the social welfare state because the free market was transcen-
dental nonsense; the distinction between a private, unregulated
market and public intervention was false, because the particular
structure of the private common law was itself, necessarily, a form of
public regulation. If what scares classical liberals about the govern-
ment is the idea that the State represents the threat of social power,
the realists showed that there is no escape from social power.
If you are with me this far, the next question is why did not the
classical law proponents see the analytic flaws of their justificatory
theories? Now here is where the realists stopped short in their chal-
lenge to the old order. The realists tended to treat the classical
world-view as a mere intellectual error, as a mistake in a train of
reasoning, rather than as playing a critical role in the construction of
social life, rather than as an ideology that spiritualized the status
quo power relations by translating them as a meritocracy of freedom
and liberty under law. The realists neglected to talk about the way
that the classical ideology worked in the social world, to tell workers
in the sweatshops that they had consented to their working condi-
tions and to their own exploitation, to tell the wealthy that their eco-
nomic power was earned, deserved, and legitimate. Instead, the
realist explanation was "formalism"-the classical theorists mistak-
enly thought that they could move from the abstract ideas of liberty,
of contract, and of property, to concrete doctrinal manifestations,
such that contract would mean, for example, the particular rules of
offer and acceptance, consideration, the distinctions between free
will and duress, the limitations on principles of fraud and misrepre-
sentation, and the contours of expectation damages, as if the idea of
having a contract regime answered all these subsidiary doctrinal
questions for you. The formalist mistake was to assume that you
could move from the abstract idea to the particular concrete context
without the intervention of social power, of policy or the whim of
the judge or the apparent social consensus or something like that.
Without that moment of formalism, that old kind of Aristotelian
classificatory belief that the categories of public discourse could
somehow magically match up with the categories of independent,
pre-public material life, without that kind of intellectual error to ex-
plain themselves, the classical system appears simply as an ideology
of power rationalizing the apartheid of class and wealth, the ex-
ploitation of workers in the factories of turn of the century America,
by the propagation of the myth of economic meritocracy in the free
market.
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Let me be clearer. I am not talking here about classical law as
an abstract theory concerned with the source of law, or with whether
law has an author or not. I am talking about law as social ideology,
as a matrix for translating social experience, and specifically how the
classical approach translates actual people's lives on assembly lines,
in bread lines, on street corners, in interviews, in families, and
across the "private" realm as free and consensual, as devoid of pub-
lic power. The image that when we are in the private realm, as de-
fined by classical law, we are free is a false image; it was false when it
presented the economic relations of the early twentieth century as
free, and it is false today when it presents women's roles in the "pri-
vate" realm of homelife, workplace, families, and sexuality as a re-
sult of private, free choice. It is a lie that represses all the ways that
our "private" relations are socially constructed, through the ideol-
ogy of gender roles, of sexuality, and through the material distribu-
tion of power and privilege.
The point here is that there is more to the flaws of the classical
approach than some intellectual error. The problem with the classi-
cal approach is not that there is some mistake in the chain of reason-
ing that could be corrected by the substitution, as Professor Epstein
suggests, of utilitarian for natural law premises; rather, the repre-
sentation of the world according to the classical imagery is an ideol-
ogy which plays a social role in legitimating as natural or necessary
the rank caste structure of our social life.
The problem with classical law is not formalism, because the
mistakes of the classical approach are not epistemological mistakes
in the theory of knowledge, mistaking mental categories for catego-
ries of material existence. They are rather pieces of social mythol-
ogy and ideology that play particular social roles in relations
between people. In other words, the problem of the public/private
distinction is not simply that it is indefensible after taking seriously
the work of realists like Pound and Hale and Felix Cohen; the prob-
lem is that it is a false and inauthentic representation of our lives as
sharply divided by on the one hand a private realm where we are
truly ourselves, somewhere, at home, or in total isolation from
others and their influence, and on the other hand, another realm
where we are not ourselves, where we have to play publicly-imposed
roles, where we are somehow coerced, putting on masks and playing
out roles that appear to have no social agency. This classical catego-
rization of the social world seems to me simultaneously to be the
very definition of social alienation-the sense that it is normal to
believe that we do not collectively create both ourselves as individu-
als and our social roles, that we are either alone and free from social
influence or with others but robbed of our subjective identify.
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The myth structure of classical law ideology plays a particular
political role, by translating as free and normal the social alienation
and pbwerlessness people feel at work and in their public lives gen-
erally. If we believe this mythology, that the social roles we play as
teachers and students, as managers and workers, and as men and
women, are either public and therefore coercive but necessary, or
private, and therefore simply the result of individual free choice,
then we do not see them as open to social change, by us working
together imagining new, more fulfilling ways to be together. In
short, the classical ideology is the message that we are powerless to
change the world together, to recover the sense in social life that we
can create and recreate the world in which we live.
DISCUSSION: THE CLASSICAL
THEORY OF LAW
QUESTIONER 1: I have a question that I will direct to Profes-
sor Peller. I think Professor Barry might have been making an em-
pirical argument or he might have been making a phenomenological
argument. I am not sure, but, given that he was talking in terms of
tradition, where is the formalism in his argument, where is the ab-
stract idea, the idea that one would make from some sort of innate
idea or some abstract idea?
PELLER: I may have misinterpreted Professor Barry; if I did I
apologize. As I heard his presentation, he presented an image of
laws prior to legislation, of the common law and private law as the
realm of liberty. And as I understood his presentation, liberty is
threatened through the social welfare intervention of legislation.
What I was suggesting was that the most important teaching of the
realists, what one as a matter of intellectual integrity must confront
if one is to hold on to this particular classical image, is the argument
that the social welfare legislation of the New Deal is not qualitatively
different than the common law because the common law itself is reg-
ulatory. And the only way I suggested to avoid that realist point is
the notion that the common law is not regulative because there is an
absolute, determinate way to move from the abstract idea of free-
dom, equality, contract, and property, to the particular doctrinal
manifestations and concrete cases.
BARRY: I will just make one point for clarification. I was mak-
ing a kind of epistemological argument about knowledge: it was an
anti-formalist argument to the effect that the human mind is incapa-
ble of incapsulating in a formal body of rules this public/private dis-
tinction. And the liberal argument also is that individuals are not
ontological entities apart from society who merely contract and set
rules for their ontological separate selves. They do exist as mem-
bers of units which are more than atomized connections between
themselves. The point is that through their ignorance they will
grope towards a better system of arrangements than if indeed they
could somehow formalize this system. So it is a skeptical argument.
It is saying that if we look around, we find that human needs and
arrangements are better organized through a spontaneous method
by individuals who are already social beings, than if some other per-
son could design a different set of arrangements. So it was indeed,
as the speaker said, a kind of skeptical, epistemological argument.
EPSTEIN: I have a comment upon Professor Peller's presenta-
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tion. I agree with him in part, but I want to set his worst fears aside.
I do not agree with him in respect to everything that he said, partic-
ularly about my own position. I think the point that he made is
clearly correct. The failure of natural law theory today is that, to the
extent that one wants to get into a debate about the choice of desira-
ble legal rules and social institutions, he cannot do so on the
grounds that we are blessed with the safety of having necessary
truths that will work on our side. It is a mistake to use the word
"formal" to refer to essentially deductive conclusions which come
from unassailable as self-evident premises. And I think, in effect, a
lot of people thought they could demonstrate that level of certainty
for the rules that they had. The legal scholarship of the realists and
others was fairly powerful in devastating that defense of the old
order.
The question, however, is, is it possible to make reconstruction
of the traditional conceptions by trying to invoke some other more
functional criteria and justifications. It is a subject I did not talk
about today, but which, for example, I do talk about in the Takings'
book. The first thing you have to do is to be aware of the problem of
the straw man. For example, Peller said that people have the idea
that common law rules are not regulatory. I do not think anybody
really believes that, as the paradigmatic common law rule shifts from
contract to torts, we are obviously talking about a whole variety of
restraints, some which operate ex post by way of damages, some
which operate ex ante by way of injunctions. The real question is not
whether we think the common law is or is not regulatory-of course,
it is regulatory. The real question is, does it contemplate a form of
regulation which is superior to some alternative that might be
devised?
The second point goes back to the characterization of what lais-
sez-faire or what the Lochner2 movement meant. Professor Peller men-
tioned, for example, that when you were talking about classical
theory, you were talking about "the absence of coercion" that cre-
ates liberty in a system with no government intervention. I do not
think any of the classical liberals believed that, and certainly
Peckham did not. To give you but one historical example, Peckham
was a reasonably strong champion of the anti-trust laws, insofar as
they were dealing with horizontal restraints, and he wrote opinions
that supported that particular conclusion. In addition, one of his
great problems in Lochner was that he went a little too far in favor of
state power. The errors in the opinion are contrary to those for
I R. EPSTEIN, TAKINGS: PRIVATE PROPERTY AND THE POWER OF EMINENT DOMAIN
(1985).
2 Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905).
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which he is usually castigated. He thought mistakenly that all mat-
ters of health essentially were subjects of such great paramount pub-
lic importance that state regulation could always displace freedom
of contract. What one has to do, therefore, is to ask how to deal with
the principle of freedom of contract with some sort of functional
justification. Let me give a one minute summary of why I think the
principle had such a great allure, even though from time to time, it
has been misunderstood by those that sought to invoke it.
First, I think it is just wrong to talk about the system and factory
as one of oppression. In fact, in the period he talks about, real eco-
nomic income in the United States was consistently rising, some-
thing by about 30-40% in the period between 1870 and 1914-and
this in the face of enormous immigration of low-priced labor which
could displace higher-priced domestic service. Of course, it was the
unions who wanted to keep my forefathers from coming to these
shores, not the businessmen. One, therefore, must understand that
coercion is not necessarily hierarchical, but often times responds to
the greater weight of the greater number.
Analytically, moreover, wage contracts should not be struck
down whether at common law or by statute because of an alleged
inequality of bargaining power. This concept seems to me to be
incoherent. So why worry as long as somebody can sense, no matter
what his original wealth, that he is going to be better off after the
agreement than he was before? Otherwise if he is going to starve
then he might as well starve in style and go out with a stock equal to
W rather than W-X. So it seems to me that the principle of mutual
benefit within a bargain is something that is perfectly consistent with
a rational social justification of a principle of free contract. It is not
consistent with the welfare state which says that we know better for
what people can do than they can know for themselves.
The second half of the argument is about externalities. The
common lawyers did not talk in these terms but they certainly un-
derstood the problem. They were always uneasy about contracts in
restraint of trade, and the reason was that they had some intuition
about the social losses associated with the move from competition to
monopoly. They were also certainly exceedingly hostile to those
contracts which were designed to inflict mayhem, rape, or murder
upon third parties. Those were flatly illegal. There was no principle
of common law which said freedom of contract governed wholly
without regard to the external effects. But what one can say pretty
confidently is that if you are looking at an agreement in which there
is only a transfer of goods and services and money between two par-
ties, both of whom will be left better off than before, then to the
extent to which you increase the wealth of stock of the two parties to
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the transaction, the anticipated external effects are going to be posi-
tive when taken in the aggregate. There is now more wealth to go
around, and thus the velocity of voluntary transactions can increase.
Once one understands these points the regime of freedom of con-
tract becomes pretty powerful on a social welfare ground, modernis-
tically understood. We know that there are gains between parties,
and that there are gains with respect to strangers, so it is very hard
to figure out the losers under this general regime.
Even with respect to the feminist jurisprudence, it is striking
when one looks at the particular catalogue of grievances. Virtually
each and every one of them turn out to be legal restrictions against
entry into certain markets. It would be a terrible thing for the law to
say that women must stay at home, but if some women choose to
stay at home when they are free legally to go out somewhere else, it
seems to me that we have learned something about their behavior in
the absence of barriers to entry. What our principle ought to be is
that of the classical liberal idea: keep those barriers down, and the
problem of people sorting themselves into occupations and roles
based upon tastes and upbringing will more or less take care of
itself.
If my analysis of contract is correct, we can make the appropri-
ate reconstruction of private markets and their legal foundations.
Indeed, as a constitutional matter, huge portions of the Constitution
basically have adopted this program, even though I am quite confi-
dent that many of the framers only glimpsed at the justification for
their scheme, and could not have given the far more systematic de-
fense of it that I have tried to introduce here. So, I disagree with
Professor Peller very sharply when he says that because the natural
rights theorist fails in proving his beliefs as necessary truths, there
are not sufficient social regularities to justify, empirically, protecting
common law rights at a constitutional level.
BARRY: Just a very important point. Almost all of the classical
liberal legal theorists were anti-natural rights philosophers, partly
because of their skepticism and, I think, partly because they recog-
nized that it is impossible to persuade people of the nature of these
natural rights. But it is possible to persuade people of the advan-
tages that come through mutual exchange and spontaneous order.
Rules emerge as conventions that meet people's needs. They are ac-
cepted, on reflection, for this reason, not because they are intrinsi-
cally right. So I think I agree entirely with Professor Epstein on that
point.
PELLER: Professor Epstein opposed the argument I
presented, and I think I was not too clear. I was not, of course,
saying that Justice Peckham was an anarchist. I was saying thatJus-
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tice Peckham has a particular view of the relationship between the
private and the public spheres and a particular notion of what the
content of the private and public spheres were. Of course, Justice
Peckham believed in some kind of liberal state which would take
care of the grossest externalities, such as monopoly, and his opin-
ions in monopoly cases confirm that.
The second point that Professor Epstein makes is that there is a
functional as opposed to natural law justification for the laissez-faire
free contract regime. Professor Epstein, again, and I will try to pin
him to this point, simply avoids the issue. Is there a natural way to
distinguish between freedom and coercion, free will and duress,
those concepts as they are actualized in concrete cases, or is there
not? If there is not, then the very distinction between what is called
free will or a free contract and what is called un-free contract, the
distinction between a contract that expresses "preferences" and a
contract that expresses someone else's will, is incoherent, or is itself
a function of social power.
Professor Epstein wants to offer a very thin justification, a utili-
tarian justification for the free contract regime he envisions by using
the notion that people are moving to preferred positions. The
problem with that notion is that you have to start out with a free
contract concept. Professor Epstein accepts my argument that you
cannot do it through mere formalism, through the notion that the
distinction between free will and coercion is a natural distinction
that we can all simply apply as some kind of vision of natural law. So
he moves to utilitarianism, but utilitarianism, once you open up the
possibility of externalities, gets you nowhere.
If you are going to justify the free contract regime and include
the possibility of externalities, which any utilitarian calculus must,
there is simply no determinate way to account for externalities for
two reasons. The first reason is that any criteria for evaluating two
states of affairs, one in which people have moved to an aggregate
preferred position, and the other where there is a sub-optimal state
of affairs, any compensation criteria is either totally abstract, merely
filled up by the empty concept of "utils," or it is more concrete and
more descriptive, that is, more empirical, and as soon as it gets more
empirical it gets more controversial. Do we include in the notion of
aggregate utils people's preferences as to distributional states? No,
of course, we could not because that would unwind the whole free
contract distribution regime. Do we include, in terms of what
counts as utils to figure in the aggregate social welfare function,
people's aversion to alienation or preferences for social solidarity?
How would we count them? These are not goods that are currently
produced in the current market structure. Is the utilitarian function
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simply a replication of status quo commodities or is it wide enough
to include the possibility of the creation of new commodities that
people might prefer more than the existing market structure. If it
does not include the possibility of new structures, then the claim
cannot be made that the preferences are in any meaningful sense,
exogenous.
The second major problem is the problem of third party prefer-
ences. Once we are willing to do an aggregate social welfare func-
tion analysis, what about third parties who are really bummed out by
people working in sweatshops for sixteen hours a day. The fact that
we might not grant these parties a legal entitlement to interfere in
the relationship between the employer and employee does not mean
that once we use a utilitarian justification for free contract regime,
there is any basis for ignoring those preferences. They are prefer-
ences. To ignore them is a political, controversial, not a simply the-
oretical, question.
QUESTIONER 2: I was wondering if Professor Peller could
describe a non-utopian situation in which the decision to stay home
with the kids would in fact be a free choice, and if he cannot describe
a choice like that which would be created, what is the point of criti-
quing the current choice as not being free?
PELLER: I have tried to argue that the notion of individual free
choice as opposed to social coercion, that that way of filtering our
experience of social life, sets up categories that are incoherent. No
decision is totally divorced from social life and social influence. In
that sense if you believe in free choice as this pure kind of individual
preference, I cannot define that kind of utopia. But I can define, I
am suggesting, a kind of quality of life where people are fulfilled-
where people feel that they are able to develop according to their
wishes with due concern for the interest of others. With respect to
the specific gender example, in current social life, the economic
sphere and the public sphere generally are constructed to close-out
women, so that it would be very difficult to say in any instance that a
particular women's decision was "free" since the range of options is
so limited vis-a-vis others-males'-options.
QUESTIONER 3: I get the impression that Professor Epstein
likes the order that is embodied in the American Constitution be-
cause it is remarkably close to a sort of Benthamite utilitarian con-
ception of the sort of interactions among individuals that would
produce the best world from the utilitarian point of view. But when
one reads the Constitution, or probably more appropriately looks at
historical documents that describe the sorts of human virtues that
the framers valued, one gets the impression that they, at least, had
all kinds of values that would be rather difficult to capture in the
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utilitarian calculus technique which at its best, I think, suffers from
certain technical defects. Now on the other hand, Barry, who has
given a wonderful summary of Hayek, suggests that the problem
with theoretical rationalistic approaches to politics is that they tend
simply not to capture certain, admittedly sometimes aesthetic,
sometimes spiritual, sometimes hard to categorize goods of human
knowledge about society, and the ways society should be organized
are not easily captured by any particular theory. So I guess my
question is, what is it that is so great about the utilitarian approach,
what is it that is so persuasive about it, that we should only save that
much of the constitutional order that is consistent with it and aban-
don or leave critiqued, as I take it your approach was to the Roman
law, those portions of it which are not easily justifiable in functional
terms but may embody hard to articulate traditional knowledge,
those forms of Hayekian knowledge which simply cannot be cap-
tured in utilitarian terms?
EPSTEIN: I think there is a real difficulty in understanding
what a utilitarian conception of governance entails. On the one
hand, one can endow at the outset legislators and governors with
perfect knowledge of what is going to happen. If people had that
degree of knowledge and we are all well behaved, then in effect we
would want comprehensive social regulations in order to control
and domesticate all those elusive externalities that Professor Peller
talked about. But my sense about utilitarianism is very much
Hayekian. While abstract theorists may identify certain directions,
tendencies, and so forth, there are both imperfections in knowledge
and corruptions in politics with people co-opting, or abusing public
trust for private ends. We should give up on trying to be able to
bring every utilitarian virtue into public life. One of the key utilita-
rian virtues, oddly enough, is self-destructive. It says, do not adopt
those kinds of rules which in their own form are explicitly utilitarian;
do not count costs and benefits, because once you do that you will
get results that somebody standing back from the fray will see to be
profoundly anti-utilitarian. The balancing tests of an overtly utilita-
rian nature fuels much of the law of product liability, public liability,
and medical malpractice. So too in constitutional adjudication,
these people were trying to be utilitarians. But the difference be-
tween an analyst outside the system and a practitioner within it is
critical. We can know about problems that we cannot solve.
Let me give you one sense of what some of these difficulties are.
Professor Peller noted for example that the utilitarian calculus has
to take into account that there are some people who are "bummed
out" by virtue of the fact that other people are working in sweat-
shops. But, of course, the bumming out phenomenon runs the
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other way around. There are lots of people, many of whom sit in
this room, who are bummed out if somebody else comes along and
says, "Gee, I know what's best for these fellows. I'm going to keep
them out of the borders so they can starve to death in Mexico." And
he gets bummed-out by a series of restrictive social legislation. To
what extent is any government official going to be able to figure out
which set of bummed-outedness is going to dominate the other?
There is also a moral hazard problem. If you know that freaking out
is the way to get legislation your way, then get yourself some up-
pers, put the other guy on downers, and do war dances in the street.
So these elusive externalities run in both directions. It is not a
simply a one-directional phenomenon as he implied by that exam-
ple. They are bi-directional. In the long run you will get a better
assessment of the total utility if you systematically and vigorously
ignore those psychological concerns running in both directions than
if you try to measure them case by case. Take into account the im-
perfections of measurement, and a lot of the things that a pure
moral utilitarian might regard as relevant should be made essen-
tially irrelevant for the legal order.
Does that mean that people who are bummed out by sweat-
shops are absolutely helpless in my world? Not if there are all sorts
of voluntary aid societies. Indeed, a classical utilitarian or liberta-
rian like myself accepts the distinction between legal obligations
backed by force, and moral obligations. (Force is "your time or
your life," not a hard bargain of your money for my property.)
There are lots of people who have money, and there is nothing
which says they have to be egoistic in the way they spend it. If they
wish to give it to help people laboring in sweatshops, they can. Is
this a trivial concern? Of course not. There are billions of dollars,
even today, that are spent exactly that way by people with just those
sentiments. People who are upset with the status quo can spend
their money in order to try to bring about a better social order. To
understand the full liberal construct, it is a mistake to concentrate
excessively on the legal side of it. This very powerful set of informal
social and religious obligations is essential to a free society. While
there are some obligations which you cannot define with sufficient
precision and clarity to bring the power of the state to bear, still it
does not mean that social sanctions should be introduced. If you
take the two-tier perspective, it seems to me that both of his points
vanish. We can define a distinction between coercion and non-coer-
cion, because we have a system of property rights which gives us the
legal baseline, while preserving a place for non-unanimous volun-
tary conduct to alleviate suffering and to bring about perfectly co-
herent redistributions of wealth from rich to poor.
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QUESTIONER 3: I guess my question is should the Constitu-
tion be followed and is the Constitution to be admired only to the
extent that it is justifiable in utilitarian terms? Is there something in
the Constitution that is clearly not utilitarian?
EPSTEIN: The answer to that is sure. I do not admire the pro-
visions which say that slaves count for 3/5 of a person for the pur-
pose of the census, but not at all for vote. It was in the original
Constitution, but I am not going to venerate it. I think the provision
was a mistake. Maybe somebody wants to argue the opposite. I do
not think it will be Professor Peller.
Overall, large parts of the original Constitution are blunders.
There were bad provisions which controlled the election of the Pres-
ident and Vice-President, and these were removed by the twelfth
amendment in 1804. But it is a theory of utilitarianism which says
"Look, for heaven's sakes, do understand the one thing that Hayek
understood so well, that the limits of the public knowledge should
very much influence the way in which we structure our public bod-
ies." There is a critical distinction between public and private bod-
ies. Unfortunately, the state has got the monopoly of force. There
are many employers to whom you can turn, there is only one state
from whom you have to run. That is the difference you worry about.
QUESTIONER 4: As I heard the two sides going here, it
strikes me that you are both really driving at something very similar.
I think that Professor Epstein's position is not that we have this radi-
cal bi-polar limited government against the individual, as Professor
Peller in some ways tends to characterize the other side; but then
on the other hand, I also believe that Professor Peller has a point,
that since we do not live in such a neat bi-polar society, that there
are more factors involved than just the freedom of contract between
two individuals. Now at the bottom of all of this, it occurs to me that
maybe the people who were so committed to natural law were not
such dummies. Maybe this was the way they tried to resolve this
thing. My question is, where do we find a principle or a standard of
what is just? If two people making contracts in Professor Peller's
view are not really free, then who is going to help them be free? Is it
going to be the state? If the state makes a decision for them does
that force them to be free? I know that is not what you are saying,
or at least, I hope that is not what you are saying. What you are
crying for is an objective standard of how we can measure justice.
Now how do we go about finding that standard? How do we deter-
mine what is just?
EPSTEIN: I think it is a fundamental point to distinguish be-
tween scarcity and coercion. If you argue that scarcity of resources
is a form of coercion, there is no such thing as free contract because
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the resources in the world are finite. I think that Professor Peller
gets himself in that position when he finds that he cannot say when
somebody is truly free. The answer is that scarcity coerces. There is
always coercion no matter what the social arrangement, so I think
that one has to go back to the Hobbesian insight as to what coercion
is about. He used to rail against force and fraud. These may be
controlled even if scarcity cannot be.
QUESTIONER 4: But still the question I am placing before
you is, how do we determine a standard of justice?
EPSTEIN: I gave you the theory that I would use which is free-
dom of contract.
QUESTIONER 4: But you contradicted yourself because in
your main address you sort of kicked out the natural law tradition
altogether.
EPSTEIN: No, I did not. I said that you could not use the natu-
ral law tradition to support constitutionalism because the natural
law was always a default rule. What I said was that you could always
reconstruct the justifications and that basically the position would
be, I think one-and here Professor Barry and I are close-that Pro-
fessor Barry calls indirect utilitarianism, which recognizes that all
the cost-benefit calculations come into the formulation of general
rules, but once the general rules are in place, you avoid the inherent
errors of ad hoc exceptions or ad hoc balancing. I think many of the
early natural law philosophers were indeed indirect utilitarians, but
they just did not use that terminology. You certainly could read
Locke that way when he said that there is a happy coincidence be-
tween social welfare and natural right. It is not a very long passage,
but it is suggestive that the distinction between ontological and con-
sequentialist theories of ethics is in fact more modem than classical.
The classical natural law scholars were very smart in certain ways,
but they also made a lot of blunders because they were not system-
atic. They did not have twentieth century knowledge. We know
more than they did, not because we are smarter, but because we can
build on what they said.
BARRY: I would just like to make one point against Professor
Peller. I found that his argument embodied a certain kind of perfec-
tionism. Look at a market exchange process governed by common
law rules which nobody designed, and you can always find disadvan-
tages enjoyed by some people or endured by some people and ad-
vantages enjoyed by others. There always appears to be an element
of private coercion, even in a purely private world. Why does there
appear to be that element of coercion? Well, because you have a
perfectionist vision of a world without coercion, that is, a world in
which all sorts of human things have been eliminated, like self-inter-
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est, greed, scarcity, time preference, and so on. If you look at the
real world with a perfectionistic vision, you will find coercion every-
where. But you only find coercion everywhere because you have got
a kind of vision of a non-coercive world. And I wish that vision were
to be explained more fully for people who take a cautious, skeptical,
or indirect utilitarian view as I do. I mean, it is possible to look at a
market exchange process and see inequality even though the two
parties only act to improve themselves-it is still possible to say,
well, one comes off slightly better than the other; if it is a pareto
criterion, as long as somebody stays where he is and someone gets
slightly better, then we say it is still an improvement. Looks very
tame from a perfectionist standpoint. But what disturbs me is that
we do not have any alternative evaluation which is at all consistent
with what we know about human nature and human experience. So
what is the alternative, coercionless world you propose?
PELLER: I think that you have mischaracterized my argument
if you believe that I was arguing that there is something called coer-
cion that has a natural correlate in the world and I can just go out
and match up the word with the thing coercion. My argument is
that the mode of thought that operates on the distinction between
free will and coercion, and that ends up justifying the gross inequali-
ties of wealth that result from the so-called free market, is itself a
political question unless one is a formalist, or unless one believes in
a natural law of the status quo, as Professor Epstein attempted to
make the distinction between free will and coercion turn on the re-
tention of existing property entitlements. What I am arguing is that
the distinction between free will and coercion is merely a result of
social power. What we call free will is what is not coercion. What is
not coercion is what we call free will. Now unless there is some in-
dependent, substantive correlative of these things, I would say that
the notion that coercion in a contract, for example, only exists when
a gun is held to one's head, is about like the notion that rape only
occurs when there is physical force and resistance and the overcom-
ing of resistance. This is the old world. We are in a new world.
EPSTEIN: I hope not on the rape issue, Professor Peller.
QUESTIONER 5: Since the notion of legal coercion does de-
pend, at least to some extent, on the baseline of property rights,
since that is what determines what constitutes force or fraud for pur-
poses of the legal system, assuming that one would want to do so,
how does one avoid interjecting a traditional natural law justifica-
tory element at the level of a developing theory of initial acquisition
of property, as opposed to exchange, which can be handled by refer-
ence to subsequently developed contract law?
EPSTEIN: I think that you asked the right question. I think it
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can be done, and I think what you have to do is to go back to the
theory of transaction of cost economics, which is not where I would
have started this life twenty years ago.
QUESTIONER 5: Let me interrupt. There are two parts to the
question, one is why would one want to avoid a natural rights justifi-
cation, and the second one is, assuming that one would want to do
so, how.
EPSTEIN: I do not want to avoid it if you can make it go. The
problem is that I do not think that you can make it go simply by an
assertion. What one tries to do is to figure out how those natural
rights serve some social ends. If we had a system of natural rights of
the sort that the Lockeans or the common lawyers envisioned, but it
turned out that we could figure out that everybody was worse off
under that regime than under some alternative arrangements, pre-
sumably, we would want to move from the natural rights arrange-
ment to the other. If the various tests of pareto-dominance make
sense, then you cannot ignore them when it comes to the formula-
tion of natural rights.
Now, it is quite clear that there is an ambiguity in talking about
existing rights structures. There is nobody here in the natural law,
the utilitarian tradition, I take it, who would want to say that if some-
body happened to steal something without being caught, that has
created an appropriate natural distribution of rights which serves as
the baseline for all subsequent transactions. There is a very radical
streak to natural rights and utilitarian theories which says that huge
transfers, like for example, those from the Indians and those ac-
quired by force and fraud from others, are not to be protected. The
great difficulty is to figure out some way to undo these improper
moves without completely undoing the society. A system of wealth
which comes out of apartheid or segregation is not the kind of natu-
ral distribution that I would want to defend, even though it is the
status quo.
The second point is the empirical point. I think Professor
Peller is just wrong when he says that when you look at the distribu-
tion of wealth, the vast inequalities of wealth are attributable to mar-
ket institutions. The empirical argument is that disproportionate
wealth arises from entrenched monopolies protected through legis-
lation that exclude rivals. If you were to use any measure of income
dispersion for market economics against totalitarian societies, or so-
cialist countries, you will find far greater skews where people can
keep out rivals. What competition does, not perfectly, but inexora-
bly and inevitably, is to reduce certain super-normal profits to nor-
mal returns.
Now, the analytical question, how do you get a system of natu-
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ral rights based on first possession, how do you decide what things
are both public and private, I think the answer to use if starting from
a blank slate is to try to figure out which distribution of original
property rights will minimize the number of transactions necessary
to reach the optimal social state. That would be the formula. Self-
ownership, for example, fits that very well because it now means that
everybody has a capacity to deal on his own account; no one has to
engage in all sorts of preliminary transactions to decide who is enti-
tled to deal for whom. With respect to the external world, the "no-
ownership" position, standard common law probably does better
than anything else because first possession is a cheap and easy way
to get property rights established. Thereafter the eminent domain
calculus says that, where the markets break down because transac-
tion costs are too high, we could overcome it by force. So I think
that basically that single regimen, the insight that Ronald Coase
started with in a completely different context, if pushed far enough,
explains huge portions of traditional natural law theory and essen-
tially makes it much more respectable than the intuitive explana-
tions offered by natural rights theorists.
QUESTIONER 5: The notion of an optimal social state as part
of the justification for the initial property rights scheme involves lay-
ing claim to a kind of knowledge that the Hayekian analysis would
suggest we cannot have.
EPSTEIN: The problem arises only if the argument is used to
mandate a set of individual outcomes, but it has less force when fig-
uring out some simple rule that works as a default provision. And
that is what the common law rules did. They were extraordinarily
simple; they were extraordinarily de-centralized; the cost of imple-
mentation of getting everybody into self-ownership was lower, I
think, on a first cut than on anything else. The Hayekian impulse is
do not try and be fancy and overdo that with something more con-
voluted and complex just because you want to correct every last er-
ror. Simple rules have major practical advantages. Beware of
Peller's skepticism that everything is coercion and nothing makes
any sense. Remember, he cannot be a member of the left; he has to
drop off the political spectrum given his own views about knowledge
and coercion. I think we can make empirical judgments about prop-
erty. I think the uniform historical sentiment on first possession is
pretty good evidence as to its soundness.
QUESTIONER 6: I want to ask Professor Peller about his uto-
pia, to take a step back. He criticized, from my understanding, sev-
eral social relations, which are the basis of our society, and he said
that maybe some of it is based on arrangements which provide new
commodities that might be more important to the human soul than
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perhaps material gains. As I look around here, I see that people
always look at each other in order to get an idea of what they want to
be. And so this freedom, this utopia, this new system you propose
would ask us all to be saints, which is in some sense a little difficult
perhaps. But even that would probably be easier than a utopia
which asks us all to be very individualistic, to be very different from
each other, to be original. And I want to suggest that this is also
something very painful for the human spirit, that it is very hard to be
original, and so this particular utopia seems very coercive, and per-
haps some of the sorts of social relationships in society that define,
in very clear terms, the ways people interact with each other, are
perhaps milder and perhaps moderate the coercion that comes from
social pressure.
PELLER: I really was not trying to offer a big blueprint for
what is or is not coercion. And to respond to Professor Epstein's
point that I am off the political map because I believe that every-
thing is coercion, once again, -I do not know why this point is so
difficult to understand. The point is that coercion is a social con-
struct, and that what gets called coercion is a political choice. And
the point is, I think, fairly simple.
Now with respect to the various hierarchies between teacher
and student, worker and manager, man and woman, and the like
that I have mentioned, that I believe inhibit the possibilities for so-
cial interaction, I was offering as an utopian vision the notion that
we do not need to accept these as simply givens of life, that they
have a social subjectivity to them and, therefore, a contingency. My
vision is that we could recover the possibilities for acting out social
roles with some conviction and engagement while we are in them.
Instead, we find ourselves playing out a part someone else wrote, we
know not whom. And towards that I simply will assert from my ex-
perience that, for example, even if there is some functional justifica-
tion for the distinction between teachers and students, or workers
and managers, at some point that has nothing to do with the particu-
lar concrete embodiment in which they are played out today.
I think that the relationship, for example, in an educational in-
stitution, in a law school, between teachers and students ought to be
far more democratic, and there is simply no functional basis to the
kinds of fears that you are expressing, that there will through de-
mocracy and the collective engagement of the terms of social life be
some coercion or pressure. I think that the risks of that are far less
than the coercion and pressure that exist as we all kind of act out
these roles. I think that law schools ought to be run popularly and
democratically. I do not think that is such a bizarre concept.
EPSTEIN: But the genius is, heaven forbid, that all law schools
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should have to run that way. Let him run his that way, let us run
ours our way, and then let us see which way the students come.
Then we will get information as to their relative desirability, which
we could not acquire if we could made an all-for-one centralized
choice. That turns out to be the key element. You may have a vi-
sion of what you want to do. But I think one has to recognize, and
this, I think, is core to liberal theory, that the standards to apply in
deciding what to do with yourself and with others who agree with
you are different than the standards to apply in imposing by threat
of arms and force your views on your rivals or upon your neighbors.
It may well be that there is a best way to organize a law school. If so,
one could see all evolution in that direction without any change in
the legal norms that govern contracts. There is nothing about the
liberal order, or the principle of freedom of contracts, that dictates
how law schools deal with students. If schools want to change, there
is no law that has to be repealed first. Nobody wants to say that
people are "autonomous" in some cultural sense that nobody be-
lieves. We all know that acculturation is essential. Anybody who
has children knows that they do not just grow up like topsy. The
real issue is who is going to fit standards? One at the center, or
many at the periphery? It seems to me it is that choice which should
make us aware of the dangers of monopoly for social experiences as
it leads us to recognize the dangers of monopoly for ordinary eco-
nomic affairs.
PELLER: The law school example is a particularly good exam-
ple. As Professor Epstein well knows I do not believe in centralized
social power as a political theory. The distinction, though, is in the
terms of this asserted natural evolution of institutional forms. And
this now matches up with the argument about externalities. I think
there are a lot of people who have preferences that their work life,
that their educational life, and that their family lives be different, be
freer, be more engaged, be more emotionally committed, be more
fulfilling, be more reflective of the self and subjectivity. The fact
that the current structure does not produce those kinds of institu-
tions suggests not that a slow natural evolution will produce them; it
suggests precisely the opposite. Professor Epstein's point that the
market will satisfy everything is contradicted by the failure of the
"free market" of education to produce democratically run law
schools. In addition, Professor Epstein's comment again misses the
central point that I thought I was fairly clear with, with respect to
the legal realists. The point is not centralized social power versus
decentralized individual choice. The point is that both those con-
cepts are incoherent. There is no such thing as the free market not
regulated by social power.
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EPSTEIN: I think we have said all we have to say. I think in the
end, it is an invitation to totalitarianism if you cannot distinguish
between markets and coercion. The willingness to use coercion will
be the death of the market and of personal liberty.
JURISPRUDENTIAL RESPONSES
TO LEGAL REALISM
Richard Posner t
The last time I attended a Federalist Society Symposium was
four years ago, almost to the day. On that occasion I talked about
two terms in legal debate, restraint and activism, which seemed to
me to have become all-purpose terms of condemnation and appro-
bation, respectivelya-and, really, to have lost all definite meaning. I
tried to suggest how they might be used more precisely. I am going
to do the same thing today with legal realism and legal formalism,
and also relate these terms to economics and to the rule of law and
suggest how these four concepts fit together nicely when one is talk-
ing about the common law but not so nicely when one is talking
about statutory and constitutional interpretation.'
The terms "formalism" and "realism," as they are currently
used in legal debate, are entirely polemical. They are epithets used
for a promiscuous variety of good and bad things, depending on the
purposes of the speaker. Formalism can mean anything from casu-
istry to fidelity to law; realism anything from left-wing ideology to
pragmatic, intelligent, and epistemologically mature engagement
with the legal system.
These terms can be given precise, nonpejorative, non-polemical
meanings as follows. "Formalism" can be used simply to mean the
use of logic in legal reasoning. And there is, of course, a place for
logic in legal reasoning. If, for example, we have a rule that a con-
tract is not enforceable unless supported by consideration, and a
contract is presented which is not supported by consideration, then
we can say as a matter of logic that it is unenforceable. "Realism"
can be used simply to mean the use of policy analysis in legal rea-
soning. We get the premises on which to perform the logical opera-
tions of formalism from notions of sound public policy. There is
nothing illegitimate about this; it has always been an important part
of law and it is indispensable for solving many legal problems.
Each of these concepts is susceptible of abuse. The characteris-
tic abuse of formalism, of which Christopher Columbus Langdell is
t Judge, United States Circuit Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit; Senior Lecturer,
University of Chicago Law School. A.B. 1959, Yale; LL.B. 1962, Harvard University.
I For a complete discussion see Posner, Legal Formalism, Legal Realism, and the Inter-
pretation of Statutes and the Constitution, 37 CASE W. REs. L. REV. 179 (1987).
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frequently accused, sometimes with justice, is that of smuggling pol-
icy choices into the premises for logical reasoning without analysis
or even acknowledgement, so that the law is made to seem to have a
more logical structure than it really has. Consider this question of
perennial fascination to students of contract law: should a person
be allowed to claim, as a matter of contractual entitlement, a reward
for returning a lost article, if he did not actually know that a reward
had been offered? Langdell said no. And he said it on logical
grounds: a contract requires-is defined to require-conscious ac-
ceptance; if the person who returned the lost property did not know
about the reward he could not have accepted that unilateral offer,
and therefore there is no duty to reward this person. Langdell's
mistake was to impose a definition on the word "contract" without
considering why one might want to make some promises and not
others enforceable and what the effect of making this promise en-
forceable would be. Would it lead to more returns or fewer? Actu-
ally this is a difficult question but it is one that Langdell thought he
did not even have to consider.
The vice of legal realism-of some versions of realism, any-
way-is that it is, in a sense, not realistic enough. It leaves out of the
picture some important policy considerations. For example, in one
brand of legal realism, it was said that decision according to prece-
dent was either not in fact used by judges in reaching decisions or
ought not be used. But the decision to defer to prior decisions is
itself an important and valid policy which a sensible and disciplined
judge would use in his decisional process even if he thought of him-
self as thoroughly realistic.
What I have proposed, then, is a system of analysis that has a
place for concepts and logical deduction but also a place for using
policy analysis to create the premises for decision. And from this
description it should be apparent that economic analysis fits very
nicely into a concept of law which combines formalism and realism.
Economic theory is a logical theory-indeed, a branch of applied
logic-and although the premises are supplied by notions about
human behavior-how people respond to incentives, for example-
and about what is valued in society, once those premises are given,
economic theory can be used to deduce all sorts of results. These
parallel systems of thought, the legal and the economic, can be com-
bined, and have been combined, for example in the Hand Formula,2
which is a logical statement of the meaning of negligence and can be
used not only to deduce the outcomes of particular cases but to de-
2 See United States v. Carroll Towing Co., 159 F.2d 169, 173 (2d Cir. 1947), for a
definition of the Hand Formula.
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duce all sorts of interesting doctrines. If you start with the Hand
Formula you can ask, if both injurer and victim are negligent should
the injurer be liable? By use of economic analysis and the Hand
Formula you would come up with a logical answer. This type of
analysis, in which economics is used to derive legal results, is I think
what common law judges have always done intuitively (perhaps to-
day, more explicitly) and is consistent with what we think of as the
rule of law.
It is no accident that my examples have been drawn from com-
mon law and that my discussion so far has really been a discussion
of the common law. While I think that formalism, realism, econom-
ics, and fidelity to the law all cohere nicely when one is talking about
common law, when one switches attention to statutes and the Con-
stitution one has a gap to leap, and none of the tools I have men-
tioned is of decisive assistance in leaping it. The gap is this: with a
constitution or a statute, the starting point for analysis has to be a
text rather than a concept. Now it may be possible-this is the mod-
em approach to antitrust law-to derive from a text (the text of the
Sherman Act,3 for example) a concept such as economic efficiency,
and create from that concept a logical system of law, much like the
common law of torts or contracts. But there is always that initial
step of obtaining a concept from a text. And that is not a step to
which formalism or realism or economic theory can provide the key.
What we do when we interpret a text is not policy analysis and is not
a logical operation; it is not possible, I think, to talk sensibly of de-
duction from a text. The initial stage, which is interpretation, is a
mental process that is distinct from either weighing up pros and
cons as in policy analysis or manipulating the rules of logic.
I will give an example that was the subject of an exchange four
years ago between Professor Easterbrook, as he then was, and Pro-
fessor Bator. (I missed Professor Peller's talk last night but he has
also participated in print in this debate.) It involves the clearest pro-
vision in the Constitution-that you have to be thirty-five years old
to be President. The question is, why is that clear? Suppose a
twenty-one-year old presents himself to the electorate, and a court
says, you are not eligible. Do we reason that one must be thirty-five
to be President, you are not thirty-five, therefore you are not eligi-
ble-i.e., do we reason syllogistically? Do we say that it would just
be a bad thing for twenty-one-year olds to be eligible? Or do we, in
fact, have to go through a different mental process to decide that
this person is ineligible? I think the last suggestion is the correct
one. What this text means looks clear to us because we live in a
3 15 U.S.C. §§ 1-7 (1982).
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certain society-fortunately in this respect unchanged in the last two
hundred years-that has certain assumptions and ways of doing
business. We live in a society, for example, in which birthdays are
recorded, in which it is agreed at what point one starts counting
people's ages, in which the use of arbitrary deadlines is common-
place-for example, in statutes of limitations-and given this cul-
ture in which we live, and have lived for two hundred years, it
becomes obvious what the framers had in mind in using this form of
words. They did not mean that only mature people could run for
President. They meant that you had to be thirty-five years old mea-
sured from birth. If we lived in India, where birth is measured from
conception, then even though English is an official language of India
the provision would mean something different. If we lived in a soci-
ety that did not record birthdates, or in a society like the ancient
Greek in which numbers of years are used in a symbolic rather than
exact fashion, or in a society in which it was just unheard of to im-
pose rigid deadlines in serious matters and loose standards were al-
ways used to decide important questions, then this "clear" text
might well mean something else.
But the provision is not clear by virtue of logic and it is not clear
by virtue of a weighing up of pros and cons, although that is indi-
rectly involved. So we have this hump to get over in dealing with
texts-the problem of interpretation. We can, in the way I have sug-
gested, identify some clear texts. Unfortunately, most of the ones
that we are interested in, or that generate litigation, are unclear, and
there is very little agreement on a method of interpretation of un-
clear texts.
What I described earlier as legal formalism in the common law
sphere resembles certain approaches to interpretation, such as tex-
tualism and intentionalism, in that they assign a modest role to the
judge, that of translator or logical manipulator, rather than that of a
policy analyst. But that I think is the only resemblance. I do not
think it is possible to be a formalist in interpretation without em-
barking on the unedifying course of using terms like formalism and
realism in an undisciplined fashion. And similarly, while the legal
realists may resemble the non-interpretivists in assigning an aggres-
sive role to judges, nevertheless what is involved in dealing with a
text and what is involved in dealing with a common law policy ques-
tion are profoundly different.
My conclusion is that when we talk about the common law, we
can, with a little closer attention to terms, discuss legal reasoning in
a way that should command broad agreement about principles,
though not about details of application. But when we move into the
constitutional and statutory sphere, we are in a different arena, deal-
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ing with a very different problem, that of interpretation, on which
legal analysts have made little progress.
JURISPRUDENTIAL RESPONSES
TO LEGAL REALISM
Charles Fried t
The topic is jurisprudential responses to legal realism, and I
would like to take as my text at least the title of a very interesting
essay by Richard Posner,' which addressed the decline of law as an
autonomous discipline. I would like to propose to you a sketch of
what a return to some notion of law as an autonomous discipline
might look like and to suggest why that is a hopeful and an appro-
priate response to legal realism. The contrast to law as an autono-
mous discipline has been, of course, the uncontrolled eruption into
law of at least two disciplines, economics and philosophy. And I am
ready to plead guilty, at least in my previous avatar, to being an im-
portant culprit with respect to the latter eruption.
First let me say a little bit about why the eruption of these vari-
ous subjects into law and the taking over of law by nonlegal subjects
has had such a bad effect, and then move on to sketch how one
might again resurrect law as an autonomous discipline and what that
would look like. I think one of the worst effects (because it is so
displeasing aesthetically, although perhaps not practically very im-
portant) of the huge amount of philosophy and economics and
political science and sociology leaking into law is the poor quality of
the philosophy and the economics and the sociology which we see
there.
What is important because of its practical effect is that each of
these subjects, but I think particularly economics and philosophy,
address large, global, indeed universalistic pictures of how things
ought to go in society.2 The upshot for the law has been a measure
of disorder, amateurism, indiscipline, and, alas, often, sheer incom-
petence, not just in the occasional divagations in court opinions, but
also even in law teaching. And, of course, since generosity and be-
nevolence are appealing motivations, and certainly appealing self-
t Solicitor General of the United States. A.B. 1956, Princeton University; M.A.
1958, Oxford University; LL.B. 1960, Columbia University.
1 Posner, The Decline of Law as an Autonomous Discipline, 100 HARV. L. REV. 761
(1987).
2 Both of these disciplines also concern themselves with more local and particular-
istic issues and at their most sophisticated also talk about the connection between the
global and the particular, and how to make discriminating use of a powerful tool which
purports to give answers to how the whole world should look.
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conceptions, it is not surprising that the incompetence and amateur-
ism which come with the eruption of philosophy into law should
have caused this indiscipline to take a particular direction both
among judges and law professors-that direction is what I would'
describe as left liberalism.
Now, having sketched the malaise, let me say something about
the alternative which, I think, is healthier, though not all that ap-
pealing. I give that warning right at the beginning. The alternative
is to return to a notion of law as a local discipline. If law is to do its
work, which I want to insist is modest work, it must once more be
viewed as a local, rather than a grand and global discipline. I think
the best examples of that are in areas like contract, commercial law,
and bankruptcy, which are replete with technical, picky, often rather
disagreeable and unlovely results. Learned Hand once said that in
the end-I am not quoting-it is far better for commercial relations
that the law not reach out and be generous to protect people who
do not protect themselves. 3 That is a correct instinct. It is far better
in all of these areas that we live with rather technical, picky, and, in
some respects, uninteresting and unlovely rules. Richard Posner re-
fers to something I know nothing about, called the Enelow-Ettelson
Doctrine. (Is it a doctrine in the law of insurance?) He frequently
speaks of it, and I think it must be a wonderful doctrine; indeed, in
order to maintain the aura of mystery, I have forsworn actually to
learn what it is. But I firmly believe that the Enelow-Ettelson Doctrine
is the kind of thing which I would like to see the law consist of, more
than three-part balancing tests-with two prongs.
Now an important reason for resisting this notion of law as re-
ally rather technical and consisting of uninteresting picky little rules,
is that it is a conception that seems to freeze out the layman and
make laymen feel quite puzzled about the areas they wander into. I
am not sure that is such a bad thing, but it is exaggerated as a result.
I would bet that if the issue is some technical doctrine say of insur-
ance law, then laymen in the insurance industry, that is to say, those
that are not trained as lawyers but who are insurance executives, if it
bears on their work, probably, know well enough what the doctrine
is. And similarly, let us say, purchasing agents who are not lawyers,
know well enough what the rules of offer and acceptance, and of
consideration are. So I think that this notion of the layman being
frozen out is not as bad as it sounds and not the worry it is supposed
to be.
I do think that it is by this return to law as a rather technical
subject, somewhat cut off from its ethical, philosophical, and other
3 James Baird Co. v. Gimbel Bros., 64 F.2d 344 (2d Cir. 1933).
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heady roots, that we can once more have a measure of order, pre-
dictability, discipline, and limitation put into the law, because it is
the lack of these which is the great illness from which the law suffers.
And what I am talking about therefore is a return to rules, rather
than to vague standards-I admit readily that this is a matter of bal-
ance, yet I would like to urge that the balance be allowed to tip
rather more decisively in the direction of rules. This is true, not
only of common law, but of statutory interpretation and indeed, the
Constitution. Although there are problems about having constitu-
tional law go in this direction, I think it is a healthy direction there
as well.
The great harm that has been done by legal realism and its child
of the 60's and 70's, Critical Legal Studies, is to have put abroad the
notion that it is not possible to procure definiteness, certainty, disci-
pline, by virtue of rules, and I would add, in order to make common
cause in this respect with Richard Epstein, by virtue of texts and
doctrines. I think it is all of a piece, because what the legal realists
and the Critical Legal Studies scholars say is that rules in general,
texts and doctrines in particular, and also precedents, simply cannot
introduce, cannot honestly introduce the kind of discipline and or-
der and limitation which I hanker after. And I think that is the great
harm which those two seriously mistaken doctrines have wrought
upon our legal, intellectual life. I do not think it is in fact true, that
it is not possible to work with doctrines and precedent and texts. It
is possible. I cannot provide a method for doing so, but I am sure
when you are dealing with a text, or when you are dealing with a
doctrine, there is what I would call a kind of decent respect for
whatever the material offers. And if you have that decent respect,
whether that consists of formalistic logic or whether it consists sim-
ply of the kind of response that one would have to any statement by
another person which you are trying to understand and carry for-
ward in an honest way, I think that there is a quite sufficient measure
of definiteness.
Well, let me close, because we have been enjoined to be brief,
with a kind of a picture. A picture which is a response to legal real-
ism. And that picture is a picture of law as a far more difficult, but a
far more modest, discipline than it has become-than it has become
in the opinions of judges and in the work of the law schools. I
would like to propose the picture of lawyers, not as the architects of
society, but as its janitors. I would like to suggest that we are mod-
est people, laboring in the basement of the building of society, do-
ing really important work, while the great things that happen,
happen up above in the upper stories, and that they are done by
entrepreneurs, by businessmen, by artists, by painters, by politi-
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cians, by poets, and by philosophers and economists, as well. One
of the really bad things that has happened is that we have tried to
get out of the basement. In an earlier day, a kind of a bargain was
struck with lawyers. If they would stay in the basement, doing some-
thing rather boring and technical (the picture is of Bartleby, the
Scrivener), then we would be partially left alone, honored after a
fashion and paid quite well. Now I think we have welshed on the
deal. We insist, these days, on being paid well, and running the
show too. I think law studies should once more be hard, rigorous,
full of memorization and that we should see far fewer citations in
law reviews to Derrida and Foucault.
Let me come back for just a moment to economics and philoso-
phy. The fact is, of course, that both economics and philosophy do
address the point that I have made and do rather specifically explain
why it is that society is better off if there are people laboring in the
basement without paying attention to the really grand ideas-they
explain why it is a grand idea that not everybody have grand ideas.
Both economics and philosophy explain that and I do not say that
lawyers should not be aware of this. They should. In fact, lawyers
should also enjoy music, but that does not cause me to sing my ar-
guments to the Supreme Court. So let me close here with this pic-
ture of law as a far more modest discipline than it has been allowed
to become, a more boring, but a more disciplined discipline. That is
my suggestion, and the reason I urge it upon you is that there is
nothing all that wrong with pretentiousness and amateurism and in-
tellectual indiscipline except when it gets into the hands of people
who wield considerable power.
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JURISPRUDENTIAL RESPONSES
TO LEGAL REALISM
Anthony Kronman t
The intellectual movement we call legal realism is today, I
think, most often thought of as having an exclusively negative or
critical character. But while this movement historically has had a
strongly negative component, it has also had a positive or construc-
tive side as well. It is that aspect of legal realism on which I would
like to concentrate in my remarks this morning. But before I get to
the positive or constructive side of realism let me just briefly remind
you about the other side of realism, the iconoclastic side of the
movement, as Karl Llewellyn characterized it many years ago.'
In the late twenties and early thirties the realists attacked a cer-
tain conception of legal science which they associated primarily with
the great Harvard treatise writers of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, Beale and Langdell being the particular objects
of their intellectual ire. The realists claimed that the Langdellian
project, the project of working out in detail in each branch of law a
comprehensive and rigorously structured doctrinal science, was im-
possible to achieve. The law in each of its particular branches is too
filled with conflict, with incompletenesses of one sort or another, it
leaves too much open, too much to be decided in the particular
case, for it ever to be exhaustively controlling in the way that Lang-
dell and his followers assumed it was or hoped it might be made to
be.
This critical attack immediately opened up an important intel-
lectual problem for the realists, one they were themselves aware of
from the very outset. This was the problem, as it might be called, of
arbitrariness in adjudication. Among the various forms of lawmak-
ing, the realists were interested primarily in adjudication. From
their critical attack on Langdellianism, they drew the conclusion that
there is-most obviously in hard cases, but in the easy cases that
judges decide as well-a space or gap between all of the available
legal materials that might be brought to bear in the decisional pro-
cess (rules, principles, policies, and so on) and the decision itself.
There would always be, the realists said, some slippage between the
normative materials the law gives judges to work with and the case
t Edward J. Phelps Professor of Law, Yale Law School.
1 K. LLEWELLYN, THE COMMON LAW TRADITION 11-15 (1960).
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at hand. That space, they said, can only be filled by an arbitrary
exercise ofjudicial will-by a choice, a decision, ajudgment which is
not constrained or controlled by the relevant legal rules and other
norms but that must be free, even radically free, on certain views of
the problem.
This conception of adjudication raised two important difficul-
ties. The first might be described as the problem of intelligibility. If
it is indeed true that every adjudication is at its heart an exercise of
unconstrained will, as the realists' attack on Langdellianism seemed
at times to imply, then it is difficult to know how one can either
explain past judicial behavior or predict its future course. As the
gap between decisional materials and outcome widens, the possibil-
ity of understanding judicial behavior, either in a backward or for-
ward looking sense, becomes more and more problematic.
The second difficulty concerns the justification of adjudicative
decisions. If judges do indeed make decisions in an arbitrary way,
what basis can there be, from within the resources that the law itself
provides, for justifying their decisions or criticizing them? If the de-
cision in a case is undetermined by the available legal materials, how
can the judgments that a judge makes in a case be meaningfully
evaluated from a strictly legal point of view?
So these were the two problems-the problems of intelligibility
and justification as I have called them-which the negative side of
realism dramatized. Now to these problems the realists themselves
offered a pair of responses. What I want to emphasize is the differ-
ence between these two responses and the implications of this dif-
ference for contemporary legal theory.
The first response, which I will for convenience's sake call the
scientific response, is exemplified in some of the early work of Karl
Llewellyn 2 and in those interminably long behavioral studies that
Underhill, Moore, William Douglas, Charles Clark, and others con-
ducted in the early thirties.3 Its most perfect expression is to be
found in the mature policy science of Harold Lasswell and Myres
McDougal, 4 which assumed its definitive shape in the late thirties
and early forties. The second response to the problems of intelligi-
bility and justification I shall call the conventionalist response. It is
exemplified most clearly in the late work of Karl Llewellyn.
2 Llewellyn, Some Realism about Realism-Responding to Dean Pound, 44 HARV. L. REV.
1222 (1931); Llewellyn, A Realist Jurisprudence-the Next Step, 30 COLUM. L. REV. 431
(1930).
3 See Schlegel, American Legal Realism and Empirical Social Science: the Singular Case of
Underhill Moore, 29 BUFFALO L. REV. 195 (1980); Schlegel, American Legal Realism and Em-
pirical Social Science: From the Yale Experience, 28 BUFFALO L. REV. 459 (1979).
4 Lasswell & McDougal, Legal Education and Public Poli,: Professional Training in the
Public Interest, 52 YALE L.J. 203 (1943).
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The scientific branch of realism itself had two phases, each of
which dealt with one of the two problems I have identified. Early
on, some of the realists who saw and appreciated the consequences
of their negative attack on Langdellianism concluded that a measure
of intelligibility could be restored to the judicial process if behav-
ioral laws were identified through empirical research that would ex-
plain the past conduct of judges and provide a basis for predicting
how they would behave in the future. So these empirically-minded
realists set off in search of the social, psychological, anthropological,
economic, and other rules of judicial behavior that would describe
what judges do in fact, even if the rules in question bear little rela-
tion to the norms that judges purport to be following in the actual
decision-making process itself. The behavioral rules which these
scientific realists claimed to have discovered are hidden regularities
that lie below the doctrinal surface and which do not form a part of
the law judges consider themselves obligated to apply. It is not the
point or function of the law, these realists maintained, to describe
the behavioral rules in question. This is the office, instead, of the
social scientific disciplines from which they drew encouragement
and support, the office of psychology, economics, and so on. The
hope of the realists who took up the methods and insights of these
other disciplines in an effort to rediscover patterns of regularity in
adjudication was that by doing so they could restore the credibility
of the old idea of a science of law (which of course Langdell had
celebrated) but on a fundamentally different and more secure foun-
dation-on extra-disciplinary or extra-legal premises. In doing so
they struck a Faustian bargain, saving the old Langdellian idea of
legal science by abandoning the claim that law is an autonomous
discipline. From this point on, the intelligibility of adjudication was
something to be understood, not from within the law, but from
without, from the standpoint of some other discipline.
The second phase of the scientific branch of realism sought to
supply, again from a point of view outside the law, the normative
guidance which the critical or negative side of realism had made
clear was unavailable from within the law itself. McDougal, for ex-
ample, adopted exactly this strategy.5 In deciding cases, judges
have all sorts of legal norms on which to draw, but often (perhaps,
indeed, in every case) these norms run out; they fail to provide the
guidance they pretend to. We must therefore look elsewhere for
instruction. Where should we look? We should look, McDougal
said, to the higher and more comprehensive discipline of political
philosophy. There we will find the foundational principles that we
5 Id.
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need-and that judges need-in order to decide which of the many
incomplete and conflicting legal rules available to us ought to be
applied in any particular case. In its normative aspect, as in its
purely descriptive one, the scientific branch of realism sought to re-
alize Langdell's vision of a science of law, but by abandoning the
idea of law as an autonomous or independent discipline. Here, too,
the foundation for the re-establishment of a genuine legal science
was to be found not in the law itself, but outside it, in the extra-legal
discipline of political philosophy.
I now want to shift to the conventionalist response to the prob-
lem of arbitrariness in adjudication, a response that took a very dif-
ferent turn. This branch of realism, as I have said, is exemplified
most clearly in Llewellyn's later work, and in particular, in his mas-
terful essay on the common law tradition. 6
Llewellyn also began by assuming that the law is un-
derdeterminative of decisions in particular cases. There is always,
he acknowledged, some free room for the judge to move; indeed, if
there were not, presumably we would not need judges to decide
cases, but could do it in some more mechanical way. But the exist-
ence of this interpretative space or gap should not, Llewellyn ar-
gued, lead us to conclude that adjudication is radically arbitrary in
the way that some of the more iconoclastic realists like Jerome Frank
suggested. 7 The process of adjudication is constrained, Llewellyn
said, by all sorts of conventional understandings, by local tradi-
tions, and by shared professional norms, which guide the interpreta-
tion of rules, policies, and principles and give their application a
predictability-an orderliness, rigor, and professionalism-which
the negative side of realism overlooked. 8
Of course, the rigor in question is not perfect, it is not as exact
or scientific as one might properly expect in certain other disci-
plines, but it is pragmatically sufficient. It is enough to do the job
and that, Llewellyn said, is all we can reasonably demand of a hu-
mane discipline like the law.9 The conventional, professional un-
derstandings on which Llewellyn placed such emphasis offered, in
his view, a perfectly adequate solution to the problem posed by the
discovery of freedom in adjudication. They provided a basis both
for prediction and for normative criticism, for assessing the quality
of the work that judges do and for saying something intelligible
about how judges are likely to decide cases in the future.
The distinction between these two responses to the problem of
6 K. LLEWELLYN, supra note 1.
7 J. FRANK, LAW AND THE MODERN MIND (1930).
8 K. LLEWELLYN, supra note 1.
9 Id.
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arbitrariness in adjudication-what I have called the scientific and
conventionalist responses-is not, I think, merely of historical inter-
est. In fact it marks what is perhaps the deepest division in contem-
porary jurisprudence-the division between, on the one hand, those
who embrace one or another of the extra-legal disciplines to which
the early realists themselves turned in their effort to put the law back
on a scientific footing, and, on the other hand, those who stress the
stabilizing force of convention, tradition, and habit in the process of
adjudication.
I would put on the scientific side of this divide both the practi-
tioners of Law and Economics and the adherents of Critical Legal
Studies, the two best-organized and most influential movements in
American academic law today. It seems to me that these two move-
ments, despite their obvious differences, share in common an aspi-
ration to re-found the discipline of law on something deeper, more
secure, and ultimately less subjective than the law itself. In this re-
spect, there is a striking similarity between some of Dick Posner's
work and certain aspects of Roberto Unger's.
On the other side of the divide there is no identifiable move-
ment, only a scattering of individuals. As examples I would name
Stanley Fish and Owen Fiss, and listening to Charles Fried, I would
have to place him on that side of this particular dispute as well. Per-
haps I should also include Ronald Dworkin, who in his latest book
puts very heavy emphasis on the notions of interpretive community
and tradition as elements in a general theory of adjudication.10
The question to which all of this leads, and with which I would
like to conclude, is the question of the ultimate compatibility of
these two responses to the problem of arbitrariness in adjudication,
a problem the realists placed at the center of jurisprudential atten-
tion and which has remained there ever since. Are they in fact com-
patible strategies? And what are the implications of adopting one of
these strategies rather than the other? The scientific strategy is to-
day unquestionably in the ascendency. What is the significance of
this fact for the shape of our profession as a whole? I do not pro-
pose to answer these questions, but I ought in candor to confess my
own allegiance to the conventionalist side in this controversy and to
suggest that for those who feel drawn to the ideals of scientific real-
ism, a question must inevitably arise as to whether the dignity of our
profession can be maintained if its foundation is placed on some-
thing that lies outside it. The scientific realists struck, as I have said,
a Faustian bargain: they sought to redeem the promise of Lang-
dell's science of law but in doing so gave up the idea of law as an
10 R. DWORKIN, LAW'S EMPIRE (1986).
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autonomous or local discipline. They thereby placed themselves in
the service of external ideals, making it impossible for those who
follow their lead to think of the law as an enterprise which is valua-
ble for its own sake and not merely because it is a reflection of some-
thing else-something deeper and better and truer than the law
itself.
DISCUSSION: JURISPRUDENTIAL RESPONSES
TO LEGAL REALISM
PAUL BATOR (John P. Wilson Professor of Law, University of
Chicago Law School): I would like to seize the opportunity of being
the organizer of the discussion by identifying some common themes
and posing some questions. All three of our speakers spoke about
the problem of the gap. It is the most famous gap in the law. It is
the gap created by the indeterminacy of rules. The size of that gap
is itself a subject of controversy, with the critical legal studies people
saying that the constraining power of rules is very small, almost
invisible.
But the problem of how we describe what it is that we do within
the gap is common to us all. Now, we have had various proposals
about that, but I think I would like to ask our panelists to push that
project further. Dick Posner said that the gap really exists only in
the field of statutory and constitutional interpretation and that it is
filled by reference to cultural understandings. So partly he joined
up, I think, with your conventionalist camp. It is the background
understandings of the culture that tell us what is meant by the prop-
osition that only somebody who is thirty-five can run for President.
Charles Fried did not really get into the project of how the gap is
filled. What he did was to give us some moral exhortations about
the attitude which we should have when we undertake to fill it,
which is one of due modesty and old-fashioned virtues. Tony
Kronman gave us an historical account of various projects that the
realists themselves undertook to try to fill that gap. I would like to
invite our speakers, and the audience also, to address this ancient
conundrum. What goes on, when judges do law and when practi-
tioners and ordinary people have to figure out what is to be done
under a system of rules that have some, but not complete, con-
straining and determinative configurations? Does one, at the end of
the constraint, jump immediately into totally subjective and arbi-
trary policy science: I do what I please, and it is just a matter of
guesswork whether that will be lawful or not, whether some judge
will agree with it or not? Or is there something about human intelli-
gence and human language that can be called rational and purpo-
sive, and yet, that is not within the sphere of purely formal
deduction?
The one theme that was missing in the descriptions given us is
something that we do all the time, and that is not logical deduction,
and that is not unconstrained policy science, either. We do it in
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every enterprise we engage in, particularly joint enterprises. It is
making judgments about the aptness of means to ends. It is the pro-
cess of saying, well now we have an institution, a contract, an enter-
prise, a corporation, an adjudication, a constitution, and we have an
understanding of its purpose. It may just be having a lunch club or
a lunch discussion group, and then problems arise as to how to un-
derstand the rules of that enterprise when an unforeseen problem
arises. It seems to me that what we do all the time in solving that
problem is neither logical deduction nor some sort of unconstrained
policy choice. Rather, it is judgments-sometimes tacit, intuitive
judgments-about what is a suitable way of achieving the common
purpose. In the field of the law this terrain has been relatively un-
described. It is an undervalued part of the scene. This terrain is
what might be called purposive policy science, where you have to
enter into the purpose that is given to you from the outside, and
then, in good faith, to see how that purpose can best be accom-
plished. With that, I think, I will ask the three speakers, in order,
whether they want to reprise the discussion, and then I will throw
the discussion open to the audience.
POSNER: Well, Paul, unfortunately you have asked a question
that is beyond the competence of a janitor to address. Paul's ques-
tion is an extremely subtle refutation of Charles and of Tony, be-
cause he says that what we should be discussing is an issue of
epistemology, a very difficult issue-yet if we are to return to con-
ventionalism we shall have to abandon such issues. I would like to
address a question on the janitorial plane. I would like to tell
Charles what the Enelow-Ettelson 1 doctrine is.
It is not a doctrine of insurance law. It is an extremely impor-
tant doctrine of federal appealability. It is also the single most
widely, uncontroversially condemned doctrine of federal law. It has
been condemned by every judge and every professor from every
corner of the political compass who has spoken on the doctrine in
the last thirty years. The doctrine is as follows. If a federal judge
grants a stay in a suit that is equitable in character, the stay, whether
itself legal or equitable in character, is not appealable as a prelimi-
nary injunction under section 1292(a)(1) of the Judicial Code.2 But
if the underlying suit is legal in character and the stay is equitable in
character, then the stay is appealable as a preliminary injunction.
The doctrine, which emerged in a series of Supreme Court cases
decided in the 1920's and 1940's,3 rests on an elementary historical
1 See, e.g., Olson v. Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis, Inc., 806 F.2d 731 (7th Cir.
1986).
2 28 U.S.C. § 1292(a)(1) (1982).
3 See Baltimore Contractors, Inc. v. Bodinger, 348 U.S. 176 (1955); City of Mor-
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mistake. The mistake is thinking that in the nineteenth century,
when the predecessor of section 1292(a)(1) (the Evarts Act) was
passed, a common law judge could not issue a stay; that if you
wanted a stay of a common law suit you had to get an injunction
from a chancellor. That was not true in the nineteenth century, and
probably was never true. This historical mistake rigidified in a series
of very unreflective, very conventional Supreme Court opinions into a
rule that is too complicated to be taught in law school, and that is
not understood by judges or practicing lawyers because it involves
such mysteries as-when a suit asks for both legal and equitable re-
lief shall it be classified as a legal or equitable suit for purposes of
the Enelow-Ettelson doctrine? For purposes of deciding whether
there is a right to ajury trial, such a suit would be classified as a legal
suit; but for purposes of appealability under Enelow-Ettelson it has
been classified as an equitable suit. There is also the problem of
deciding whether forms of relief that did not exist in the nineteenth
century shall be deemed legal or equitable, such as a motion for a
stay based on an agreement to arbitrate, which would not have been
enforceable in the nineteenth century. There are many other
problems as well. Enelow-Ettelson is a monstrosity of a doctrine. I
wrote an opinion 4 recently in which I applied the doctrine, as we
were required to do, but pleaded with the Supreme Court to over-
rule it. I quoted opinions from every circuit denouncing the doc-
trine, and from an article in which the author had urged the federal
courts of appeals to practice, as she put it, the judicial equivalent of
civil disobedience, and simply refuse to enforce the Enelow-Ettelson
doctrine. 5
In addition to urging us to re-orient legal thought so that mem-
orizing, and cherishing, and extending the Enelow-Ettelson doctrine
will be at the heart of legal education, Charles urged us to focus
more on the details of bankruptcy law. Yet what has made bank-
ruptcy an interesting field, and attracted the attention of very able
economists and lawyer-economists who have presented empirical
evidence as well as theoretical arguments that the well-meaning
bankruptcy reform of 1978 has increased interest rates, increased
gantown v. Royal Ins. Co., 337 U.S. 254 (1949); Ettelson v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.,
317 U.S. 188 (1942); Shanferoke Coal & Supply Corp. v. Westchester Serv. Corp., 293
U.S. 449, 452 (1935); Enelow v. New York Life Ins. Co., 293 U.S. 379 (1935); Red Cross
Line v. Atlantic Fruit Co., 264 U.S. 109 (1924); United States v. Girouard, 149 F.2d 760,
765-67 (1st Cir. 1945), rev'd, 328 U.S. 61 (1946); Spector Motor Serv. v. Walsh, 139 F.2d
809, 814 (2d Cir. 1943), vacated, 323 U.S. 101 (1944); Perkins v. EndicottJohnson Corp.,
128 F.2d 208, 217-18 (2d Cir. 1942), aff'd 317 U.S. 501 (1943); Beaunit Mills, Inc. v.
Eday Fabric Sales Corp., 124 F.2d 563, 565 (2d Cir. 1942).
4 Olson, 806 F.2d 731.
5 Mathy, The Appealability of District Court Orders Staying Court Proceedings Pending Arbi-
tration, 63 MARQ. L. REv. 31, 69 (1979).
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the number of bankruptcy filings, and in short had counterproduc-
tive effects on both creditors and debtors, is theory and conse-
quence, not legal detail. And this example shows that it is not true
that all twentieth century thought is left-wing thought. Yes, Michel
Foucault was a left-winger, and Franz Fanon and many others, but
Milton Friedman is not a left-winger, or Friedrich Hayek, or even
T.S. Eliot. So it is not true that if we return to conventionalism, we
will simply be ridding ourselves of left-wing ideologies. I infer that
Charles himself has no abiding faith in the conventional, because
when he contributed an article to the 100th anniversary issue of the
Harvard Law Review, what was his article about? It was about Sonnet
LXV by Shakespeare. And this article was published only one month
ago.6
I am perfectly happy to conceive of my role as that of ajanitor-
I am compensated at about the level of a unionized janitor-but do
I, as I sweep the jurisprudential floor, have to use a bundle of fag-
gots, like the middle-aged women who sweep the streets of Moscow,
or can I at least have an electrical-powered buffer?
Professor Kronman did much the same thing. He showed that
his conventionalism is skin-deep, because whom does he hold up as
a conventionalist? Stanley Fish. I do not know whether Stanley Fish
is a well-known name in this hall. Fish is a literary critic-an expert
on Milton, and the inventor of a method of literary criticism called
"affective stylistics." He is not Jacques Derrida or Hans-Georg
Gadamer, but he is a down-home version of these French and Ger-
man philosophical heretics. Like Derrida, he is a radical skeptic,
who believes that there is no such thing as a text. He wrote a book
called Is There a Text in This Class? and he answered the question
posed by the title in the negative. His view is that every text is the
creation of the reader. He is part of a school of modern philosophi-
cal skepticism whose European branches are represented by people
like Derrida and whose law outpost in the United States is the criti-
cal legal studies movement. So beneath the critical legal studies
movement which Tony has placed in opposition to conventionalists
like Stanley Fish is a body of skeptical European thought whose
American epigone is none other than Stanley Fish.
I conclude from all this that modern social thought, whether it
is economic, or philosophical, or what have you, is inescapable. All
the speakers come back to it in one form or another. Conventional-
ism-the law's autonomy-the return to the fifties, or the thirties, or
the 1780's is out of the question. That is not how social thought
works. We will have to come to terms with modern thought-even
6 Fried, Sonnet LXV and the "Black Ink" of the Framers' Intention, 100 HARV. L. REV.
751 (1987).
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use the parts of it that are constructive and relevant to law-and
abandon the nostalgia for the olden days when lawyers knew noth-
ing that was not in law books.
FRIED: I cannot exaggerate my pleasure at hearing Dick dis-
course on the Enelow-Ettelson doctrine. It is worth coming to Chi-
cago for a whole weekend just to hear that. I would like to just say a
little bit about Paul's description of the gap, because I think Paul
really got it quite right and I feel very comfortable with his account
and I feel that it is entirely compatible with what I was urging. The
notion of law as a purposive discipline does go back in its formula-
tion to Lon Fuller. But the way in which one operates in those
contexts which Paul described, whether we have a luncheon club or
the law or contracts, is a little bit like what Aristotle said about hap-
piness: you attain it by not aiming at it. And I think, you attain the
purposes of the luncheon club or the Enelow-Ettelson doctrine, or
whatever, by not inquiring or, at least, allowing yourself to be dis-
tracted by too deep an inquiry into purposes. I think that the word
that I suggested is simply a decent attitude towards the text, or the
doctrine or the precedent, and that is this good faith entering into
the shared context. But as Wittgenstein demonstrated, the business
of following rules cannot be formalized to the 'nth degree; there is
always a place where you hit bedrock, your spade is turned, and
what you do is you just follow the rule. The whole difficulty which
the pseudo-philosophy of critical legal studies and legal realism
raise, is the difficulty about explaining right down to the bottom of
the earth and out the other side, how it is that you can follow rules,
the rules about following rules, and so on. And that is a mug's
game. What I am suggesting is that it is a mug's game we do not
need to play. And I think my answer to Paul is, do not worry. Oh,
incidentally, as to continental thinkers, I did want to say one word
about Hayek, whom I revere. Hayek, I think, would be on board
with me and Tony and the other conventionalists, as would, I sus-
pect, James Madison.
KRONMAN: I would like to say a word or two about Paul's
observations concerning purposive instrumentalism. But first I feel
compelled to say at least a little something in defense of Stanley
Fish. I did, I must confess, feel some awkwardness myself in invok-
ing a Milton scholar as authority for the jurisprudential view that I
was meaning to defend. But it is a sign, I think, of just how far we
have come from the prosaic truths of conventionalism that we need
instruction in them from outside our own home discipline. Fish, it is
true, is a skeptic, but he is a skeptic of a different kind, indeed, of a
radically opposite sort, from the kind of skeptic you find in the criti-
cal legal studies movement. Unger's skepticism, for example, starts
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with the premise that the law is full of gaps and that in order to fill
them up you have ultimately to step outside the law, and practice
moral philosophy. You have first to discover the basic truths about
human nature and political life, and once you have these securely in
place, then you can begin working gradually back toward, say, the
law of offer and acceptance. But you have to start from the Archime-
dean point that only philosophy can supply, and that is a point by
definition outside the discipline of law. Fish's skepticism is of just
the opposite sort. What Fish is skeptical about is the effort to supply
a foundation for the discipline of law which is deeper than the going
conventional practices of the discipline itself. Fish would say, for
example, that to know what the rules of offer and acceptance mean
and how they are to be applied in particular cases, you have to im-
merse yourself in the details of the law for a considerable period of
time and acquire a set of professional habits; when you have been
properly habituated, you will just see how it ought to go in a particu-
lar case. But if you think that the way to answer hard legal questions
is to step outside the law and address them from some other and
more fundamental perspective, then on Fish's conventionalist view
you are simply mistaken about the nature of legal argument, what it
requires, and what is possible in it. Fish is, I should add, a sworn
enemy of the critical legal studies movement. So Dick's rhetorical
effort to assimilate the two should not mislead you.
Now as regards purposive instrumentalism, consider something
like a breakfast club, or a law school faculty, or any relatively small
association of individuals who share a set of common purposes. I
think that Paul is absolutely right to point out that when problems
arise in the course of the life of such an association, its members do
not step back to some intellectual ground zero and begin reflecting
about the aims of the organization and the responsibilities of indi-
viduals within it from a point of view more fundamental than the
point of view which the purposes of that organization itself provide.
That is where you start: you start with the aims and ambitions and
shared objectives of the people who are engaged in that quite spe-
cific activity. But, of course, things do not always go smoothly.
There are, first of all, problems of implementation. We may, for
example, all be committed to a given set of purposes, but it may also
be unclear how they are best achieved in a particular case. Or, more
problematically, conflicts may arise among the different ends which
the members of a certain group share. We want A and B and C and
D, but on occasion we discover they cannot all be had simultane-
ously, so we must adjust or accommodate these ends, work to har-
monize them as best we can.
Now in making these sorts of adjustments (and I think Paul is
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right here too), we do not perform some mental deduction, starting
with the purposes in question and then reasoning our way more ge-
ometrico to the proper conclusion in the case at hand. Nor do we just
throw up our hands and sit back and wait for some blindingly cor-
rect intuition to come to us. We deliberate about the issue. Delib-
eration is the name of the activity that describes the kind of practical
reasoning that goes on in these contextually dense, purposively
well-defined situations.
But what deliberation is remains, I think, a great mystery. The
nature of deliberation seems in any case to be an issue that has
pretty much dropped off the menu of jurisprudentially interesting
topics. But deliberation is our distinctive craft. It is what judges
and good lawyers practice. Until we have some idea of what it is and
how it is distinct both from intuition and deduction, we do not have,
we cannot have really, a satisfactory account of what it is that we do
when we practice law, whether it is judging or some other activity
that is in question. I would just add that I do not think it is possible
to give a satisfactory account of deliberation without introducing at
some critical point the notion of convention or tradition. I do not
think of conventionalism as blind adherence to going practices;
every convention worth its salt, every meaningful convention, has an
open-texturedness which not only allows but actually requires its
development over time. That is the mark of a great tradition, and I
think it is the mark of the tradition of the law.
BATOR: I am very happy with that last intervention. I think it
is just right. A creative conventionalism tries to understand what
are the shared understandings. Jurisprudence should go back and
describe that process of deliberation in the light of shared purposes,
what it is like. I think we can learn lessons, here, from philosophers
of science and epistemologists of science.
QUESTION: When we are talking about introducing, as I think
one should, the notion of means and ends, that is, of using the
means to achieve purposes of a tool for filling in gaps, is not there
an inherent equivocation in the notion of the term "purpose," in
that one can be referring to the purpose of the particular rule or
discreet set of rules before you in a particular case, or the purpose
of the system of the rules as a whole. And if we are talking about the
former, a particular discreet set of rules, do not we run headfirst
into the problem of not knowing, and being inherently incapable of
knowing, the purposes of particular rules which in fact may not have
purposes in that sense in that they emerged spontaneously without
any particular designer. So I would just ask for clarification, those
who are proposing purpose as an answer, of what they mean by pur-
pose. Purposes of what? Of the system or of the discreet rule?
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FRIED: Well, I think that is why I urged Aristotle's answer, that
you hit the purpose, like happiness, by not aiming at it. What you
aim at is simply to get it right, to understand the rule, to treat it like
a text. Incidentally that is why I allowed myself the conceit of writ-
ing about Sonnet LXV. Then what you do is, your purpose as an
interpreter is, to take that text and take it very seriously as a text,
rather than to speculate about what purposes people might have
had in enacting it, on the assumption that words and texts do yield
answers, or indeed, doctrines as a kind of written text. They do
yield answers when you question them, and you do not need to psy-
choanalyze them. You just need to question them, and I think psy-
choanalyzing them is the enterprise of going beneath them to ask,
well why did you say that instead of saying what is it that you said.
BATOR: My answer to that is that we are constantly referring
to our understanding of the function of the specific rule, and we try
to understand that in the context of the function of the enterprise.
If you and I have a rule that we will meet for lunch every third
Wednesday of the month at one o'clock, that is our rule, that is the
only rule of our club. That includes all kinds of implicit understand-
ings and shared assumptions that you, in fact, will be there unless
you let me know in advance, unless there is some emergency. But if
your mother dies a half an hour before that lunch date and you do
not have time, I would not regard it as a breach of the rule for you to
stay away, even though you inconvenienced me. That is, we have a
very complicated set of understandings; they are built on conven-
tions, they are built also on the power of language, and language
itself is a conventional set of understandings. It is built on our abil-
ity to enter into joint and shared enterprises. And I do agree that a
decent respect for the spirit of the enterprise is part of the shared
understanding. Now there will be pathologies where that set of un-
derstandings breaks down. But we tend, as lawyers, to focus too
much on the pathologies and not to pay attention to rigorous de-
scription of the vast areas in which these enterprises work very well.
It is not a mystery to most of us how to make a good lunch discus-
sion group go. We manage it.
FRIED: That is absolutely correct.
KRONMAN: I would like to add one observation. In inquiring
about the purpose of a particular rule, one that belongs to a larger
system of rules, it is quite sensible-indeed it is unavoidable-to
think of the purpose of the rule in question as being a function of, or
in any case as being modified by, the larger purposes of the whole
activity to which the rule belongs.
But a temptation arises to think that the purposes of that activ-
ity must also be understood in a larger context, so that just as the
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rule is embedded in the practice, the practice has to be embedded in
something else, and so on, until we reach the supremely abstract
level of the whole of humanity, or at least, the whole of American
humanity. I think it is that unmooring of the question from local
practice-the response to an understandable temptation-which
gets us into trouble.
QUESTION: This is primarily addressed to Judge Posner.
Even assuming that we ought to make sure that judges can use the
power sweepers, are there limits on the extent to which you can in-
corporate new learning to interpret old words. That is, to what ex-
tent is there a difference in incorporating new learning between
common law matters and statutory matters?
POSNER: I think there is a difference. I think the common law,
in principle, is evolving to adapt to changed social circumstances, so
the more we understand about practices the more we can bring the
common law into harmony with our underlying purposes. But in
the case of a statute or the Constitution, as I said, the first duty is to
interpret the text, and it may be that the interpretation results in a
policy which is anachronistic and out of phase with modern think-
ing; but one is nevertheless committed to it until it can be changed
through the ordinary course. So I do think economics has inher-
ently a smaller role to play in constitutional and statutory law. On
the other hand, I also think there are provisions in the Constitution
that invite economic analysis because they set forth considerations
that are easily referable to economics. I will just give one example-
the fourth amendment, which forbids unreasonable searches and
seizures. In the term "unreasonable" is an invitation to balance the
costs and benefits of alternative methods of police investigation. As
we learn more about the economic consequences of alternative rem-
edies, such as the exclusionary rule versus tort remedies against po-
lice officers, we may be able to develop arguments for changing, or
in some cases for confirming, existing interpretations of the fourth
amendment.
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CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION
Raoul Berger t
I feel somewhat like Rip Van Winkle, who, opening his eyes on
a brave new world, is not all sure he understands what is going on
around him. I was greatly comforted by Charles Fried's observation
that he deplored the eruption of philosophy into the law. When I
emerged from the cave, one of the things that struck me, was cur-
rent discourse about levels of abstraction. Jacques Barzun remarked
that abstraction is a ladder that leads into the clouds, so that if one
climbs high enough, then the croaking of a frog and the song of a
great soprano are the same because both generate airwaves.
Let me start with an observation that was made thirty-five years
ago by Willard Hurst. He said, "when you are talking about consti-
tutional law, you are talking about the balance of power in the com-
munity and ... the question of how you find meaning boils down
concretely here to who finds the meaning."' This morning, Judge
Posner emphasized that the Constitution is a text. Let me add that
it is a text of very special and peculiar significance. It is a text that
was designed to limit and hobble the exercise of power by the dele-
gates of the people. That is the starting point from which we have
to proceed and to evaluate what the delegates were seeking. Long
before Acton, a remarkable North Carolinian, Thomas Burke, em-
phasized that it was necessary to guard against the greediness of
power. On top of that, the founders had a profound distrust ofjudi-
cial discretion. Even a Tory judge, Thomas Hutchison of Massachu-
setts, said, ..... the Judge should never be the Legislator... this tends
to a State of Slavery." 2 It was for this reason that Chancellor Kent
referred to judges' "dangerous discretion ... and to roam at large
in the trackless field of their own imaginations."-3
I am a little surprised to hear about varieties of originalism.
The only variety I know is the good, old-fashioned kind. Let me
define it. I understand by original intention, the explanation that
t Charles Warren Senior Fellow in American Legal History, Retired, Harvard Uni-
versity. J.D. 1935, Northwestern University; LL.M. 1938, Harvard.
I SUPREME COURT AND SUPREME LAW 74 (E. Cahn ed. 1954) (remarks of Professor
Hurst).
2 Horwitz, The Emergence of an Instrumental Conception of American Law, 1780-1820, 5
PERSP. AM. HIST. 287, 292 (1971).
3 1 J. KENT, COMMENTARIES ON AMERICAN LAW 373 (9th ed. 1858).
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draftsmen gave of what their words were designed to accomplish,
what their words mean. Why, activists ask us, should we allow the
founders to rule us from their graves? On such reasoning the text is
also not binding. Whence, then, comes the authority of the judges?
From the founders that conferred that authority, and it is confined
by their written restrictions.
Resort to original intention is required if only because some
words in the Constitution are susceptible of an enormous range of
meaning. One has only to think of equal protection, for example. It
means so much that one commentator says it means nothing. Un-
less limited by the original intention, those words serve as a crystal
ball from which a judge, like a soothsayer, can draw forth anything
he wants. That flies in the face of the founders' distrust of judicial
discretion. Then too, one who studies the historical records finds
that the states very grudgingly, very jealously, delegated only so
much of their powers as they considered necessary for "national"
purposes. It is utterly inconceivable that these jealous states would
endow the judges with a power that would place them utterly at the
judicial mercy, as in fact, has proven the case under the Court's
readings of the Commerce Clause.4 That is not what the founders
had in mind at all.
Remember, too, that Hamilton reassured the electorate that the
judges were next to nothing-an idea that is incompatible with a
delegation to them of the power to re-write the Constitution. That
is what we are really talking about-let's get rid of the euphe-
misms-may judges revise the Constitution, in order, as Justice
Black scornfully said, to bring it "in tune with the times"? 5 Let me
allude, also, to the basic presupposition-that appears as early as
Francis Bacon, and is reiterated by our own James Wilson, and by
Chief Justice Marshall-that the function of a judge is to construe,
to interpret the law, not to make it. That distinction was drawn time
and again in later opinions by the Supreme Court.
We also need to remember that there was a very strenuous
struggle over the adoption of the Constitution. In many states it
was touch and go. In some, such as North Carolina, adoption was
utterly defeated. In order to allay hostility to the document, to reas-
sure the ratifiers, the federalists sought to explain to them the mean-
ing of the text. Thus, Hamilton downgraded the powers of the
Presidency to an extraordinary degree. Those assurances were
designed to garner votes; they were representations. Justice Story
later wrote about similar representations that to repudiate them
4 See Garcia v. San Antonio Metro. Transit Auth., 105 S. Ct. 1005 (1985).
5 Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 522 (1965) (Black, J., dissenting).
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would "be a fraud upon the whole people." 6 Activists scorn the
original intention, not because they have access to a deeper well of
interpretation, but because that intention undermines the modern
decisions that have effectuated their aspirations. 7 I share those aspi-
rations, but I won't warp the Constitution in order to effectuate
them. Until activists sought to bolster the Warren Court's deci-
sions, Judge Robert Bork observed, "there was never any doubt that
the document was to be construed so as to give effect, as nearly as
possible, to the intentions of those who made it."8
What is at stake is revealed by Benno Schmidt, President of
Yale University, who recently said, referring to the desegregation
decision, that the fourteenth amendment's general language al-
lowed it to be used to spur a revolution in race relations, despite the
clear probability that its authors did not intend it as such. In other
words, the Court read general words in disregard of the specific in-
tention in order to work a revolution in race relations. One may
agree that a revolution was needed, and yet question whether the
Court was meant to be the instrument of revolution. That is the
issue that is involved in this colorless phrase "original intention."
On the basis of a recent study that I published, I am convinced
that the Anglo-American doctrine of original intention reaches back
600 years or more.9 For centuries, courts have turned to the origi-
nal intention. An English historian, S.R. Grimes, concluded that
"the rule of reference to the intention of the legislators ...was
certainly established by the second half of the fifteenth century."' 0
My own studies place it even earlier. In 1615, Chief Justice Coke
said that in construing Acts of Parliament, "the original intent and
meaning is to be observed."" Express words, he stated, were to
govern "when the meaning of the makers doth not appear to the
contrary."' 2 That is a rule which the medievalists adopted before
him, as exemplified by the famous bloodletting in the streets of
Bologna. It became the rule, for example, in statutory construction.
6 2J. STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES § 1084,
at 33 (5th ed. 1905).
7 "Those who favor abortion, busing.., and who oppose capital punishment...
obviously have no faith whatever in the wisdom of the will of the great majority of the
people, who are opposed to them. They are doing everything possible to have these
problems resolved by a small minority in the courts and the bureaucracy." Bishop, What
is a Liberal-Who is a Conservative?, 62 COMMENTARY 31, 47 (1976).
8 Bork, Foreword to G. McDOWELL, THE CONSTITUTION AND CONTEMPORARY CON-
STITUTIONAL THEORY at v (1985).
9 Berger, Original Intention in Historical Perspective, 54 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 296
(1986).
10 S. CHRIMES, ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL IDEAS IN THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY 293
(1966).
11 Magdalen College Case, 77 Eng. Rep. 1235, 1245 (K.B. 1615).
12 Edrich's Case, 77 Eng. Rep. 238, 239 (C.P. 1603).
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If the intention appears, it overrides the words. Our own Justice
James Wilson, second only to Madison as an architect of the Consti-
tution, stated, "The first and governing maxim in the interpretation
of a statute is, to discover the meaning of those, who made it."13
Little wonder, then, that Chief Justice Marshall observed that he
could cite from the common law "the most complete evidence that
the intention is the most sacred rule of interpretation." 14
A constitution is a written document, and as John Selden, the
seventeenth century sage, observed, "a man's wryting has but one
true sense, which is that which the Author meant when he writ it."15
This is the essence of communication. It is for the writer to explain
what his words mean; the reader may dispute the proposition, but
he may not insist in the face of the writer's own explanation that the
writer meant something different. When a doctrine is 200 years old,
said Justice Holmes, it should take a mighty strong case to overturn
it.
Activists argue that words change their meaning. To be sure,
they do, and were we to write a new constitution, we could use
words according to our present meaning. But we have no right to
saddle our meaning on the dearly different meaning that the foun-
ders assigned to their words. That is just a device for escaping their
explanation of what they meant to accomplish. To this day, we seek
to ascertain the intention of Congress in construing statutes; every
student of statutory construction knows that. And I would ask, why
should judges feel bound by the legislators' intention and yet feel
free to ignore the will of the framers, a will that was ratified by the
people?
Limited government, Jefferson declared, is designed to bind
our delegates "down from mischief by the chains of the Constitu-
tion." 16 In carrying out their purpose to curb excessive exercise of
power, the founders used words to forge those chains. We dissolve
the chains when we change the meaning of the words. Certainly the
Supreme Court from earliest times was a devotee of the original in-
tention.1 7 I call your attention to a rarely noted early case, Rhode
Island v. Massachusetts.18 "The solution of this question [of construc-
13 1 THE WORKS OF JAMES WILSON 75 (R. McCloskey ed. 1967).
14 JOHN MARSHALL'S DEFENSE OF MCCULLOCH V. MARYLAND 167 (Gunther ed. 1969)
(emphasis in original).
15 J. SELDEN, TABLE TALK 13 (Quartich ed. 1927).
16 C. WARREN, CONGRESS, THE CONSTITUTION, AND THE SUPREME COURT 153 (1925).
17 The Court "has insisted, with almost uninterrupted regularity, that the end and
object of constitutional construction is the discovery of the intention of those persons
who formulated the instrument or of the people who adopted it." tenBroek, Use by the
United States Court of Extrinsic Aids in Constitutional Construction: The Intent Theory of Constitu-
tional Construction, 27 CALIF. L. REV. 399 (1939).
18 37 U.S. (12 Pet.) 657 (1838).
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tion] must necessarily depend on the words of the constitution; the
meaning and intention of the convention which framed and pro-
posed it for adoption and ratification to the [ratification] conven-
tions.., to which this Court has always resorted in construing the
constitution."' 9 We are not dealing with some idle originalist fanta-
sies, but with a doctrine that even the activist Thomas Grey said has
deep roots in history, deep roots in constitutional law.
Did the founders mean that their intentions should prevail?
Madison wrote that "if [the sense in which the Constitution was ac-
cepted and ratified by the nation] be not the guide in expounding it,
there can be no security... for a faithful exercise of its powers." 20
Jefferson pledged himself to exercise the presidential powers in ac-
cord with the intention of those who framed and ratified the Consti-
tution. That the framers intended posterity to resort to their
intention is evidenced by the preservation of the Convention jour-
nal. James Wilson's reason for doing so, as Madison explained, was
that, "As false suggestions may be propagated it should not be
made impossible to contradict them." 2' 1 In other words, we should
keep this journal because in the future others may have a false view
of what we meant, and this journal will confute them. In the state
ratification conventions, for example, there were quite a few framers
who attended, and were asked repeatedly to explain what they had
meant. And the framer who was a delegate from Virginia, or from
Massachusetts, explained to those who were not at the Convention,
"Oh no, we had no such purpose in mind, we meant thus and so."
How in good conscience can we disregard such representations?
I close with a seldom noted remark ofJustice Harlan, who to my
mind was the outstanding judge of this generation, "When the
Court disregards the express intent and understanding of the Fram-
ers, it has invaded the realm of the political process to which the
amending power was committed, and it has violated the constitu-
tional structure which it is its highest duty to protect." 22
19 Id. at 721.
20 9 WRITINGS OFJAMES MADISON 191 (G. Hunt ed. 1910).
21 2 M. FARRAND, RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787, at 648 (1911).
22 Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 203 (1970) (HarlanJ., concurring in part and
dissenting in part).
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CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION
Robert Bennettt
Our subject is "Originalist Theories of Constitutional Interpre-
tation," but I want to argue, in a sense, that this is not a real subject;
that what is commonly called originalism is not a real or at least not
a very coherent option for constitutional interpretation. I know of
much dispute about originalism, but most of the proponents of what
goes under that name seem to me not to have taken very seriously
the theory either of interpretation or of originalism.
The sub-heading for our topic is "textualist and intentionalist
options." I want to make clear that the kind of originalism whose
viability I dispute is called "intentionalism," i.e., the notion that
contemporary constitutional questions are to be answered by refer-
ence to the intentions of those responsible for putting the provision
in question on the books. What is called "textualism," by contrast,
seems to me unproblematic. To be a textualist, as I understand it, is
simply to feel that those interpreting the Constitution are bound by
its words. It is common to assume that interpreting words is an easy
process, and, in particular, to confuse fidelity to language with a nar-
row literalism. Literalism in interpretation raises familiar problems,
and I am certainly not a literalist. But if textualism is merely an ac-
knowledgement of the authority of the Constitution's language, I
am a dyed-in-the-wool textualist. Intentionalism, or (as I will call it
from here on out) originalism, is quite another thing.
I will first simply mention, without discussing, three well under-
stood and serious problems with originalism. The first is the obvi-
ous historical problem. The second is what I call the summing
problem: how to define the appropriate group of intenders and
then combine their individual subjective states of mind to come up
with a constitutional intention. The third is the problem of the easy
manipulability of levels of generality and specificity in defining the
relevant intention.
I would like to concentrate, instead, on what seems to me a
more fundamental problem with the originalist enterprise, one that
has received relatively little attention in the discussions of the sub-
ject. The problem is basically this. Assuming that we have sur-
t Dean, Northwestern Law School. B.A. 1962; LL.B. 1965, Harvard University.
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mounted the summing problem, so that we can talk of a single
intender, consider the hypothetical question of how the original in-
tender would resolve a contemporary constitutional problem had he
promulgated the language originally, and had he decided all the
cases that had arisen pursuant to it in the meantime, and indeed,
had he lived through everything that had happened in the
meantime. Is the originalist answer to the contemporary constitu-
tional question necessarily the same as the answer to this hypotheti-
cal question, or might it be different? Let us consider those two
possibilities in turn.
First, if the originalist answer is necessarily the same as the an-
swer to this hypothetical question, if that is what originalism means,
then originalism is meaningful. But it brings with it none of the an-
swers to contemporary questions that those who style themselves
originalists so confidently assert it does. It does not tell us that Roe
v. Wade1 is wrong or right, nor that the legislative apportionment
cases are wrong or right. Originalism, in this sense, tells us precious
little about how contemporary constitutional questions are to be an-
swered, because the determinants of an individual's decision over
time are many and complex. Individuals often change their minds as
they live and learn and grow, or fail to grow.
Consider a single individual first harboring some original inten-
tion as he promulgates a constitutional provision, and then succes-
sively confronting two different cases that arise under that pro-
vision, two cases that are different from each other and different
from anything he had thouight about when he promulgated the pro-
vision. I would assert that the answer to the problem that arises in
the second case would very much be influenced by the process of
reasoning that went into the first case. We have much to learn about
reasoning by analogy, but it is clear that much legal reasoning re-
quires judgment that one situation is like an earlier one, that in real
cases those judgments of similarity are seldom unproblematic, and
that once one judgment of similarity has been made, there are then
two potential bases for further judgments of similarity-the subject
of the original intention on the one hand, and of the first decision
on the other. I would further assert that the relationship of analogy
is not, in any obvious sense, a transitive one. That is, if B is analo-
gous to A, C can be analogous to B, even though C is not analogous
to A.
If this is so, then the judge (or my hypothetical original in-
tender) deciding all cases over time is inevitably off on a decisional
journey, informed by analogies that after a while may suggest con-
1 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
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clusions bearing only a faint historical relationship to what was orig-
inally intended. The journey through analogies or other real-world
influences on an individual's decisions can quite possibly even lead
to a repudiation of something that the intender would recognize as
originally intended.
My favorite example of a step in such a journey of analogies is
Yick Wo v. Hopkins,2 the early fourteenth amendment case that raised
the question (among others) of whether Chinese aliens were entitled
to the protection of that amendment. The Court held in favor of
their claim. I do not know of a single contemporary constitutional
scholar, be he self-styled originalist or some other breed, who
claims that Yick Wo was wrongly decided, at least in that respect. Yet
the question in Yick Wo is not identical to any subject of original
intention. Yick Wo becomes an easy case, if it is one, only by means
of a non-obvious, analogical step-and once that step is taken, Yick
Wo becomes available to inform further steps in thejourney that the
deciding agency must travel.
Let us now turn to the second possibility: that originalism
means something other than answering questions by reference to
my hypothetical intender deciding all cases over time. If this is the
case, then one must acknowledge that the contemporary decision is
governed by something other than the mental state of the intender
as it would interact with events and information over time. About
any such assertion, I have two questions. First, how do we choose
what part of the mental state of the intender that would have actu-
ally influenced his decisions to ignore? There is very little discus-
sion of this question in the literature. One scholar who has
addressed this question is my colleague in that other part of the
Northwest Territories, Michael Perry, with whom I have talked
about this subject many times. Professor Perry says that the
originalist's obligation is to follow that part of the intender's mental
state that he authoritatively established. But I do not know how to
identify that part. The intender has a perfectly good way of authori-
tatively establishing constitutional language, but none that I know of
for authoritatively establishing a part of his mental state.
My second question is this. Supposing that we could segregate
part of the intender's mental state from the rest, and answer consti-
tutional questions by reference to only that part, what would be the
appeal of doing so? I understand the appeal of construing language
by reference to the state of mind of the author of the language: the
approach has several virtues that I will not belabor here. (In con-
tracts, however, Professor Berger to the contrary notwithstanding,
2 118 U.S. 356 (1886).
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we do not always take that route; we often prefer the understanding
of the addressee of the language.) But when we choose only a part
of what actually would have informed the author's decision had it
been his to make, we would be more candid to acknowledge that the
decision is really ours and not try to clothe it with the authority of
the language the intender promulgated by pretending that it is re-
ally a decision referable to his intention.
Let me close with a plea for candor. If one takes what I have
said seriously, then it is apparent that originalism does not provide a
basis for resolving constitutional questions that can be abstracted
from the actual process of confronting and deciding those ques-
tions. In particular, the role of precedent will likely loom large in
any decision making process that is used to elaborate the meaning
of language promulgated at one time and then applied to a series of
problems over an extended period. Precedent would certainly play
such a role for the intender, were he the decision maker.
What really animates much of the originalist enterprise is not a
reasoned conclusion that there is a theory there, but rather a dissat-
isfaction with what is perceived to be mischievous judicial activism.
Nothing that I have said is meant to reflect a choice between judicial
activism and judicial restraint. That is a debate that has and should
be carried on in its own terms and that will proceed to a happier
ending, I firmly believe, when we no longer cloud the issue by refer-
ence to an unattainable regime of decision according to original
intention.
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ON READING THE CONSTITUTION
Michael W. McConnellt
It has become fashionable these days for legal academics to
seek their inspiration not from the interpretive methods of John
Marshall, Joseph Story, or Chancellor Kent, but from interpretive
methods in other disciplines, the more subjective and indeterminate
the better. Literary criticism and biblical hermeneutics are held up
to us as models. We lawyers, it is said, should learn how to read the
Constitution from modern methods of reading such texts as Hamlet
or the Bible.
I am not sure I much like modern methods of reading Hamlet,
and am quite confident I do not like modem methods of reading the
Bible. That, however, is not my point. I do not read the Bible with
the same purpose or in the same way that I read Hamlet; and read-
ing the Constitution has yet a different purpose and a different in-
terpretive method. Interpretation is like architecture, in this
important respect: form must follow function.
A "good" interpretation of Hamlet is one that helps me to ap-
preciate the artistry of the work. One "good" interpretation might
direct my attention to ways in which the choice of language intensi-
fies (or in some instances contrasts with) the action of the play. An-
other "good" interpretation might explore the play's implicit
teaching about legitimate government. There may be an infinite
number of "good" interpretations, which is not to deny that many
others are "bad" interpretations-"bad" because they are dull, or
untrue to the text, or unilluminating. The standard of "good" and
"bad" follows directly from the purposes for the interpretation.
What are we looking for, as lawyers, in an interpretation of the
Constitution? We are not, I think, hoping to enhance our apprecia-
tion for the artistry of the framers (though that may well be an inci-
dental result).
We are, instead, looking for authoritative, national answers to
issues of law. Since the text being interpreted is the Constitution,
the specific question in each case is whether a decision made by
democratically elected representatives of the people was forbidden,
in advance, by the people through the instrument of the Constitu-
tion. While there may be many close cases, we lawyers do not have
the luxury of stating that multiple interpretations are all "good."
t Assistant Professor of Law, University of Chicago Law School.
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I submit that there are two essential characteristics of any the-
ory of interpretation under our Constitution, which follow from the
function of constitutional interpretation in our system. First, the
constitutional text must be treated as "law," and second, it must be
understood as having its origins in the consent of the governed.
To say that the Constitution must be treated as law is to say,
among other things, that the interpretation must be of sufficient
consistency that like cases are treated alike, and of sufficient coher-
ence that those whose conduct is being governed have a reasonable
basis for understanding what is required of them. A jurisprudence
under which police are forbidden to search a woman's purse without
probable cause, unless the woman and the purse happen to be in an
automobile, in which case police can search the purse even if it is
secured and locked, is a jurisprudence that fails this test. Consis-
tency and coherence are fundamental elements in the rule of law;
the Constitution, we know from Marbury v. Madison,I is law and is no
exception.
Second, the interpretation must be fairly traceable to a decision
that was made, at some level of intelligible principle, by the people
in the course of constitution-making or amending. That the deci-
sions of the legislature may have been unwise, unfair, or oppressive
cannot be a sufficient basis for striking them down, if they are within
the powers granted by the people to their representatives. One of
the proudest boasts of the American people is that we were the first
to adopt a form of government for ourselves, by deliberate choice
and not by force or fraud. If the Constitution is held to embody
principles that the people did not choose, such a holding has no
democratic legitimacy. Judicial review is not an intergenerational
game of bait-and-switch. The Constitution is law, we know from
Marbury v. Madison, and as Chief Justice Marshall went on to say,
"the framers of the constitution contemplated that instrument, as a
rule for the government of courts, as well as of the legislature." 2
This is not to deny that the Constitution embodies principles of
justice, or as some commentators call them, "aspirations," beyond
the sense of the text. It is that the job of translating "aspirations"
into law requires popular participation. The people have not ceded
to unelected judges their fundamental responsibility as a self-gov-
erning people to pursue justice.
Knowing why we read the Constitution helps us to decide how to
read the Constitution. Form follows function. We are reading it to
determine what consistent, coherent rules of law our forefathers laid
1 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
2 Id. at 179-80.
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down for the governance of those elected to rule over us. This was
the classical conception of constitutional interpretation. Unfortu-
nately, we can no longer say that it is the prevailing conception.
The classical conception is under attack from at least two different
directions.
First, there are those who claim that it is impossible for us to
comprehend what the Constitution was intended to mean, either be-
cause of limitations in the historical record, or because of the
problems of divining the intentions of multi-member bodies, or be-
cause of the indeterminacy of language. These objections are no
doubt familiar, and they are not trivial objections. This is not the
occasion to consider each of them in detail. It suffices to note that
in practical human affairs we are inevitably forced to act in the face
of incomplete information and some ambiguity. This is well under-
stood in the case of statutes, contracts, wills, and all other legal doc-
uments. It is only in the field of constitutional law that scholars
throw up their hands and claim that the enterprise is impossible. If
a contract is unclear, who would say that the judge can make up new
terms without regard to the parties' probable intent?
More importantly, we must ask what follows from the proposi-
tion that the intended meaning of the Constitution is unknowable.
Surely that must make the practice of constitutional judicial review
illegitimate. If the meaning of the Constitution is radically indeter-
minate, the conclusion cannot be that it means whatever a judge
might hope it means, but rather that it means very little. If it means
very little, then we are stuck with democracy and representative in-
stitutions as our mode of government. We can do without judicial
review better than judges can do without an intelligible constitution.
In this one respect, constitutional interpretation is less difficult
than many other forms of legal interpretation. In other types of
cases-contract cases, for example-the judge must decide the legal
rule that governs the case. Even if the evidence is closely balanced,
and there is little basis for a firm conclusion one way or the other, it
is the task of the judge to decide. Not so with constitutional inter-
pretation. If the judge, after conscientious investigation and reflec-
tion, concludes that he cannot tell whether a challenged
governmental action is forbidden by the Constitution, then he is
free to leave the determination of the legal rule to the elected au-
thorities. There is no reason for the judge to consult his own opin-
ions about economics, moral philosophy, or social policy. In fact,
only if the judge is reasonably sure that a challenged governmental
action has been prohibited by the people through the Constitution
is he entitled to overturn a democratic decision.
A second threat to the classical conception comes from those
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who interpret the Constitution as if it froze into place the conclu-
sions reached at the time of the framing about the application of
constitutional principles to concrete situations. Take as an example
of this mode of interpretation the Supreme Court's decision in
Marsh v. Chambers.3
The question in Marsh was whether it is an establishment of
religion for a state legislative body to hire a chaplain to deliver
prayers for the assembly. Under the Supreme Court's usual analysis
of establishment clause cases, a legislative chaplaincy is almost cer-
tainly unconstitutional. The Supreme Court, however, upheld it.
The interesting thing about the opinion is that it is based
squarely and exclusively on the historical fact that the framers of the
first amendment did not believe legislative chaplains to violate the
establishment clause. We can assert this historical fact with a high
degree of confidence: the First Congress passed the statute author-
izing paid chaplains just three days before reaching final agreement
on the wording of the Bill of Rights-a controversy in which the
wording of the establishment clause was the most contentious point.
James Madison, principal draftsman and proponent of the first
amendment, voted for the statute and served on the House commit-
tee that chose the first chaplain.
Marsh v. Chambers is therefore a perfect test. We know, far more
certainly than we usually know these things, that the framers did not
consider legislative chaplains to violate the establishment clause.
What is the significance of this? The Supreme Court, and those who
contend that the meaning of the Constitution is fixed by the fram-
ers' opinion about its application to specific cases, treat this history
as dispositive. If James Madison and the boys thought legislative
chaplains were okay, who are we to disagree?
I dissent. I believe that Marsh v. Chambers represents original
intent subverting the principle of the rule of law. Unless we can ar-
ticulate some principle that explains why legislative chaplains might
not violate the establishment clause, and demonstrate that that prin-
ciple continues to be applicable today, we cannot uphold a practice
that so clearly violates fundamental principles we recognize under
the clause.
I do not dismiss James Madison's opinion on the issue lightly.
That he and other framers at that time believed legislative chaplains
were consistent with the first amendment is powerful evidence. At
the very least this evidence puts the burden on those who believe
otherwise to study the record with utmost care, to try to uncover the
rationale for the framers' opinion, and to determine whether that
3 463 U.S. 783 (1983).
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rationale, if it can be uncovered, is applicable today. I stand pre-
pared to reject my own dear theories about constitutional meaning
if some other theory better explains the historical data.
As it happens, I have thought of four conceivable explanations
for why the First Congress might not have considered the legislative
chaplaincy a "law respecting the establishment of religion." None
of these is both historically convincing and applicable today.4 I
could be wrong about this. Perhaps there is a better explanation, or
perhaps one of these is better than I think. But unless I can be per-
suaded that there is some coherent understanding of the establish-
ment clause, which can be applied consistently in the circumstances
of today, I am forced to disagree with the holding in Marsh.
The Supreme Court offered no theory whatsoever in Marsh v.
Chambers-no interpretation of the establishment clause under
which the legislative chaplaincy is constitutional. So far as one can
tell from the Court's opinion, there is simply an exception from the
establishment clause for legislative chaplains. It is as if the first
amendment read: "Congress shall pass no law respecting an estab-
lishment of religion, other than a legislative chaplaincy." The deci-
sion casts no light on the meaning of the constitutional provision.
Indeed, it can be said that Marsh v. Chambers does not interpret the
Constitution at all.
The insistence on a principle, and not just historical fact, fol-
lows from the function of interpretation as enforcing the Constitu-
tion as law. If the Constitution is law, it must embody principles so
that we can ensure that like cases are treated alike, and that those
governed by the Constitution can understand what is required of
them. If Marsh v. Chambers jurisprudence governs the day, we would
have nothing but miscellaneous glimpses of constitutional meaning.
The Marsh style of jurisprudence suggests that the Constitution
does not embody any set of coherent and consistent principles; in
short, it suggests that the Constitution is not "law" in any recogniza-
ble sense.
It might as well be Hamlet.
4 The explanations are these: (1) that appointment of a chaplain was considered
to fall under each House of Congress's powers to choose its own officers, and was not
passage of a "law"; (2) that the function was purely ceremonial; (3) that "establishment"
meant that a particular sect or denomination was given official recognition and the
assistance of law, and that so long as the chaplain was elected on the basis of his per-
sonal qualities rather than his denomination, there was no establishment; (4) that the
chaplaincy was a permissible accommodation of the religious needs of the members of
Congress, who were far from their own churches and in a strange city where they might
not receive religious care. The first three explanations are unconvincing, and the fourth
is outdated.
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ORIGINALIST THEORIES OF
CONSTITUTIONAL INTERPRETATION
Michael Moore t
When I first received the invitation to this conference, the letter
had a text in it that included the following sentence: "Each speaker
will give a ten minute talk." Now, I construed the word "will" to be
"should" and took this to be a normative injunction. One of the
things in which I have been interested as I have listened to my pre-
ceding panelists is how they interpret, by their actions, this authori-
tative text. One of the framers of this letter came up to me before
the talk, and said, "We meant what we said." So both the plain
meaning of the text and the framer's intent here point to the same
result, namely, a ten minute talk. Nonetheless, I thought all of the
speakers did something quite sensible. The only problem is that
what they did is not consistent with their professed originalist theo-
ries of interpretation, whether of an intentionalist or a textualist
kind. What they did was construe the language of the authoritative
text by what they took to be some underlying purposes behind it-
presumably a balance of the amount of time needed in order to gain
some understanding of their theories, versus the competing pur-
pose of allowing others some time too, as well as the audience, bal-
anced yet again by the fact that those who came later would like to
have equal chance as those who were earlier-all of that together
leading to an interpretation allowing each a range of roughly fifteen
to twenty-five minutes apiece. The evidence was very clear what the
intentions were on this issue-we have the framers here and they
are telling us-and the text is equally plain. Despite this, no one
interpreted the text in a plain meaning or intentionalist way.
Aside from illustrating that originalists about interpretation do
not find it desirable to practice what they preach, the point the ex-
ample makes is that there is a larger debate about interpretation of
which the topic for this panel is only a small part. This panel is to
focus on the debate between those who want to interpret the Consti-
tution by its text-and you have to say something about what text
is-and those who want to interpret it by the intentions with which
that text was authoritatively uttered-what is called intentionalist in-
terpretation. Notice that both text and intent are part of Charles
t Robert Kingsley Professor of Law, University of Southern California, and Profes-
sor of Law, University of California at Berkeley.
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Fried's "janitorial tools" because they are both tools designed to
keep interpretation value-free, either as a matter of linguistic fact
(plain meaning) or as a matter of psychological fact (intent). Non-
janitorial tools for interpretation include precedent, the purposes
behind a rule (meaning purpose in the sense of function not in the
sense of intention), and also some general principles that run
throughout the law. The larger debate between value-free and non-
value-free interpretive theories is not what we are addressing on this
panel, but it is important to remember the larger setting in which
this panel's discussion takes place.
Let me then talk about the specific debate between intentional-
ists and textualists. What textualism is, what intentionalism is, and
how you might argue for one or the other in some combination
against more value-laden theories, can only be seen if we abandon
Fried's "janitorial tasks" and do some philosophy. First of all, what
is intentionalism? Well, I am afraid Raoul Berger's "old-time reli-
gion"-intentionalist interpretation-is badly fractionated. There is
not just one kind of intentionalism. Any speaker, including a consti-
tutional speaker, might have two quite different kinds of intentions.
First of all, they might have what I have elsewhere called semantic
intentions. These are intentions to fix the meaning of a word in a
certain way, either by examples that the speaker pictures, or by defi-
nitions that the speaker has in mind. Second, a speaker might have
a consequence of uttering the word which he or she would like to
see achieved by making the utterance that is made. This intended
consequence is usually called the purpose of the rule in which the
word appears. Those two intentions are not the same thing. Raoul
Berger actually mentioned both in the same breath. Those are quite
different. If I use the word "vehicle" as I author some legal text, I
might intend to fix its meaning by an intended exemplar, such as
"blue Ford sitting in front of me." Alternatively, I might have in
mind a general consequence I hope to achieve by uttering the word
"vehicle" in the authoritative text I am writing (for example, keep-
ing peace in the park, if the rule in which the word appears is, "no
vehicles in the park").
There are not only two quite different intentions by which one
can interpret a text, there are also quite different levels of force one
might give to either such intention in one's overall theory of inter-
pretation. First, there is Judge Bork's position, which is that you
must have an intended exemplar from the framers of the Constitu-
tion that includes the statute under review in order to overturn that
statute. That is to say that the intended exemplar is not only suffi-
cient for constitutional interpretation but also necessary. A second
and more sensible version of intentionalism would be one according
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to which it is not necessary to have a particular intention in order to
overturn the statute, but if there is such an intention, it is sufficient.
And a number of people who would talk about intentionalism have
that in mind. A third, even more sensible version of intentionalism
would be one according to which it is neither necessary nor suffi-
cient for judicial review that there be an historical intention; it is
simply relevant, along with other items to be put into an overall in-
terpretive theory. Under one interpretation-at least of his earlier
work-that is Ronald Dworkin's position about how to use certain of
the publicly expressed intentions of the framers of legal texts.
Textualism too is badly fractionated as a theory of interpreta-
tion. What is it to look at a text? Well, the first question is, what do
you think the meaning of a text is? And here you have to leave
Fried's janitorial school and do some philosophy of language. Here
you have to ask yourself what sort of meaning theory you have in
mind when you talk about the meaning of a word or the meaning of
a sentence? Very, very generally, I think there are two sorts of
meaning theories. First, there are meaning theories that resort to
the conventions of the linguistic community that fix (either by para-
digm example or by definition) the class of things referred to by a
word. Second, there are nonconventionalist theories that say that
language picks out items that exist in the world prior to human con-
vention; on such theories, the meaning of the term is given by the
nature of the thing to which the word refers. Such nature is not a
matter of convention but a matter of how the world stands. These
are two very different notions of meaning, with very different im-
pacts on originalist arguments such as Mr. Berger's. Berger wants to
argue that you change the meaning every time you disregard an au-
thor's intention or the linguistic conventions in place at the time the
author spoke. Yet depending on what meaning is, that might not be
the case at all. If meaning is the second of the two alternatives, you
do not change the meaning of a word when you change your theory
about the nature of the thing to which the word refers. Was there a
change in meaning when we found out that whales were not cold-
blooded fish, but warm-blooded mammals? Or did we mean the
same by the word "whale" as those who used the word before but
had a very different theory as to the nature of its referents?
As with intentions, there are not only two different kinds of tex-
tualisms because there are two different sorts of theories of mean-
ing; here also there is a good deal of variation as to how much force
theorists want to give to the meaning, whatever it is, of the text.
Some textualists urge that under a stringent plain meaning rule,
wherever the meaning of some constitutional text is plain, that is
both sufficient and also necessary to overturn a statute; whereas
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where the constitutional text's meaning is not plain, the statute sur-
vives. A second and somewhat more sensible possibility would be to
say that if the meaning of some constitutional provision is plain, that
is sufficient to overturn the statute. But on this view, such plain
meaning is not necessary for the exercise ofjudicial review: even in
the penumbra (where meaning is not plain) you might overturn the
statute by relying on some interpretive technique other than plain
meaning. Third, and even more sensible yet, one could urge that
you always look for the ordinary meaning of constitutional lan-
guage, that it is always the place you start in constitutional interpre-
tation, even though it is neither necessary nor sufficient for the
exercise of judicial review that the meaning be plain. I myself have
defended this last version of textualism, calling it a natural law the-
ory of interpretation.
So much for clarification of the kinds of intentionalism and tex-
tualism that exists. With respect to the distinctness of textualism
and intentionalism from each other, there is an unfortunate ten-
dency for people who call themselves intentionalists to want to
bring to their own theory the normative power of the text, as if the
plain meaning of the text were part of the intentions such theorists
defend. I think Mr. Berger's quotation from John Selden is of that
character. When Selden says that you have to figure out what the
author meant in order to figure out what he said, he is just wrong.
You do not have the power to make words mean anything but what
they already mean. What you can mean by them is a function of your
intention. Thus, you can mean by your words anything you like. I
can say, "gleeg, gleeg, gleeg," and mean that it is snowing in Tibet.
There is nothing wrong-other than a kind of irrationality in think-
ing that my audience would understand me-in saying "gleeg,
gleeg, gleeg," with that as my intention. But what I mean by those
words is irrelevant to what the words mean; their meaning (or the
absence of it) is untouched by my intention. So there is a difference
between what is meant and what is said, and one does not want to
collapse the two.
Leaving now the analytic distinction between intentionalism
versus textualism, what is wrong with intentionalism as a theory of
constitutional interpretation? There are two kinds of arguments
against intentionalism, and I think you have heard both today and
both are in the literature. One is a possibility argument: you could
not possibly find the framers' intentions, even if you wanted to;
since you cannot do it, you ought not do it, completes this kind of
argument. The second sort of argument is: even if you could find
it, you should not try to.
Since I have just been handed a reminder of the ten minute
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rule, and although I am not an intentionalist interpreter, let me very
quickly look at the second kind of argument against intentionalism.
One such argument stems from a fear of judicial power. Another
argument is the historical argument that Mr. Berger has made,
which is that the framers intended that we interpret the Constitution
by reference to their intentions; this historical argument presup-
poses that we care what the framers intended about how we should
take their intentions.
For brevity, let us put aside both of these arguments and ask
what I regard as the basic question here: as a matter of political
theory, what makes the constitutional text authoritative for us? Do
you adopt the kind of political theory about constitution-making
that Mike McConnell was adopting, namely, that there is a consent
theory that justifies the text's authority? Or do you adopt some
other kind of theory as to why that text is authoritative for 20th-
Century Americans? Suppose you take the consent theory; that
does not answer yet the question of what it is that was consented to.
And to use an argument at least as old as Justice Story: if you want
to know what it is that has the consent of the governed, look to what
was said by the people or their representatives, not what was meant
(intended).
There is a very good example of that in Mr. Berger's most re-
cent reply to Powell about framers' intent. It seems that there was a
debate about a national bank amongst the framers, including Hamil-
ton. Since the text-the necessary and proper clause-does not
speak one way or the other on the issue, the question for Berger is
whether or not there was an intention about the bank. Well, it was
the case, apparently, that with regard to corporate charters for a ca-
nal, there had been an eight to three rejection. Mr. Berger sees this
rejection as an expression of an intention that should bind subse-
quent interpretations of the necessary and proper clause, including
application of that clause to the legitimacy of a national bank. Yet I
would not see it that way at all. What Mr. Berger's history shows is
that the people who did have this opposition did not have the clout
to put it one way or the other into the language of Constitution.
What they actually thought, apparently, was that it was too contro-
versial and thus they would not put it in. But is not that a perfectly
good reason to say the intent of those eight people who voted
against canal charters does not count for anything as the choice of
all of those people who voted for the Constitution? If one cares
about what was really consented to, why not look to what in fact you
know was voted on, which is the text, rather than what you only sup-
pose might have been secretly intended, but did not in fact have the
votes to get into the text?
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Let me close by adverting briefly to the kind of intentionalism
that even Bob Bennett shares with Raoul Berger. This is the inten-
tionalism of particular exemplars: if an authoritative speaker had an
exemplar in mind when he wrote constitutional language, then you
the interpreter ought to use that at least as a starting point for your
interpretation. Four critical points: first of all, when you use lan-
guage, how often do you think of intended exemplars? When the
letter used the phrase, "speak for ten minutes," was there a pictured
exemplar of a particular person-Judge Posner?-sitting down at
the end of ten minutes? The fact of the matter is that when you use
language you rarely have such pictured exemplars of anything. It is
the case, once in a while, that you do, and arguably the fourteenth
amendment equal protection clause had one, the black codes of the
South, but those are very rare.
Second point: suppose that in fact there is one; why would you
think that such an exemplar is supposed to give the meaning of the
word? In ordinary speech you do not have the interpretive intent
that Raoul Berger ascribes to the framers; you do not have an intent
that your pictured exemplars fix the meaning of your words. If I
utter the word "vehicle" and happen to be picturing a blue Ford, I
certainly do not intend that class of things only to include that Ford,
nor do I intend people to use the Ford as a paradigm example (a la
Bob Bennett) and reason by analogy. Third point: If you had in-
tended exemplars and even if they were intended by you to fix the
meaning of the words you used, you have to ask yourself whether an
interpreter of your words can infer anything else about what you
intended? We are going to go to lunch shortly and I intend, if they
have a salad, to eat the salad that ends up in front of me. If this
lunch is as I expect it to be, your salad-all of yours-is going to be
very much like my salad. That does not mean that, because I intend
to eat my salad, I also intend to eat your salad. If that were true, I
would intend to eat all the salads, and that is not my intention. So
what you have to argue, fourth, is what Bob Bennett wants to argue,
which is this: because I intend to eat my salad, you then have to
analogize your salad to my salad in order to decide whether your
salad should be included within the class term, "salad." And that, as
he recognizes, is not itself to infer other intentions that I had, be-
cause I had an intention only with respect to my salad. So you have
to argue by analogy, based on some similarity between my intended
exemplar and other salads. Yet there is no relation called similarity
that is itself primitive. Similarity is parasitic on there being specific
properties by virtue of which one thing is like another. What is the
property that makes other salads like my salad? Well, unless the
rule's context suggests some other property, I would say, they share
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the property of being salads. In which event, you are interpreting,
not by the intended exemplar (my salad), but by the ordinary mean-
ing of the word, "salad." What is a salad? Well, figure it out, but
my intention about the starting example will not help you at all.
THE ROLE OF THE LEGISLATIVE AND
EXECUTIVE BRANCHES IN INTERPRETING
THE CONSTITUTION
John Harrison t
The specific form of the question that we're talking about that I
want to address is this: are the President and Congress, in the exer-
cise of their constitutional duties and powers, legally obliged to fol-
low the courts' interpretation of the laws of the United States where
those interpretations exist as precedents rather than as judgments in
specific cases? My answer is, that in the strict legal sense, they are
not obliged to follow precedent as opposed to judgments, but as a
general rule they will be well-advised to do so in order to keep the
government functioning smoothly. This argument presupposes the
distinction between legal rules and sound conduct which takes into
account legal rules.
I want to start the analysis with a discussion of the position of
an ordinary citizen under the United States Constitution. He has a
legal obligation to obey the law. That's an analytic truth. The law
of the United States consists of the Constitution, which is para-
mount, statutes of Congress, and treaties.' Courts interpret these
sources of law, and what the courts say will be either right or wrong,
depending on what the Constitution, treaty, or statute really means.
Suppose you were a litigant and you had the law on your side in
your case, and you lost when you should have won. The fact that
you were right does not necessarily do you any good as a practical
matter, but it is still meaningful to say that you were right and to say
that the court was wrong, that what the court said was something
other than what the law really is.
To emphasize the primacy of legal obligation as opposed to
what the court tells you your legal obligation is, I want to take two
cases. In the first, you take a position on a question-for example,
the interpretation of a statute-that has never come up before. The
judge decides that you are wrong. What happens? You lose. The
t At the time of the Symposium, the author was an Associate Deputy Attorney
General. Currently, he is an Assistant to the Solicitor General. The views expressed in
this paper are those of the author and not those of the Department ofJustice.
1 I do not include the common law as a law of the United States. But see 1, Pt. 2 W.
CROSSKEY, POLITICS AND THE CONSTITUTION IN THE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 620
(1953).
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second case is exactly the same, except that there is controlling
precedential authority on the point that goes against you, authority
that you did not know about. What happens? You lose. Then you
fire your lawyer. Legal realism is an accurate description of the mar-
ket for legal services. But are the cases otherwise any different, ex-
cept that your lawyer is now out of work? In particular, are there
any additional consequences from defying precedential authority?
If the point is well enough known, you may have to pay the other
side's attorney fees because you have wasted everybody's valuable
time. But if, for example, the law you misinterpreted was a criminal
statute, have you committed two crimes, one of violating the law and
one of misreading the precedents? Of course not. In the standard
case the sanction for defying the court's interpretation of the law is
coextensive with the sanction for defying the law. You lose. Any
incidental trouble you get into for wasting other people's time does
not change the basic point: the law is the law. Primarily, that is what
you are obliged to obey. That's the case of the ordinary citizen.
Does anything change when we move to the case of the non-
judicial branches? I will focus on the President because he does
most of these things and because Mr. Ross will speak about Con-
gress. Is the obligation of the President any different from the obli-
gation of the ordinary citizen under the law? Well, the President
takes an oath to "preserve, protect and defend" the Constitution,
and the Constitution says that "he shall take care that the laws be
faithfully executed." I agree that he has an obligation to obey judg-
ments, and where necessary to execute judgments against other
people. Does he, however, have any obligation to follow precedent
where there is no binding judgment in the situation? I do not know
of one. His obligation, like that of any citizen, is to the law and
primarily to the supreme law.
Some people, however, think that the President is obliged to
follow precedent in exactly the same sense that he is obliged to obey
law. Where might such an obligation come from? I want to talk
about two possible sources. The first is the argument that the Con-
stitution gives the job of interpreting the law primarily to the courts,
perhaps exclusively to the courts, and specifically to the country's
juridicial head, the Supreme Court of the United States. How do we
know this? I suppose that we know it because Marbury v. Madison 2
says that it is the power and duty of the judiciary to say what the law
is.
The correct response to this claim is: No, it does not. The ar-
gument that the Constitution allocates the interpretive power to the
2 5 U.S. (I Cranch) 137 (1803).
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courts is wrong. The Constitution allocates to the courts the case
deciding power, the power to issue judgments, that is where the
duty to obey judgments comes from. The power to interpret the
Constitution, however, comes from the case-deciding power. To
suggest that the power to interpret is primary and the case deciding
power secondary, is to misinterpret the Constitution and to confuse
cause and effect.
The second argument is a little more subtle. It begins by not-
ing that the President and the entire executive branch have to apply
the law constantly, because they have a huge government to run, a
government that operates according to the law. The argument is
that the executive branch must follow precedent when applying the
law because if it does not, there would be constant litigation
brought by people trying to force the executive branch to follow
precedent, and the executive branch would constantly lose. This ar-
gument has something to it, but it is not an argument about legal
obligation. It is an argument about what is a sane way to run a gov-
ernment-what is an intelligent thing for the President to do. Yes,
there would be a mess if the President always defied the precedents,
and that is why he does not do it.
What I want to point out here is that there is a fundamental
error in proceeding from arguments about good ways to run the
government to arguments about legal obligation. Let me phrase the
question this way: does the President have an obligation to make
the government run smoothly? In a sense he does-in the sense
that it is his obligation to be a good President. But this obligation is
not the same as his duty to follow the law. The underlying distinc-
tion I want to stress is between the things the President is legally
obliged to do and the things he ought to do in order to get the job
done right. The Constitution contains many incentives for the Pres-
ident to do his job well: incentives appealing to patriotism, to love
of honor, and to love of power. Those incentives, however, are not
legal obligations.
Even more fundamentally, the commands of the Constitution
should be distinguished sharply from what we might call its expecta-
tions. Its expectations are the results that the Constitution will pro-
duce if its framers were correct in their predictions of political
science-their predictions of how people will respond to their in-
centives and what they will do. But the expectations are different
from the Constitution itself: you can abide by the Constitution, fol-
low your legal obligation, and still cause the Constitution to defeat
the motivations that underlie it. Let me give a silly illustration.
Suppose that the Senate stops confirming judges. They just do not
want to confirm any more judges. Pretty soon, we start running out
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ofjudges. Is the Senate behaving irresponsibly? Yes. Is the Senate
behaving unconstitutionally? No.
I cannot stress too much the distinction between expectations
and legal obligations. The Constitution was written, as far as possi-
ble, to make legal obligations fairly clear, especially on structural
questions like who decides what, how many Senators from every
state, and other important matters. It is also true that the Constitu-
tion was designed the way it was because the people who designed it
thought those obligations would have certain consequences, and it
is also true that the designers thought the Constitution would create
incentives for people to behave a certain way. To look behind the
obligations and the incentives to the design, however, is to misun-
derstand completely how the Constitution operates. The design-
the outcome the designers expected the constitutional rules to pro-
duce-is not the same thing as the content of the constitutional
rules. If, in order to understand the provision mandating two Sena-
tors from every state, we had to debate whether the interests of the
small states were being consulted enough in legislation, we would
never figure it out. However, we can readily apply the rule that
there will be two Senators from every state. That is how the impor-
tant parts of the Constitution work, by cutting off the larger pur-
poses and the predictions of political science from the simple
content of the rules, so that it is enough to follow the rules without
inquiring whether they are serving their purpose.
That constitutional arrangement is an instance of an even more
fundamental concept that is basic not just to the Constitution, but to
the entire rule of law: legal formality. My account of the Constitu-
tion distinguishes between the content of the rules and the purpose
of the lawmaker. Legal formality distinguishes between the content
of the law and everything else. Because the Constitution is formal in
this sense, the judge's job, or the interpreter's job generally, is to
understand the rule, and, at least as to certain rules, not to consult
the purpose or the expected outcome. Formalism is so fundamental
that I would like to go on about it, but because I am running out of
time, I will just urge everyone to keep it in mind.
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THE ROLE OF THE LEGISLATIVE AND
EXECUTIVE BRANCHES IN INTERPRETING
THE CONSTITUTION
Burt Neubornet
As many of you know, I have spent a good part of the last
twenty years as both a law professor and a litigator for the American
Civil Liberties Union. Over those years, I have harbored a heretical,
but not a particularly novel, belief that the political spectrum is
much better represented as a circle than a line; and that libertarians
at both ends of the spectrum are often much closer to each other
than to the people in the middle. I suspect that there is a great unity
of interest among many of us who labor in the libertarian groves,
even though we may differ very dramatically on particular issues and
the means to our shared ends.
Let me raise with you the problem of judicial precedent. The
question of how one construes the Constitution before the courts
act, of course, poses no problem. Each branch does the best it can.
But assume with me, if you will, that the Supreme Court has acted in
a way that is indisputably, formally complete. People may disagree
or agree with the correctness or incorrectness of the Court's deci-
sion, but the court has laid down an intelligible and finite rule. The
question now is "What is the duty or obligation of the other two
branches of government with respect to the precise rule established
by the holding of the Supreme Court?"
There are two polar positions in response to this question. We
heard John Harrison beautifully expound the first polar position a
moment ago. He argued that precedent, even Supreme Court pre-
cedent, is nothing but a prediction of future consequences. The
government, as any other actor in the legal system, must take into
account the prediction of future consequences because it is likely to
be haled into court and shellacked if it fails to follow the precedent.
As a matter of self-interest, the government ought to, and probably
will, comply with the precedent; but no formal legal obligation ex-
ists compelling the government to abide by Supreme Court prece-
dent. That theory, and it is a respectable theory, flows from a hard
t Professor of Law, New York University School of Law. J.D. 1964, Harvard Uni-
versity. Served as National Legal Director of the American Civil Liberties Union from
1982-1986.
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and sharp reading of Marbuty v. Madison.' Under this view, the
Court's power to expound the law in the first place flows from the
power to decide a case; deciding a case is essentially an in-house
judicial function. While, of course, the courts should continue, in-
house, to perform as they think they should, this does not necessar-
ily mean that the two other branches of the government, the execu-
tive and the legislature, are obliged to defer to the judgments of the
courts when they are performing their, respective, in-house duties.
This theory leaves us, if it is in fact a correct interpretation of what
the Constitution permits or even requires, with a cacophonous Con-
stitution; a Constitution that speaks with many mouths simultane-
ously to the populace; the judicial construction is "correct" because
it is the last construction, not because it is the construction that one
is legally obligated to follow.
I argue for the polar position on the other side; I believe that as
long as the Court's decision complied with the formal constraints of
Marbury, as long as it satisfied the Article III case or controversy
requirements, then judicial precedent should be treated as creating
a positive duty to comply. It should be treated as the enunciation of
a positive rule of law and not simply a rule of prediction.
Let me make four quick distinctions before we talk a little bit
more about what that duty to comply might look like. First, I want
to distinguish the notion of duty from the notion of sanction. We
are not talking about making every violation of a precedent a con-
tempt of court. That, I think, would be an extraordinary enhance-
ment of judicial power and very bad policy. We are simply asking
whether or not there is some formal, legally recognizable duty to
comply with precedent, leaving aside the question of sanction.
Second, I want to distinguish the government from private per-
sons, because we may have a very different theory defining the way a
private person ought to relate to a Supreme Court precedent, as
opposed to the way one of the other branches of government, one
of the states, or a local government should relate to precedent. I
would like to talk only about the duty of a government official and
the way he or she should relate to precedent.
Third, let me distinguish a legal duty to comply with precedent
from the right to criticize the precedent and the right to try to foster
change by any lawful means-by relitigating the issue or by attempt-
ing to overrule it through the legislature or by constitutional
amendment. There cannot be any principled argument that says:
"Once the Supreme Court acts, everybody has to roll over and ac-
cept what they say as correct." Criticism and attempts to change
1 5 (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
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and foster re-litigation are part of the system and should be en-
couraged. There can be no argument from judicial precedent that,
as a principled matter, would cast any doubt upon the legitimacy of
such criticism.
Finally, let me reiterate the difference between holding and dic-
tum. Dictum can never be any more than a predictive phenome-
non. Dictum cannot be read as creating positive law because it goes
beyond the Article III powers of the courts in the first place.
Although dictum may give a hint as to what courts will do in the
future, and thus allow efficient ordering of conduct, it cannot be
read, and should not be read, as creating a positive duty to obey. So
we are talking only about the narrow precedential holding of a case.
My thesis is that once you have a narrow precedential holding
in a case, there is a legal duty on the part of the organs of govern-
ment to defer to the Supreme Court's reading of the Constitution or
the statute. Such a legal duty flows, not from realpolitik, or from fear
of losing if forced into court again, but from a positive legal obliga-
tion to comply with the law as it is enunciated by the Supreme Court
pursuant to the mandates of Article III and Marbury v. Madison.
Let me stress that there is a limited practical difference between
the two polar positions. I would expect that whether one views it as
a matter of realpolitik or a matter of legal obligation, in the vast bulk
of situations you are going to have compliance. Although it is an
important matter of legal theory, and it can be quite important
pragmatically to individuals in a number of cases, one ought not ex-
aggerate the practical consequences of accepting either position
here. We are not talking about a breakdown of the rule of law under
either theory. We are, however, talking about a very important dis-
pute about what the theory should be. Finally, there may be nu-
ances as between the executive and the legislative branch. Since
there can be no argument that people should be forced to refrain
from activity that would permit the relitigation of important issues,
you may well have a slightly different obligation if you are a legisla-
tor than if you are in the executive branch. There may be nuances
in the degree of compliance that is required.
With those qualifications, let me quickly sketch the conse-
quences of thinking about precedent solely as a predictive device,
and then ask whether or not those consequences are required by the
Constitution. I will suggest that they are not required; indeed, they
are forbidden by the Constitution.
The first consequence of treating precedent as solely predictive
is a dramatic decline in the ability of the Constitution and statutes to
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exert serious effect on pre-event, primary behavior. 2 I think all of us
agree that law acts best when it acts without the necessity of formal
enforcement. The moment that you abandon the notion that the
law, as expounded by the Supreme Court, creates a legal duty to
obey, then there are at least three, and perhaps more, equally legiti-
mate expositors of what the law is. At that point you have a
cacophonous set of voices directed to the public. It is virtually im-
possible to expect the Constitution or a statute to affect primary be-
havior in a significant way under cacophonous circumstances
because the people who are trying to align their behavior in accord-
ance with what they understand the law to be are being told three
different things by three different bodies, each of which has legiti-
mate authorization. The situation is even worse than the cacopho-
nous regime we abandoned as unworkable under Swift v. Tyson.3 A
jurisprudence that hopes to use law to influence primary, pre-event
behavior cannot succeed if it cannot speak with a single authorita-
tive voice.
Second, and I think equally important, the other function of law
is to ascribe consequences to behavior after the event. Think for a
moment of what the consequences of a non-acquiesence position
would be in the area of post-event behavior. It would mean that
anybody with the resources to seek a second judicial opinion could
go into court and enjoy the benefit of the rule of law as expounded
by the Supreme Court. But those segments of the society that lack
the resources or sophistication to get access to the courts would be
obliged to live under whatever set of rules they can afford access to,
which means essentially what the executive says the law is. That
means that the nature of the justice that would be dispensed in the
society would often be a function of the resources of the individuals
in the society. I suggest to you that a theory of law that says that the
law depends on how much money you have and not on a uniform,
self-executing duty to comply, is fundamentally inconsistent with
our values.
Only a very naive theory of law could argue for such a result.
You have to believe that there is always a single, objectively correct
interpretation of a statute or a single, objectively correct interpreta-
tion of the Constitution to which all three branches have an equal
right to attempt to repair. I suppose one can think of the Constitu-
tion as that type of naive document, but I know of no one who thinks
2 My use of"pre-event" and "post-event" behavior is drawn from Justice Harlan's
concurrence in Hanna v. Plumer, 380 U.S. 460, 474 (1965). My argument is set forth in
more detail in Neuborne, The Binding Quality of Supreme Court Precedent (Perspectives on the
Authoritativeness of Supreme Court Decisions), 61 TUL. L. REv. 991 (1987).
3 41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 1 (1842), overruled by Erie R.R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64
(1938).
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that there is a single right answer to hard cases. Once we admit that
interpretation and choice enters into the equation of statutory con-
struction and constitutional law, it seems to me that the jurispruden-
tial underpinning of compelling the kind of cacophonous jur-
isprudence that I have just described is impossible. The Constitu-
tion may not require one or the other. We probably have a choice.
We can decide whether we want a cacophonous Constitution or one
that speaks through a single judicial voice. It seems to me that
based on the law's role in influencing pre-event and assessing post-
event behavior, there really is only one choice, and that is to view
the word of the Supreme Court as positive law, until it is changed.
THE ROLE OF THE LEGISLATIVE AND
EXECUTIVE BRANCHES IN INTERPRETING
THE CONSTITUTION
Robert Nagel t
I want to propose a small amendment to an aspect of the argu-
ment that Attorney General Meese made in his Tulane speech.' I
think we might as well mention that speech because Attorney Gen-
eral Meese raised the subject we are talking about first. At any rate,
I think his speech is interesting partially because, as a pragmatic
matter, he is urging the citizenry to have a certain point of view with
respect to their right to criticize or even their obligation to criticize
the opinions of the Supreme Court. Meese addressed the public
and the public's officials and emphasized that they should maintain
in their own minds a clear distinction between the Court's interpre-
tations of the Constitution and the document itself. To the extent
that the document is merged in the public understanding with the
Court's interpretations of the document-to the extent that the
Court's opinions are the law of the land and are binding on every-
one-then the Attorney General warned against losing the possibil-
ity of criticism and therefore correction of decisions.
This aspect of Meese's argument seems to me to be potentially
important, but slightly wrong. When people say that the Court's
judicial interpretations are the law of the land, they mean that there
is a duty to obey. I agree with both Professor Neuborne and Mr.
Harrison that the duty to obey does not necessarily entail any confu-
sion of the Court's opinions with the original document. Even di-
rect parties to a case can lose and still criticize the Court's
interpretation as being wrong vis a vis the ultimate legal standard. I
think that the Attorney General's point, however, can be shifted
slightly. It is useful to focus on the effect of the "law of the land"
mentality not on the public, but on the Court itself.
It is sensible to believe that the larger the Court believes the
public's duty to obey is, the more the Court will perceive expressed
disagreements as illicit, as evasions, or as improper confrontations
rather than as points of view that are entitled to at least some atten-
tion and respect. I think that in important areas such as school de-
t Moses Lasky Professor of Law, University of Colorado School of Law. B.A.
1968, Swarthmore College; J.D. 1972, Yale Law School.
Meese, The Law of the Constitution, 61 TUL. L. REV. 979 (1987).
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segregation, abortion, and prison litigation, we can see that the
Court's exalted view of its rulings as the law of the land have, in fact,
distorted constitutional interpretation by converting the fact of disa-
greement or resistance in the political arena into grounds for alter-
ing and enlarging constitutional principles. Under this mentality,
the Court perceives public dissent as defiance. In response to this
defiance the Court interprets the meaning of the Constitution not
on the basis of precedent, text, history, or even some consideration
of moral philosophy that might be relevant, but on the basis of the
Court's effort to protect itself from what it perceives as illegitimately
motivated disagreement.
What I am suggesting to you is that the disagreement itself be-
comes a cause of constitutional meaning. I will give you one quick
example from a case that you are probably all familiar with. In
Thornburgh2 the Court invalidated a series of so-called informed con-
sent requirements for abortions. The Thornburgh opinion is full of
extravagant claims. For example, the Court asserted that Penn-
sylvania's requirement that women be informed of the detrimental
physical and psychological effects of abortions, including medical
risks, was "the antithesis of informed consent."3 The Court's rea-
son for this surprising conclusion was that the information would
"increase the patient's anxiety." 4 Now, it seems to me obvious that
this confuses the possible effects of receiving information with igno-
rance. It is true that the consent provisions of the statute were al-
most certainly designed to discourage abortions, but I do not think
that fact justifies the Court's assertion that the scheme "wholly
subordinate[d] constitutional privacy interests." 5 An effort to per-
suade someone not to utilize her constitutional right is not the same
as the total subordination of that constitutional interest. The ex-
travagance of the claims made in the Thornburgh decision suggest
that the opinion was driven as much by the Court's anger at per-
ceived defiance as by the merits of the case.
In Cooper v. Aaron 6 the Court refused to subvert constitutional
principle in the face of violent public opposition. Thornburgh, how-
ever, represents quite a different approach, one that I think is
becoming a part of modem constitutional culture, where constitu-
tional principles grow simply because the Court cannot tolerate
expressed official disagreement. The Thornburgh decision demon-
strates how much this attitude has expanded in recent years. After
2 Thornburgh v. American College of Obstetricians & Gynecologists, 476 U.S. 747
(1986).
3 Id. at 764.
4 Id.
5 Id at 759.
6 358 U.S. 1 (1958).
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all, Roe v. Wade7 did not decide the consent issue raised by Thorn-
burgh; the Thornburgh result was not a matter dictated by precedent.
In theory at least, the provision of information might even enhance
the right articulated in Roe, rather than be inconsistent with it. It
seems to me that the shift that has taken place rather dramatically
since Cooper v. Aaron, in cases like Thornburgh, is that we are becom-
ing accustomed to the idea that the direction, the emphasis, even
the mood of Supreme Court opinions is a kind of official orthodoxy
binding on everyone else in the society. When those other parts of
society do not accept that orthodoxy, the punishment is for the
Court to change and expand constitutional meaning.
So, in summary, what I am trying to suggest is that, to the ex-
tent that the Court does not recognize that interpretation is a shared
enterprise, the meaning and limits of constitutional principles will
be defined in response to a wholly irrational and irrelevant consider-
ation, namely the Justices' anger. Thornburgh suggests three circum-
stances where officially expressed disagreement with Supreme
Court opinions is particularly appropriate. The first is that the issue
was not clearly decided by any prior decision. The second is that
the initial constitutional decision was exceedingly doubtful, evi-
denced even by dissenting views on the Supreme Court. The third
is that the ordinary experience and ordinary thinking of non-lawyers
were relevant to the kinds of considerations, moral and otherwise,
that necessarily played a part in the constitutional judgment over
which the Court had no monopoly.
7 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
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Steven Rosst
I have spent most of my professional life as a lawyer represent-
ing the interests of Speaker O'Neill, Speaker Wright, and the House
of Representatives, normally in disputes with the Department ofJus-
tice. Therefore, when I got an invitation to talk with the Federalist
Society about Attorney General Meese's speech at Tulane, I as-
sumed that I was not being asked to come and sing a harmonious
part in the chorus praising the Attorney General's view of the world.
However, when I reviewed again the Attorney General's speech, I
found that in large part the ideas that he put forward are neither
remarkable nor particularly controversial. Let me go through some
of the main parts of Meese's speech that have not been focused on
yet in this Symposium.
The first is that there is a difference between the Constitution
itself and constitutional law. Meese described constitutional law as
the body of the decisions of the Supreme Court. That is hardly
something that can be argued with. The second is that Supreme
Court decisions do not have an absolute sense of finality about
them. Again, that is something that cannot be argued with. Cer-
tainly the Supreme Court has reversed itself and has been reversed
by the passage of amendments, and it is folly to suggest that the
Supreme Court forever closes an issue once it decides it. Third, the
Attorney General wanted to make it clear that the art of constitu-
tional interpretation is not the sole province of the Court. That
again is an area where there can be broad agreement. Congress, on
an everyday basis, although perhaps not as effectively as some might
hope, engages in constitutional interpretation. There are many bills
that are proposed either from within the institution or from outside
that get thrown in the trashbin simply because the members feel
that they would be unconstitutional if enacted.
The fourth point that the Attorney General made, and the one
that I will spend the rest of my time discussing, is controversial. Let
me quote for you exactly what he said. In talking about Supreme
Court decisions, he said: "But such a decision does not establish a
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supreme law of the land that is binding on all persons and parts of
government henceforth and forevermore." 2 Let me suggest that
there is a difference between a Supreme Court decision binding the
President of the United States and the underlying law, be it the Con-
stitution or a statute, binding the President. If we look at it in terms
of either the Constitution or the statute being the device that is
binding the President, then it follows that the executive branch is, to
that extent, bound by the decision of the Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court decision does not state a law in and of itself, but
instead it simply explains what either the Constitution or the law
says. This explanation, I suggest to you, is binding on the executive
branch when it attempts to execute or administer the law.
I have limited my focus on the binding nature of Supreme
Court decisions and the underlying law to the executive branch be-
cause I believe that it does not have the same binding effect upon
the legislative branch. The reason that Supreme Court decisions do
not have the same binding effect upon the legislative branch is that
when Congress faces a decision from the Supreme Court that it does
not agree with, it has the option of passing another law, perhaps the
exact same law, and seeing whether on second consideration the
Supreme Court will rule differently. This has, on occasion, hap-
pened, and in fact there are occasions where the Supreme Court has
invited the Congress to submit the question again.
Similarly, Supreme Court decisions do not have the same bind-
ing effect on the President in his role in the legislative process, a
role which should not be denigrated and that the President plays
very well. The President participates in the legislative process by
suggesting the passage of laws or by vetoing a bill on the grounds of
constitutionally and sending it back to Congress. Instead of an
override, the result of a veto may be the passage of a substantially
different bill that takes into account the objections that the Presi-
dent registered. He participates in the legislative process and cer-
tainly should not be foreclosed by any prevailing decision of the
Supreme Court. It is entirely permissible for the President to veto
legislation on the grounds that he believes it to be unconstitutional,
notwithstanding the fact that there may be in existence a ruling of
the Supreme Court that holds directly to the contrary. The Presi-
dent is well within his constitutional prerogatives in issuing such a
constitutional veto just as the Congress is well within their constitu-
tional prerogatives in passing a statute notwithstanding a Supreme
Court decision.
I think that what it comes does to is that the Attorney General's
2 Id. at 983.
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name of the word "final" to describe the effect of a Supreme Court
decision is mistaken. The significance of a Supreme Court decision
is that it is the prevailing reading of the law. It is the President's
obligation in executing the law or administering the law to follow
that law whether it is constitutional or statutory. The President has
no constitutional warrant to ignore the prevailing reading of the law
in implementing either enacted statutes or constitutional provisions.
To that limited extent, I disagree with John Harrison and say that
there are instances in which the President cannot feel free to abro-
gate his responsibility to execute the law as it has been enacted be-
cause he desires to raise a test case or because he believes that a law
is so unconstitutional that he cannot see how a court might have
upheld it.
DISCUSSION: THE ROLE OF THE
LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE BRANCHES
IN INTERPRETING THE
CONSTITUTION
HARRISON: I want to make one sort of diagnostic suggestion
based on what Burt Neuborne said to help show where our opinions
differ. Neuborne said that you do not want to have a naive version
of right answerism. I subscribe to a fairly naive version of right an-
swerism, not so naive as to think it is easy to find the right answers,
but strong enough to hold that it is meaningful to say that there is a
right answer even if we do not know exactly what it is. I think that
how hard your notion of law is and how much you believe in right
answerism is a barometer of where you will put considerations like
the two he urged, which are very real ones, about certainty and
about possible unfairness to people who cannot afford to go to
court to get the executive overruled. The harder your concept of
law, the more likely you are to put those considerations on the pru-
dence side of the law/prudence line. The softer your notion of law
and the more kinds of considerations you allow into what is law and
what is legally correct, the more likely you are to allow considera-
tions like that to influence your judgment of what is or is not a legal
obligation.
NEUBORNE: That is an exceptionally perceptive diagnosis of
what often differentiates people, like me, who think that the
Supreme Court's decisions (and possibly the decisions of the circuit
courts as well) carry with them some positivist sanction; and people,
like John Harrison, who think that they do not. The issue really
turns to an almost paradoxical degree on how sure you are that you
know what the right answer is in a given case. I harbor a good deal
of skepticism about the notion that there is a single right answer to
almost any difficult judicial problem. There are easy cases, to be
sure, but the hard cases that often confront the Supreme Court,
both in statutory and constitutional questions, seem to me to almost
always carry with them powerful arguments on both sides. The hard
cases require more than a dogmatic assertion that there is a single
objectively existing external barometer that tells you when a court is
right or wrong. It seems to me that the great challenge of modern
jurisprudence is to deal with error deflection in those cases where
there is genuine doubt as to what the right answer is.
If there is really a single right answer, then all the branches of
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government should have an equal right to look for it. If what we are
doing is looking for the law of gravity, everybody should be able to
look for the law of gravity. But if, as I think, in a much, much more
sophisticated conception of law, law is an interplay between text,
intent, and the institutional organ given the responsibility of making
final determinations and breaking ties, then we have a situation
where the very indeterminacy of law cries out for some form of au-
thoritative voice to speak it, and that authoritative voice in our sys-
tem is the Court.
ROSS: I will try to bring a note of practicality to our discus-
sion. These questions, as to whether or not the President is bound
by the law, come up in the real world. What it boils down to is
whether the President or, more often, someone else in the executive
branch, will follow a law as enacted by the Congress or whether they
will refuse to follow the dictates of the Congress. The President had
a recent confrontation over the Competition in Contracting Act of
1984,1 a bill that was designed, perhaps ill-advisably to cut the cost
of defense contracting by bringing a greater degree of competition
into the contracting process. The President thought that certain as-
pects of the bill were unconstitutional. Notwithstanding those con-
stitutional concerns, he decided to sign the legislation into law. The
Attorney General wrote an opinion discussing what the executive
branch thought was unconstitutional about the law, and the director
of the Office of Management and Budget instructed all departments
of the executive branch to ignore the law. Now, I do not believe that
is a power prerogative that is within the ken of the executive
department.
The President, when faced with what he or she believes is an
encroachment by the Congress into constitutional prerogatives, has
two alternatives. The first, which the President foreswore in this
case, would be to veto the bill, and to see whether Congress could
have mustered the super-majority necessary to pass this objectiona-
ble law into statute. The second would be to wait for an appropriate
case to arise where there were people to challenge the law, and to
hope that the Court would agree with his view of the law as opposed
to the Congress' view of the law under our Constitution. It is, how-
ever, dangerous to any system based on the rule of law for the exec-
utive to believe that a third option exists which is simply to ignore
those laws which he or she does not agree with on constitutional
terms, regardless of whether it is a law which is intended to have the
executive do something or whether it is a law that is intended to
prevent the executive from doing something.
1 Pub. L. No. 98-369, 98 Stat. 1175 (1984).
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HARRISON: That is certainly an important issue in this con-
text because it points up our differences in approach. Suppose an
earlier President had signed the law and then a new President comes
in and refuses to apply it. (There is a difficulty in the same President
signing it and then not applying it.) What the President is saying is
that this law that Congress passed is a statute of the United States
but it is contrary to the Constitution and he cannot follow it. For-
mally, that is exactly like what John Marshall did in Marbury v.
Madison.2 To say that the courts can do this and that the President
cannot is to appeal to the notion that the courts have this special
role, and that is exactly the issue on which we are differing.
NEUBORNE: Suppose that the President said that the statute
was contrary to the Constitution and that the case was brought and
the President lost. What does he do in the next case? Does he say
in the next case, I lost the last time, but that was just the last time,
and since I have a continuing right to construe the Constitution my
own way, I can continue to refuse to enforce this law? Can the Pres-
ident force anybody who wants a contrary result to drag him into
court to get a court order? Is that not what the real, practical prob-
lem is in ascribing to the President or the executive branch an au-
tonomous power to construe the Constitution and law even after the
courts have spoken?
HARRISON: Absolutely. I think that if the President thinks
that the constitutional issue is important enough or that the political
issue is important enough, then he or she has a legal right to force
those with contrary interpretations to get a court order. The Presi-
dent has to be prepared to take the political heat resulting from such
actions, but it is legally entirely permissible for the President, just as
it is for an individual, to say, "Okay, sue me."
ROSS: I would disagree with that because under the Constitu-
tion the individual does not have the obligation to enforce the law
that the President does. Our constitutional system does not intend
the President to become a lawbreaker.
QUESTION: My question is for Mr. Ross. I work for the Sec-
retary of Health and Human Services, enforcing statutes that have
been passed by your client. Most of my life is controlled by, and the
battles I fight are in defense of, statutes that the House compro-
mised and worked out through very elaborate and time-tested pro-
cedures with some very clear and specific language. I do a lot of
work with the Social Security Act of 1935,3 and the House spends a
lot of time, periodically, amending it or fine-tuning it. Is there any
2 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
3 42 U.S.C. §§ 301-1397f (1982).
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kind of outrage or even sophisticated notice being made that, from a
Jeffersonian point of view, the courts are intruding very viciously on
those kinds of hard fought compromises and specific details that not
only the Speaker, but the other 434 representatives, have worked so
hard on? Do you notice any kind of legislative outcry against judicial
intrusion, or is it strictly something that we should only expect the
President to defend?
ROSS: There are a number of instances in which the mood in
the House after a particular decision is "How could they do that?
We made it clear, we said what we wanted, and they've done the
exact opposite." Now, those sentiments are not always well
founded, but they are there. I am not sure that I would ascribe any
Jeffersonian motive to it.
QUESTION: I have a question for Professor Neuborne and
Mr. Ross. Imagine that there had been a decision of the Supreme
Court saying that the Alien and Sedition Acts4 were constitutional
and did not violate the first amendment. Jefferson becomes Presi-
dent, and he did not sign this bill. He decides that he is going to
bring no cases under the Alien and Sedition Acts because he thinks
that they are unconstitutional. Is he doing something bad? Or is
there perhaps something to be said for pluralism in constitutional
interpretation as in other matters?
NEUBORNE: I guess you are really asking that if my political
ox gets gored, am I willing to say the same thing. I have the luxury
of sitting in a room this afternoon and not having my political ox
gored, so I can say yes, I am the world's most principled individual,
and I never compromise principle. Whether, in the real world, I will
compromise it, I do not know, but I think that the principled answer
to your question is that if the Supreme Court had passed on the
constitutionality of the Alien and Sedition Acts, and had made it
very clear that those acts were constitutional and that the President
believed that there were appropriate acts to bring within the discre-
tion that any prosecutor has of allocating scarce resources among
lots of cases, it would be inappropriate for the President to not en-
force the law simply because he disagrees with it.
ROSS: I would agree with that. The law is the law whether we
like it or not. There are ways of changing the law, but, just because
an individual does not like a law does not provide the individual
with an excuse to ignore it. Similarly, the executive branch is not
excused from enforcing it.
NEUBORNE: It is one thing to make ajudgment as a prosecu-
tor that the allocation of your scarce resources is best used in en-
4 50 U.S.C. §§ 21-24 (1982).
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forcing another law because it would be socially defeating, an
improper allocation of resources, or inefficient to enforce a particu-
lar law. There are a host of reasons why a good prosecutor makes
hard judgments about where to put the resources of his or her of-
fice. But it is an illegitimate form of argument to say: "Even though
I know that I could enforce that law, I know I could make it stick, I
know that it is something that is within my capacity to do, I simply
choose not to do it, because I disagree with what the Supreme Court
says the law is in this area."
QUESTION: Would you urge that more obscenity prosecu-
tions be brought?
NEUBORNE: No, I think that they are socially self-defeating.
But if a prosecutor thought otherwise, I would not go up to him and
say: "Look, let's talk outside, maybe I can persuade you that the
Supreme Court is all wet in these things and even though you would
be able to go get the bookstores and close them down, let me see if I
can give you a brief which will persuade you that the Supreme Court
decisions are wrong." If I could persuade the prosecutor, then I
could make a private deal with him about whether those laws get
enforced. That is not the way a prosecutor should act.
ROSS: I would simply add that I took the question to have
factored out things such as prosecutorial discretion, and my argu-
ment is not against there being any prosecutorial discretion; it is
simply based solely on a question of constitutionality.
NEUBORNE: The prosecutor can have reservations because,
often, there is legitimate doubt about whether something is or is not
constitutional. But if you have the very same statute that was up-
held the day before by the Supreme Court, and the prosecutor's res-
ervations are strictly personal reservations and not the reservations
of what the Supreme Court of the United States says the law is at a
particular time, then those are not appropriate reservations to take
into account. Could the prosecutor hide them? Sure. In the real
world would the prosecutor be able to do something? Sure. Is it
right? No.
QUESTION: In the period between the Schechter decisions of
1935- and the NLRB decisions of 1937,6 the Roosevelt administra-
tion seemed to take the attitude of legislating first and litigating
later. In other words, the administration pushed statutes that it
5 A.L.A. Schecter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935); Schecter v.
United States, 295 U.S. 723 (1935).
6 NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1 (1937); NLRB v. Fruehauf
Trailer Co., 301 U.S. 49 (1937); NLRB v. Freidman-Harry Marks Clothing Co., 301 U.S.
58 (1937); Associated Press v. NLRB, 301 U.S. 103 (1937); Washington, Virginia &
Maryland Coach Co. v. NLRB, 301 U.S. 142 (1937).
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knew the Supreme Court would invalidate with the secret purpose
of shifting the blame for the Roosevelt administration's lack of abil-
ity to come up with reforms consistent with the Constitution onto
the Supreme Court. I wanted to ask the panel if they believe that
the executive or the Congress has the duty to at least consider the
constitutionality of a bill before passage? If so, does the passage of
a bill which obviously violates the Constitution, or which the Con-
gress or the executive or both reasonably should realize will be in-
validated by the Supreme Court, violate a public trust, in that public
officials take oaths to uphold and support the Constitution?
HARRISON: I will start by saying that I think that Congress-
men have a legal obligation under the Constitution not to vote for
bills that they think are unconstitutional. Also, it seems to me inap-
propriate for a member of Congress to vote against a bill on consti-
tutional grounds where the Court says it is unconstitutional but he
disagrees; I do not think that counts as a vote based on constitu-
tional considerations. Moreover, although this is not the official
opinion of the executive branch necessarily, I personally have seri-
ous reservations about whether the President can get off the hook
on this question-whether he can sign a bill that he thinks is uncon-
stitutional just because he knows that the Supreme Court is going to
uphold it. I am certain that he can do what Andrew Jackson did
which was veto on constitutional grounds something that the
Supreme Court had already upheld.
NEUBORNE: My sense is that it is the duty of the legislative
branch to take into account what they believe the Supreme Court
says the law is and, based on that good faith judgment, determine
whether or not they are passing a constitutional act. Since that is
almost always a question of very serious doubt, I think the practical
consequences of it are very, very slim. You would have to almost be
repassing the same act the day after the Court upheld it before you
got a really tight issue. Most of the time there are arguable distinc-
tions between the statutes. If there are arguable distinctions be-
tween the statutes that the legislators in good faith feel distinguish
the statute, then I think that is the end of the question; it is up to
them.
NAGEL: I think that if you put the question in terms of a pub-
lic trust, then yes, the legislature that passes a law that they think is
unconstitutional under judicial standards is breaching a public trust
because they are bringing on a certain amount of unpredictability
and disorder. Sometimes, however, there are other considerations
that are more important than that. If they are convinced that the
Court's judgment or predicted judgment is wrong, then they also
have an even greater public trust to pass the law under their own
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judgment of the Constitution. Let me add just one additional factor
to support that conclusion. The question that much of this discus-
sion is skirting around is: what are the sources of law? It seems to
me that one of the sources of law, of constitutional law, even a
source of traditional legal meaning of constitutional law, is, as Judge
Posner said this morning, the political culture. I think that the polit-
ical culture should not be disabled from participating in that system
because if it is, even traditional legal indicators of meaning like text
are going to be impoverished.
ROSS: I would say that as a theoretical matter, members of
Congress have an obligation to vote against legislation that they be-
lieve to be unconstitutional. However, as a practical matter, it is
very rarely that clear-cut when the matter is on the floor of the
House. One good example is the Gramm-Rudman Deficit Reduc-
tion Act,7 in which there were many people expressing the opinion
that certain provisions of that statute were unconstitutional. Well,
we all know that portions of that statute were held unconstitutional;
however, it was not these portions that people were warning about.
Thus, it may be expecting too much for the Congress to have a crys-
tal clear idea of what will be held constitutional when you are talking
about the types of legislation that are normally being considered.
QUESTION: If the President thinks something is unconstitu-
tional, how can he sign it even if the Court will uphold it? How can
he administer the law according to the Court's view rather than his
own, when he sincerely believes in his own?
HARRISON: I do not have a final answer to that, but the an-
swer that I am satisfied with for the moment is that the President is
really no different from any other citizen. Legal obligation is legal
obligation: the duty to take care that the laws are faithfully executed
has various consequences, but they are not consequences that create
any obligation upon the President different from any other subject
of the legal system. If we know that a citizen can ignore his own
conscientiously formed view of the law and follow the courts, then I
think that the other branches can do the same. The other branches
are placed in the situation of the citizen; they can either stand on
their own view and litigate, and probably lose, or they can tell their
consciences that they are going to go along with the courts instead.
NEUBORNE: That begs the question of my position. The
whole question is whether or not a member of the governmental
family is to be treated identically with a private person in that
situation.
7 Balanced Budget & Emergency Deficient Control Act of 1985, Pub. L. No. 99-
177, 99 Stat. 1037 (1985).
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QUESTION: I have a question for Professor Neuborne. Did I
understand you correctly, that from your position, you would reject
Abraham Lincoln's position on Dred Scott 8 given in his first inaugural
address?
NEUBORNE: Well the Lincoln position on Dred Scott is a com-
plex one. Much of what Lincoln rejected in Dred Scott was dictum,
and that makes it quite easy. I know of no theoretician who believes
that dictum has any self-executing, binding quality, and ninety-five
percent of Dred Scott is dictum. To the extent that Lincoln was urg-
ing that the holding of Dred Scott be disavowed by the federal gov-
ernment and not be complied with, rather than having it be
overturned by some more constitutional means, the answer is, I
think, yes, I do disagree. In fact, Dred Scott was dealt with by the
thirteenth and the fourteenth amendments and not by executive
non-acquiescence.
QUESTION: I would like to ask Mr. Ross how he can recon-
cile two of the propositions in his speech. One position seemed to
be that Congress had the right even against a Supreme Court deci-
sion on a particular bill simply to pass the bill again in the hopes
that the Supreme Court would change its mind. The other position,
one that I open with, is that the executive is incorrect, in a case like
the Competition in Contracting Act of 1984,9 to refuse to carry a
statute out on the grounds that it was unconstitutional when there
was no Supreme Court case dearly on point. Why would the Presi-
dent's oath to uphold the Constitution not give him this power, a
power that you assert that the Congress has even in the face of a
particular Supreme Court decision. So, I am trying to avoid the
question of whether this is a Supreme Court decision particularly on
point and put the question to you just starkly in terms of Congress'
greater power to interpret the Constitution in legislating than the
executive has in executing the law.
ROSS: I will answer that two.ways. First, the power that I
claim for the President is in the legislative process. One should not
confuse that process with the implementation of the law once it is
passed. During the legislative process, when an idea is being en-
acted, it is entirely appropriate for the President or the Congress to
state what they believe they want the law to be. However, when you
get outside the legislative process and you have an enacted statute,
the President and the executive branch than have other obligations
that they must carry out, which is to implement that law as it has
been enacted. Let me suggest to you that the idea that the Presi-
dent's authority and duty to the Constitution would excuse nonen-
8 Dred Scott v. Sanford, 60 U.S. 393 (1856).
9 Pub. L. No. 98-369, 98 Stat. 1175 (1984).
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forcement of a statute that he believes to be unconstitutional is a
very dangerous toy to give to any executive. All of us on the panel
have agreed that the President may keep his view of the Constitu-
tion and its impact on a particular statutory scheme, notwithstand-
ing a Supreme Court decision on the subject, and that the President
can seek to have that decision overturned. If we were to allow the
President's belief that the statute is not constitutional to serve as an
excuse for nonenforcement of the statute, then we would have a sit-
uation where no matter what happened, no matter how many times
a statute was passed, no matter how many times it was upheld by the
Supreme Court, a recalcitrant executive could simply ignore the law.
That is not the system of government that we have.
HARRISON: It would be an extremely dangerous power in
the hands of the President not to enforce the law that the Congress
had passed because he thought it was unconstitutional. That is the
same power as judicial review, which is also extremely dangerous.
NEUBORNE: Until the Supreme Court speaks, I think that
the President has equal providence with Congress on the issue of
constitutionality, and if he has a conscientious scruple about enforc-
ing that statute, then that is what you have courts for. It is only after
the courts have spoken that I would be troubled by a President that
continued to ignore the statute.
QUESTION: Professor Neuborne, I think, correctly pointed
out that what we are primarily discussing here is a question of phi-
losophy of law with implications not so much for disposition of indi-
vidual controversies, but for the effects of an idea on society and on
government. Professor Nagel pointed out some of those effects,
suggesting the possible increased arrogance among the judiciary
and increased timidity among the other branches or citizenry. Pro-
fessor Neuborne made this concession on the grounds that the prac-
tical consequences between a realpolitik approach to this question
and a duty to obey the resolution of it were not very different, and
then proceeded to address the philosophical issue. Both of his justi-
fications for finding a duty to obey, however, were profoundly prac-
tical, and if his assertion about duty to obey and realpolitik producing
very similar results is true, then the point he made really should not
be valid in practice. There should not be much difference in pre-
event behavior because, as he asserted, the incentives set up under
the realpolitik and duty to obey approaches are so similar, and there
should not be that much difference in the equality of protection that
people with and without resources get in these two situations.
Given that, is he not in fact granting enormous philosophical power
to the Court essentially for no reason?
NEUBORNE: First, I do not really think that there is all that
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much difference between philosophy and practicality. Pragmatism
has a very important role to play in philosophy. Philosophy is not
divorced from the real world, and I do not consider it a sin to make
an argument about legal theory which takes into account the impli-
cations in the real world of that legal theory. It is one of the things
that good philosophers should do. But second, I think you misstate
the position. In the vast bulk of situations the issues would come
out the same. The problem is what do we do about those potentially
very important situations where they do not come out the same.
I should have made this disclosure at the beginning because I
think it is appropriate at a forum like this for you to know what my
biases are: I am counsel in a case in which I challenge the execu-
tive's failure to acquiesce in established precedent in the context of
Social Security Administration cases.' 0 You know, a real world situ-
ation. Suppose that the Supreme Court construes the Social Secur-
ity Act as giving entitlement X, and the President believes it gives
only entitlement Y. The Supreme Court's decision is unequivocal.
Is it then lawful for the President to continue to administer the So-
cial Security Act so that individuals applying for the entitlement do
not get it and have to take the government to court in case after case
after case? Those people who do not have the sophistication to get
to court do not get the entitlement. Now that is not an ivory tower
problem, that is the problem of hundreds of thousands of people
over the last couple of years in the context of administrative non-
acquiescence. That is a very important practical question, and I
think there is only one answer to it: "The rule of law means that
everybody gets the same benefits whether or not they can afford a
lawyer."
QUESTION: My question is for Professor Neuborne. All of
the remarks since your presentation make it pretty clear that there
are all sorts of constitutional norms and levers which avoid some of
the worst consequences both you and Mr. Ross point to. What I
would like to know at this point is what are the precise constitutional
nightmares that we face if we do not accept your position that deci-
sions in the Supreme Court should be treated as positive law?
NEUBORNE: The constitutional nightmare is dual. In large
numbers of situations-in National Labor Relations Board settings,
in settings involving the Society Security Act, in settings involving
the administration of the entitlement programs, to the extent that
the executive believes its obligation to comply with Supreme Court
precedent is essentially a prudential one-the executive picks and
chooses based on, I am sure, good faith judgments about whether it
10 Steiberger v. Bowen, 801 F.2d 29 (2d Cir. 1986).
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should or should not comply. That means that it is then purely a
function of the resources available to the group affected by the stat-
ute. The wealthy will live under a set of laws that are enforced in the
courts because they can afford to take the executive to the next step.
The poor, unless we provide them with vastly increased resources,
must abide by the executive law. Many of you, I think, would agree
that it would be absurdly inefficient to create an expensive machine
to enforce something which should have been done in the first
place. But unless we are willing to create that machine, then the
consequence of not giving the poor those resources is to say that
there are two systems of law in the country: one for the rich, and
one for the poor. That is a constitutional nightmare.
QUESTION: Do not the so-called underprivileged or under-
class have recourse to the legislative system to make up for that im-
balance that you would say would occur in the advocacy system?
NEUBORNE: Would that it were so.
ROSS: If I could just follow up on that, I think, not to deni-
grate the nightmare that Professor Neuborne identifies for individ-
ual citizens, that if you are talking of constitutional nightmares, the
system that you suggest would also emasculate the legislative branch
from being able to enact policy. The entitlements that Professor
Neuborne is talking about are entitlements which were guaranteed
by the passage of a statute, and what you would be doing is you
would be giving the President a non-reviewable ability to negative a
law which goes far beyond the legal authority he is given.
NEUBORNE: Exactly. It is a defacto extension, expansion, of
the veto power to enormous proportions.
HARRISON: To claim that much for it is to omit, I think, the
requirement that the view taken of the law by the executive has to be
one sincerely held. In the correct case, we are talking about a situa-
tion where the executive really disagrees with the courts about what
the law really means or the courts disagree with some members of
Congress about what the law really means. This is simply a conse-
quence of separation of powers, where one group of people pass the
law and somebody else executes it. For the President to execute the
laws incorrectly is a violation of constitutional responsibility, but for
him to execute them as he best understands them and with an eye
on various powerful considerations of prudence, is precisely what
the constitutional arrangement contemplates.
NEUBORNE: In fairness to the current administration, I
should make clear that I know of no situation in which they have
refused in good faith to comply quickly and expeditiously with a de-
cision of the Supreme Court in the area of entitlements. The litiga-
tion we have going on now involves the self-executing power of
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circuit court precedent within the intra-circuit geographical area.
That is a much harder question and we did not get a chance to dis-
cuss that here.
QUESTION: Mr. Ross drew a distinction that I thought was
interesting between a President's power to interpret the Constitu-
tion in legislative and non-legislative situations. I would be inter-
ested to know whether Professor Neuborne agrees in this context.
Assume that the Supreme Court has been confronted with a Draco-
nian quota system, challenged as reverse discrimination under the
fourteenth amendment, and the Supreme Court says it is not offen-
sive to the fourteenth amendment. Shortly thereafter, the Congress
passes some bill which proceeds to legislate along the same lines,
and codifies the Supreme Court decision. It is presented to Presi-
dent Reagan who vetoes it on the grounds that it is his judgment
that this is an unconstitutional bill. Do you think that is an appropri-
ate exercise because this is the legislative process?
NEUBORNE: The answer, I think, is this. It is clear, at least
to me, that the President is not obliged to sign the bill under those
circumstances. The President does not have to subordinate his
judgment about what is good policy to the judgment of the Supreme
Court or to the courts, or to the Congress. It would, however, be
intellectually dishonest for him to couch his veto message on the
grounds that the bill is unconstitutional. I think it would be much
more intellectually honest for the President to say: "The Supreme
Court and I have a principled disagreement about what is constitu-
tional here and what is not. I profoundly believe that they are
wrong. I recognize that they have spoken, and therefore, I cannot
say to you that this bill is unconstitutional. I can say, however, that
it is my judgment that it should be unconstitutional, and therefore,
as President, I will not sign it." I think that is appropriate.
COMMENT BY DOUGLAS H. GINSBURG (Judge, United
States Court of Appeals, D.C. Circuit): I notice that the discussion
glided very smoothly from one of prosecutorial discretion to one of
a situation described by the non-acquiescence policy. I offer a dis-
tinction for your consideration that I think the hypertrophied sensi-
tivities of a law professor can overcome, but that practical judgment
might embrace. The President's decision, because of his own con-
stitutional views, not to enforce a particular law necessarily because
he believes that it is unconstitutional, stands on a very different foot-
ing than placing impediments or burdens on citizens exercising a
right or claiming an entitlement under an Act of Congress. This is
true even if that burden is placed where it is thought to be constitu-
tional, for constitutional reasons.
The difference is that in the non-prosecution case the President
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is deciding not to bring the coercive power of the state to bear on
the individual. That, I think, puts the decision on a very different
footing than one where he decides to burden the individual,
notwithstanding a congressional determination upheld by the
Supreme Court to the contrary. I think that we should err on the
side of tolerating that decision because as a practical matter the al-
ternative is not that the force will be exerted, but rather that the
President, assuming that this is an act of conscience, will have to
dissemble as to the grounds for the non-enforcement. That strikes
me as an unhealthy result.
NEUBORNE: I wish I could buy into that distinction because
it would make my position a lot easier. Although I do not disagree,
I think that the force of the distinction you make between the differ-
ence in not imposing government power versus putting a burden on
a citizen has force, but the force that it has for me is not to allow the
President to justify what he is doing based on constitutional
grounds when the Supreme Court has completely undercut that po-
sition. It seems to me that it ought to allow a law enforcement offi-
cial to say: "Look, I'm not enforcing this within my prosecutorial
discretion. I can't pass the buck and say that it's unconstitutional. I
take full responsibility for the judgment not to enforce this law and
if you want to do something to me, you can. You can vote me out of
office. But I'm not going to hide behind the Constitution in making
myjudgment." That would be much more intellectually honest, and
I think theoretically more correct.
GINSBURG: But I think you can say that the President would
not, could not hide behind the Constitution, while in fact he can. In
fact he exposes himself to further legislative response by invoking
the Constitution. We saw that in the impoundment situation. If the
President were to say, for reasons of constitutional interpretation,
that a particular law would not be enforced during his administra-
tion, then you would get a new kind of law. What you would have
instead of a law saying X is unlawful, is a new law passed by the
Congress saying that the Attorney General and the United States
Attorneys must expend the following sums in the furtherance of this
law and report back on all complaints received under the statute
every six months and so on and so on, and the tussle between the
two branches would have been played out. That strikes me as a very
unhealthy way of resolving the matter.
COMMENT BY FRANK EASTERBROOK (Judge, United
States Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit): I have been troubled
throughout this discussion by the fact that no one has articulated
what he sees as the basis ofjudicial review. We have been trying to
make comparative judgments about the extent to which particular
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branches are bound by constitutional constructions without having
articulated what that basis might be. It came out most forcefully in
the exchange between Mr. Harrison and Professor Neuborne in
which Professor Neuborne ended up saying: "Well if it's true, as
Mr. Harrison says, that there are right answers to constitutional
questions, then obviously it follows that the executive, legislative,
and judicial branches can give different answers." So from the fact
that there are right answers, there are multiple answers. From the
fact that there are many possible answers, it must follow that there is
only one answer, that is, whatever answer the judge gives. It seems
to me buried in that is a very unusual theory ofjudicial review under
which what the judge is doing is sorting from a large variety of per-
missible answers, announcing one, and that one becomes binding.
It seems to me that as soon as one says that there are a large variety
of permissible answers, it ought to follow that no choice from within
the permissible zone is necessarily binding on everyone else, in
other words, that Mr. Harrison and Professor Neuborne have every-
thing exactly backwards: if there is one right answer, everybody had
better follow it, but if there are multiple permissible answers, we do
not have a theory under which everyone must follow one answer.
HARRISON: Since we have everything backwards, let me an-
swer for Professor Neuborne. As I understand it, his position-
which seems to me a different and very interesting form of right
answerism-involves a two-stage theory of law. At the first stage, law
is relatively clear and definite, but it does not take you all the way to
one right answer. Instead, the first step imposes a constraint, it nar-
rows you down from thousands of possible answers to, for example,
ten possibilities. The second stage is driven by the need to come up
with a right answer, but it is limited by uncertainty and complica-
tion: no one of the ten possibilities can be said to be correct just on
the basis of its content. So instead of a rule for identifying the right
answer based on the content of the answer, at the second stage you
have a rule based on the identity of the answerer: what the Supreme
Court says is correct by definition. Thus, for Professor Neuborne,
the reality of multiple plausible answers combined with the need for
one, single rule leads to the conclusion that only one person can
have the right answer: from many truths, one view of the truth. My
approach, which defines correctness entirely in terms of content and
not at all in terms of the identity of the answerer, leads from one
truth to multiple permissible views. In response to Judge Easter-
brook, I think that our positions naturally lead to that outcome and
that it is only paradoxical on the surface.
NEUBORNE: In a very interesting way, the debate between
the two of us and the paradox that Judge Easterbrook has pointed
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out, is the paradox between Protestant theology and Catholic theol-
ogy in terms of the interpretation of the holy writ. I have felt for
some years now that the great discussion about using literary texts
as a paradigm for talking about the Constitution is somewhat beside
the point. As an ACLU lawyer, it has always seemed to me that there
have been three groups that really know what constitutional adjudi-
cation is all about: Talmudic scholars, Jesuit seminarians, and
ACLU lawyers. We each have a holy text; we labor over it for a great
deal of time, and we spend a good deal of time worrying about how
the authoritative answer comes out. Each group has evolved a the-
ory of an "answerer." What I am saying is, given my perception that
law is essentially indeterminate in many, many settings; and that a
false determinacy is intellectually dishonest in many situations; and
if, as I believe, society requires that there be an authoritative voice
so that we can have pre-event ordering and post-event equity, then
you need a theory of an "answerer" that will allow one of the poten-
tial answers to become the authoritative one. I believe Marbury
gives us that. Judge Easterbrook's perception that this whole debate
begins with legitimacy of judicial review is exactly right. It is in the
necessity of deciding a case or controversy that I believe that the
judicial branch assumes the legitimate mantle of the "answerer." It
is the mechanism that gives us the authoritative voice that breaks us
out of the trap of cacophony. I believe that cacophony in the law is
the terrible price that we would pay if we went any other way. I do
not contend that the Constitution compels my view. I say merely
that the Constitution permits it. And it is so clearly better, that it is
the path we ought to go down.
HARRISON: What Professor Neuborne just said is a consis-
tent application of his view of the nature of law: we can say with
confidence that the Constitution permits only a certain limited
number of answers, but we cannot necessarily determine with confi-
dence which of those is the right one, so it is not correct to say that
there is a right one. I hope that line of argument sounds familiar,
because it leads into the final metaphor I want to suggest about
classical law (and I will call my view classical): classical law is classi-
cal as classical theories are distinguished from quantum theories. In
quantum theories, there is not a right answer about a lot of ques-
tions. Certain complementary characteristics of systems are simply
not defined. In a classical theory there are answers to all the ques-
tions even if we are not sure what they are.
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STARE DECISIS: PRECEDENT AND PRINCIPLE
IN CONSTITUTIONAL ADJUDICATION
Charles. Coopert
Let me say at the outset that it is high time that the Federalist
Society devoted a panel at a national symposium to the doctrine of
constitutional stare decisis. For if there is any principle that is fun-
damental to the true conservative, if there is any doctrine that is
inviolable to the true conservative, if there is any rule that is cardinal
to the true conservative, it is stare decisis. And if you don't believe
me, ask any true liberal.
Isn't it amusing that liberals, who only recently have perceived
the profound value of "stability of the law," have taken to lecturing
conservatives on what it takes to be a true conservative?
Listen to Sidney Blumenthal, a Washington Post writer who
fancies himself as an expert on conservatives. He has denounced
conservative attempts to "rescind the standing law" on "settled"
constitutional questions. Blumenthal explains that "[c]onservatism
is a defense of tradition," and he bemoans calls for a return to a
constitutional jurisprudence of original intention. This path, he
says, "attacking at least 60 years of Supreme Court precedent," is
"unprecedented" and "a radical departure from settled law."'
My favorite authority on true conservatism, though, is Professor
Alan Dershowitz of the Harvard Law School. As he explained dur-
ing the 1984 presidential campaign, "truly conservative justices...
will abide by the notions of stare decisis, . . . [a]nd they will not
move in to simply count the votes and try to overrule a prior deci-
sion.' 2 Any attempts to undermine settled cases, such as Roe v.
Wade3 or Miranda,4 would constitute a departure from true con-
servative principles. But if you vote for Ronald Reagan, he warned
in 1984, "Mr. Meese will appoint judges who are essentially sworn
to a program of reversing certain Supreme Court decisions. Some-
t Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, United States Department
ofJustice. The author gratefully acknowledges the contributions of Bradford Clark, an
attorney-adviser in the Office of Legal Counsel, to the preparation of this Article.
1 Blumenthal, The Right's Quest for Law from a Mythical Past, Wash. Post, Nov. 3,
1985, at Cl, col. 4.
2 The MacNeil/Lehrer News Hour: The Character of the Court-A Timeless Sport, Tran-
script #2357, at 2 (EBC & GWETA television broadcast, Oct. 9, 1984) [hereinafter Mac-
Neil/Lehrer] (available on Nexis).
3 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
4 Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966).
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thing the liberals have never done." 5 Perish the thought!
The truth, of course, is that stare decisis has always been a doc-
trine of convenience, to both conservatives and liberals. 6 Its
friends, for the most part, are determined by the needs of the mo-
ment. Justice Douglas, writing in 1949, candidly described the phe-
nomenon: "Today's new and startling decision," he said, "quickly
becomes a [new] coveted anchorage for new vested interests. The
former proponents of change acquire an acute conservatism in their
new status quo. It will then take an oncoming group from a new gen-
eration to catch the broader vision which may require an undoing of
the work of our present and their past." 7
Justice Douglas, of course, was describing the conflict between
the Lochner-era Court and the Court of which he was then a member.
But his observations are equally applicable to describe today's rush
to embrace constitutional stare decisis by those who, only a short
time ago, thrilled to the sight of the Warren Court engaging in the
judicial equivalent of strip-mining. As Professor Phillip Kurland has
observed: "The list of opinions destroyed by the Warren Court
reads like a table of contents from an old constitutional law
casebook."8
The shifting allegiance to stare decisis by Justice Robert Jack-
son vividly demonstrates the point. In 1937, when he was a lowly
Assistant Attorney General in the Justice Department stumping in
support of President Roosevelt's court-packing plan, Jackson said
this: "Precedents ar6 the most powerful influence in aiding and
supporting reactionary conclusions. Thejudge who can take refuge
in a precedent does not need to reason." 9 Thus, he called for enact-
ment of a law permitting Roosevelt to appoint a "majority of the
Court [with] the courage to throw overboard the doctrine that
precedents rule constitutional decisions. A minority has already in-
dicated a will to relax this dead hand."' But, he complained,
"[a]rchaic procedure [and] musty precedents.., make government
by litigation impossible.""
The court-packing plan failed, but Roosevelt got the Court that
5 MacNeil/Lehrer supra note 2, at 2.
6 I am not here speaking, of course, of vertical stare decisis; that is, the obligation
of lower federal courts to follow decisions of the Supreme Court. There is no serious
debate regarding this obligation, perhaps because the alternative is so obviously chaos.
7 Douglas, Stare Decisis, 49 COLUM. L. REV. 735, 737 (1949).
8 P. KURLAND, POLITICS, THE CONSTITUTION, AND THE WARREN COURT 90-91
(1970).
9 Address by Assistant Attorney General Robert H. Jackson at the New York Eco-
nomic Club, New York City, transcript at 10 (Mar. 24, 1937) (on file at Cornell Law
Review).
10 Id. at 10-11.
11 Id. at 11. Elsewhere Assistant Attorney General Jackson argued that the Supreme
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he wanted nonetheless, a Court that included Jackson. In 1944, af-
ter the Court's task of replacing the old with the new was pretty
much complete, Justice Jackson returned to the issue of precedent:
"I cannot believe," he told the American Law Institute, "that any
person who at all values the judicial process or distinguishes its
method and philosophy from those of the political and legislative
process would ... substantially impair the rule of stare decisis." 12
Similarly flexible in his attitude on stare decisis is Justice
Goldberg. Anticipating, no doubt, a reexamination of many Warren
Court rulings, Justice Goldberg attempted in 1971 to construct a
new theory of the doctrine. Realizing that his participation from
1962 to 1965 in the Warren Court's unprecedented string of consti-
tutional overrulings "suggests a 'credibility' problem," Goldberg
admitted that "making my defense of stare decisis at all convincing
requires justification of the Warren Court's overrulings. '" 3 Those
overrulings were justified, according to Justice Goldberg, by "a gen-
eral and neutral principle that has long been observed, although, as
far as I am aware, it has never before been fully articulated."1 4 Jus-
tice Goldberg described his "neutral" theory of stare decisis as
follows:
The principle to which I refer... is that stare decisis applies with
an uneven force-that when the Supreme Court seeks to overrule
in order to cut back the individual's fundamental, constitutional
protections against governmental interference, the commands of
stare decisis are all but absolute; yet when a court overrules to
expand personal liberties, the doctrine interposes a markedly less
restrictive caution.1 5
Notwithstanding his use of the term "neutral," this theory of
stare decisis is a convenient doctrine for Justice Goldberg. A close
Court's contradictory decisions on the binding nature of precedent were precedents
supporting his call for the Court's departure from precedent:
It is true that the precedents of the past hang like a shroud about the
Court. But the degree of devotion to precedent in lieu of reason is in that
Court's discretion, even by its own precedents. A minority of the Court
has expressed [its] will to freedom. Justice Brandeis has said: "The rule
of stare decisis, though one tending to consistency and uniformity of de-
cision, is not decisive. Whether it shall be followed or departed from is a
question entirely within the discretion of the Court which is again called
on to consider a question once decided." (Burnet v. Coronado Oil & Gas
Co., 285 U.S. 393 at 405-409).
Reorganization of the FederalJudiciary Hearings on S. 1392 Before the Senate Comm. on the Judici-
ary, 75th Cong., 1st Sess. 37, 51 (Mar. 11, 1937) (statement by Robert H.Jackson, Assis-
tant Attorney General).
12 Jackson, Decisional Law and Stare Decisis, 30 A.B.A. J. 334, 334 (1944).
13 A. GOLDBERG, EQUAL JUSTICE: THE WARREN ERA OF THE SUPREME COURT 74
(1971).
14 Id.
15 Id. at 74-75.
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examination of Justice Goldberg's writing on constitutional issues,
especially his votes and opinions during his tenure on the Supreme
Court, reveals a rather straightforward constitutional philosophy:
constitutional decisions that contract personal freedoms are errone-
ous; constitutional decisions that expand individual liberties are cor-
rect. Indeed, Justice Goldberg has said as much. In a recent article,
he explained that "the Supreme Court itself has overruled prior de-
cisions restricting the rights of Americans to liberty and equality
and, indeed, has courageously enlarged these rights."' 16 One
searches the United States Reports in vain for a case in whichJustice
Goldberg invoked this theory of stare decisis in affirming an earlier
constitutional case with which he disagreed. Thus, far from neutral,
Justice Goldberg's theory of stare decisis is carefully designed not
only to justify many Warren Court decisions overruling precedent,
but also to shelter those decisions from the rigor of reexamination
by successors who do not share his constitutional philosophy.
I think that the doctrine of stare decisis, in the context of writ-
ten (i.e., constitutional or statutory) law, suffers from two serious
weaknesses: First, it is inherently subjective, and few judges, includ-
ing Supreme CourtJustices, can resist the natural temptation to ma-
nipulate it. Second, and more fundamentally, its avowed office is to
shelter error from correction.
Both of these deficiencies were on display in the Supreme
Court's recent decision in Johnson v. Transportation Agency. 17 In John-
son, a male employee in the roads division of the county transporta-
tion agency was passed over for the position of road dispatcher in
favor of a female employee found by the district court to be less
qualified. He argued (1) that he had been denied the promotion
because of his sex and (2) that Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
was intended by Congress to prohibit such discrimination. Five Jus-
tices of the Supreme Court agreed-that is, agreed that Mr. Johnson
had been passed over solely because of his sex and that Title VII
had been designed to ban such discrimination. Yet a majority of the
Supreme Court nonetheless denied him relief and thus ensured that
countless persons like him would suffer precisely the kind of sex and
race discrimination that Title VII, according to five members of the
Court, was designed to forbid.
This candid judicial repealer of a duly enacted congressional
statute came about because two of the five justices who believed that
Mr. Johnson was entitled to relief under Title VII invoked the doc-
trine of stare decisis. Justices Stevens and O'Connor could not
16 Goldberg, Keeping Faith With the Constitution, Christian Science Monitor, Apr. 20,
1987, at 15, col. 1, 16, col. I.
17 107 S. Ct. 1442 (1987).
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bring themselves to join Justice Brennan's opinion, but joined the
result because they did not want to overrule the Weber decision.' 8
Weber, you will recall, held that the racially discriminatory exclusion
of a white male from a craft-training program is not prohibited by
the section of Title VII that provides as follows: "It shall be ...
unlawful... for an employer ... to discriminate against any individ-
ual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privi-
leges of employment, because of such individual's race ....
Let's take a moment to examine Justice Stevens' discussion of
stare decisis, for it provides an extraordinary illustration of the ex-
tent to which stare decisis can be a doctrine of convenience. Inci-
dentally, while the Johnson case raises the stare decisis issue in a
statutory rather than a constitutional context, I believe that the fol-
lowing points apply equally in both contexts.
Justice Stevens defined the issue thus: "[T]he only problem for
me is whether to adhere to an authoritative construction of the Act
[-Weber-] that is at odds with my understanding of the actual in-
tent of the authors of the legislation. ' 20 Noting the "undoubted
public interest in 'stability and orderly development of the law,'
Justice Stevens decided to adhere to Weber because (1) it had been
decided and (2) it was, as he put it, "now an important part of the
fabric of our law." '21
For his standard, Justice Stevens borrowed from Benjamin Car-
dozo's book, The Nature of the Judicial Process: "' "Ifjudges have woe-
fully misinterpreted the mores of their day, or if the mores of their day
are no longer those of ours, they ought not to tie, in helpless sub-
mission, the hands of their successors."' "22 In relying on this pas-
sage, however, Justice Stevens failed to recognize that Cardozo was
discussing the role of stare decisis in the development of the common
law. After all, Cardozo made the point in 1921, when he was ajudge
of the New York Court of Appeals, the bulk of whose decisions dealt
with the common law. And much of the rationale underlying the
operation of the doctrine of stare decisis in the common law context
is simply inapplicable in the statutory or written law context. Justice
Stanley Reed, when he was Solicitor General, explained the distinc-
tion well. Noting that "[s]tare decisis has been a guiding principle of
the common law from its beginnings," Justice Reed wrote:
18 United Steelworkers of America v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193 (1979).
19 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(1) (1982); see also 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e-2(d), 2000e-2(a)(2)
(1982).
20 Johnson, 107 S. Ct. at 1459 (Stevens, J., concurring).
21 Id. at 1459.
22 Id. at 1459 n.4 (quoting Runyon v. McCrary, 427 U.S. 160, 191 (1976) (Stevens,
J., concurring) (quoting B. CARDOZO, THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 152
(1921))).
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However, the doctrine of stare decisis has a philosophic necessity in
the common law system which is not found elsewhere. The other
systems apply a written document to the concrete controversies
which come before the court .... The judge who applies a section
of a civil code, a constitution or a statute, must always measure the
decisions of his predecessors against the document which they
were interpreting. However high the authority of the prior deci-
sions, they remain inferior to the law itself. Contrast with this the
philosophy of the common law jurisprudence. There is no law but
the judicial decisions themselves. The judge who decides a case
fashions the law as he decides. His decision, at the moment of its
pronouncement, joins the mass of decisions which constitute the
common law.... Right or wrong, they are the law. Accordingly,
the common law judge who does not follow stare decisis does more
than to differ with his predecessors; he quite literally changes the
law.23
Thus, if the lawmaker in the first instance is the judge, as in the
common law, then the judge is free to change the law, but should do
so only for reasons that outweigh the public interest in stability in
the law. That the governing common law precedents are in conflict
with the "mores of the day," Cardozo thought, as do I, is sufficient
reason to depart from the common law precedents. But if the
lawmaker is the legislator or the framer, the judge is not free to
change the law, regardless of how inconsistent it is with the judge's
view of the mores of their day. While the Supreme Court has often
exercised the powers of the legislature and the framers, it has never
claimed them.
Let's indulge the assumption, however, that "the mores of [our]
day" are somehow relevant to issues of statutory construction, and
go on.
Justice Stevens next concluded that "the mores of [our] day"
"'favor adherence to, rather than departure from, precedent.' "24
To sustain this proposition, he offered one proof: namely, that
Chief Justice Burger, in his dissent in Weber, "observed that the re-
sult reached by the majority [in that case] was one that he 'would
[have been] inclined to vote for were [he then] a Member of Con-
gress considering a proposed amendment to Title VII.' "25
Now, Chief Justice Burger is many good things, but to my
knowledge Justice Stevens is the first to regard him as a failsafe ba-
rometer of the "mores of [our] day." To the contrary, if one consults
23 Address by Solicitor General Stanley Reed at the Meeting of the Pennsylvania
Bar Ass'n, transcript at 133 (Jan. 7, 1938) (on file at Cornell Law Review).
24 Johnson, 107 S. Ct. at 1459 n.4 (Stevens, J., concurring) (quoting Runyon v. Mc-
Crary, 427 U.S. 160, 191 (1976) (Stevens, J., concurring)).
25 Id. (quoting Weber, 443 U.S. 193, 216 (Burger, C.J., dissenting)).
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something that at least purports to measure the "mores of [our]
day"-public opinion polls-one finds that a large majority of the
American people consistently oppose the granting of race and sex
preferences in the workplace. Indeed, shortly after the Johnson case
was handed down, U.S.A. Today published the results of a nation-
wide poll showing that 58% of the women surveyed disagreed with
the Court's ruling.26
So, Justice Stevens' analysis reduces to this: he cast his vote in
favor of permitting sex discrimination that he believes is barred by
Title VII, because a five-Justice majority made a similar error in
1979 regarding race discrimination, and the error is now a part of
the fabric of our law, because it is in harmony with the mores of our
day in 1987, which mores are clearly reflected by the fact that in
1979 Warren Burger would have voted in favor of a measure per-
mitting sex discrimination had he been in Congress. So strained is
this reasoning that the candid mind is tempted to suspect that Jus-
tice Stevens' vote was driven instead by the decision's result, which
he praises elsewhere in his opinion.27 The temptation becomes dif-
ficult to resist upon an examination of a prior comparable case: Mo-
nell v. Department of Social Services.28
In Monell, the Supreme Court held that municipalities are sub-
ject to damages liability under section 1983.29 In so doing, the
Court overruled the contrary case of Monroe v. Pape,30 decided sev-
enteen years earlier and followed in several subsequent cases. Jus-
tice Stevens overcame his devotion to stare decisis and voted with
the majority, but he did not write separately. In subsequent opin-
ions, however, he has provided two justifications for his vote in Mo-
nell. Both reasons betray the inherent subjectivity and manipulability
of stare decisis. First, Monroe did not qualify for stare decisis, ac-
cording to Justice Stevens, because it was "egregiously incorrect.13 1
26 USA Today, Mar. 31, 1987, at 3A, col. 7.
27 See 107 S. Ct. at 1458, 1460.
28 436 U.S. 658 (1978).
29 Section 1983 reads in part:
Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, cus-
tom, or usage, of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, sub-
jects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the United States or other
person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights,
privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be
liable to the party injured in an action at law, suit in equity, or other
proper proceeding for redress.
42 U.S.C. § 1983 (1982).
30 365 U.S. 167 (1961).
31 The "egregious" error test is evidently an evolving standard. In Florida Dep't of
Health and Rehabilitative Serv. v. Florida Nursing Home Ass'n, 450 U.S. 147, 153
(198 l),Justice Stevens adhered to Edelman v.Jordan, 415 U.S. 651 (1974), although he
thought it erroneous, on the ground that it "represents an interpretation of the Eleventh
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Weber, then, must be just "incorrect," not egregiously so. But the
truth is that calling Weber "egregiously incorrect" is an understate-
ment. As Professor Gerald Gunther noted shortly after Weber was
handed down, "there has rarely been a case in which the normal
ingredients of statutory interpretation, the text and the legislative
history, were so one-sidedly against the majority." 32
His second justification for overruling Monroe is that "Congress
phrased some older statutes [such as section 1983] in sweeping,
general terms, expecting the federal courts to interpret them.., on
a case-by-case basis in the common-law tradition."3 3 And what was
the sweeping, general term at issue in Monell? "Person."
Quite apart from the inherent subjectivity of the doctrine, ap-
plication of stare decisis in most cases, including Johnson, is objec-
tionable for a more fundamental reason. The point was made well,
and very well, by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court in 1787:
A Court is not bound to give the like judgment, which had been
given by a former Court, unless they are of opinion that the first
judgment was according to law; for any Court may err; and if a
Judge conceives, that a judgment given by a former Court is erro-
neous, he ought not in conscience to give the like judgement, he
being sworn to judge according to law. Acting otherwise would
have this consequence; because one man has been wronged by a
judicial determination, therefore every man, having a like cause,
ought to be wronged also.34
I find this argument powerful, more powerful than the counter-
vailing arguments based on stability and predictability. And it is at
its strongest in constitutional cases, for judges are oath-bound to
rule in accordance with the Constitution, not with prior opinions
interpreting the Constitution. 35 But it is not strong enough to sup-
port the necessary consequence of its own logic-i.e., that no issue
Amendment that had previously been endorsed by some of our finest Circuit Judges
[and] therefore cannot be characterized as unreasonable or egregiously incorrect."
Four years later, in Atascadero State Hosp. v. Scanlon, 473 U.S. 234, 304 (1985),Justice
Stevens was won over. In a dissenting opinion, he stated that "additional study has
made it abundantly clear" that the decision "can properly be characterized as 'egre-
giously incorrect.' " Id. Justice Stevens refrained, however, from disclosing what new
learning on the subject had been unearthed by the additional study.
32 Gunther, Burger Court: Nine Men Search For What is Right, Regardless of Law, Nat'l
LJ., Aug. 13, 1979, at 60, col. 2; see also Mintz, Court Ends '79 Term in Dissonance, Wash.
Post, July 8, 1979, at Al, col. 2. (Philip Kurland remarked of Weber: "The majority
opinion was without substantial basis in any way, shape or form.").
33 Guardians Ass'n v. Civil Service Comm'n 463 U.S. 582, 641 n.12 (1983).
34 Kerlin's Lessee v. Bull, 1 U.S. (1 Dall.) 175, 178 (1786).
35 The place of stare decisis in constitutional law is even more tenuous. A
judge looking at a constitutional decision may have compulsions to re-
verse past history and accept what was once written. But he remembers
above all else that it is the Constitution which he swore to support and
defend, not the gloss which his predecessors may have put on it.
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is decided finally until it is decided correctly. This view rejects the
claims of stare decisis in all cases, 36 and that is farther than I am
willing to go.
In defending his suspension of the writ of habeas corpus, Lin-
coln did not end his argument with the point that the Constitution
authorizes the President to suspend the writ whenever rebellion
threatens the public safety. That the suspension was necessary to
the survival of the union was alone sufficient, Lincoln argued,
whether or not it was constitutional. As he put it:
[T]he legality and propriety of what has been done ... are ques-
tioned, and the attention of the country has been called to the
proposition that one who is sworn to 'take care that the laws be
faithfully executed' should not himself violate them. Of course
some consideration was given to the questions of power and pro-
priety before this matter was acted upon. The whole of the laws
which were required to be faithfully executed were being resisted
and failing of execution in nearly one-third of the States. Must
they be allowed to finally fail of execution, even had it been per-
fectly clear that by the use of the means necessary to their execu-
tion some single law, made in such extreme tenderness of the
citizen's liberty that practically it relieves more of the guilty than
of the innocent, should to a very limited extent be violated? To
state the question more directly, Are all the laws but one to go un-
executed, and the Government itself go to pieces lest that one be
violated? Even in such a case, would not the official oath be bro-
ken if the Government should be overthrown when it was believed
that disregarding the single law would tend to preserve it?3 7
In essence, Lincoln believed that his obligation to abide by a
single provision of the Constitution had to give way to his larger
Douglas, supra note 7, at 736; see also Burnet v. Coronado Oil & Gas Co., 285 U.S. 393,
406-10 (1932).
36 Assistant Attorney General RobertJackson expressed sympathy for this position:
Legal philosophy sets up a method of thinking that is not accepted by any
other profession. Unreasoning devotion to precedent is so normal for the
lawyer that Joseph Choate in eulogy ofJames C. Carter, noted as almost
an eccentricity of the genius "that he was not always willing to admit or to
recognize the binding force of precedents, however numerous, which
failed to run the gauntlet of his own reasoning powers. One of his favor-
ite maxims was, that nothing was finally decided until it was decided
right.**" And Choate referred to this trait as "vulnerable"!
Address by the Assistant Attorney General Robert H. Jackson at Annual Dinner of the
New York Bar Ass'n, New York City, transcript at 5, (Jan. 29, 1937) (on file at Cornell Law
Review).
37 Special Session Message to Congress (July 4, 1861), 6 A COMPILATION OF THE
MESSAGES AND PAPERS OF THE PRESIDENTS 1789-1897, at 25 (J. Richardson, comp.). Lin-
coln was responding to ChiefJustice Taney's conclusion that only Congress is author-
ized under the Constitution to suspend the writ of habeas corpus "when, in cases of
rebellion or invasion, the public safety does require it." Id. U.S. CONsT. art I, § 9; see Ex
parte Merryman, 17 F. Cas. 144, 148 (1861).
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obligation to take all necessary measures to save the union. While
the analogy, to be sure, is imperfect, I think Lincoln's reasoning
provides useful insight for a judge deciding whether to yield to a
prior constitutional decision that he conscientiously believes to be
erroneous.38 Surely a judge need not vote to overrule an erroneous
precedent if to do so would pitch the country into the abyss-if to
do so would cause such harm to the body politic that, in a relative
sense, it would be on the order of killing the body to save a limb.
True, this is a standard that few cases can satisfy. I am advised by
experts in such matters that the paper money case is one such
case, 39 and the claim seems entirely plausible to me. Judge Robert
Bork has made a similar point regarding the commerce clause cases
on which much of the modem administrative state has been con-
structed. 40 I do not doubt that there are other cases that would
qualify under the Lincolnesque standard I have described.41 But
only such a stringent standard can justify following a precedent
rather than the Constitution when the two are in conflict. In all
other cases, I, along with Herbert Wechsler, "stand with the long
tradition of the Court that previous decisions must be subject to re-
examination when a case against their reasoning is made."42
38 I say "conscientiously believes to be erroneous" in order to distinguish those
close and difficult cases in which the judge cannot elevate his inclination on an issue to
belief. In such cases, stability and predictability in the law, a proper respect for the views
of one's predecessors, and a sense of modesty regarding one's own infallibility are rea-
son enough to follow precedent.
39 Legal Tender Cases, 79 U.S. (12 Wall.) 457 (1870).
40 There are some constitutional decisions around which so many other
institutions and people have built that they have become part of the struc-
ture of the nation. They ought not be overturned, even if thought to be
wrong. The example I usually give, because I think it's noncontroversial,
is the broad interpretation of the commerce power by the courts. So
many statutes, regulations, governmental institutions, private expecta-
tions, and so forth have been built up around that broad interpretation of
the commerce clause that it would be too late, even if a justice or judge
became certain that that broad interpretation is wrong as a matter of orig-
inal intent, to tear it up and overturn it.
A Talk With Judge Robert H. Bork, DISTRIcT LAW., May/June 1985, at 32.
41 For example, while I do not agree with those who maintain that Brown v. Board
of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), was erroneously decided (see R. BERGER, GOVERN-
MENT BYJUDICIARY 116-33 (1977)), I think that, even if it was, it is among those cases
that would qualify for application of stare decisis.
42 Wechsler, Toward Neutral Principles of Constitutional Law, 73 HARV. L. REV. 1, 31
(1959).
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TEXT AND PRECEDENT IN CONSTITUTIONAL
ADJUDICATION
Patrick Higginbothamt
Giving to this panel the topic, "the conflict between text and
precedent in constitutional adjudication," has a generous assump-
tion that we will find common turf on the large field it describes. On
one level, the whole idea is oxymoronic in that precedent that con-
flicts with text is not precedent. But this only points up the difficulty
of describing the role of precedent, an understandable difficulty be-
cause one's view of precedent is bound up with views of law itself.
Because language is the lawyers' tool, or as Charles Black puts it, the
linseed oil of the law, it is equally understandable that the lawyers'
response to the topic is, "what is text and what is precedent?" It is
then the disabilities of a legal education, or perhaps the absence of
much more, that lead me to describe precedent with its difficulties
before turning to its fit with text.
I
Even describing the role of precedent quickly engages political
view because precedent is inevitably in part, sometimes in large
part, in the eye of the beholder. Yet, it is my strong conviction that
the concept of precedent has force and sufficient discipline to decide
the great percentage of cases that come to our court, including con-
stitutional issues; it is my observation that it in fact does so. That a
little mysticism, priestly role playing, and postured discovering of
the law has survived the realists and "law and" supporters, or even
that they are yet important to the acceptance ofjudicial law making,
does not mean that the concept of precedent lacks content at its
core. As Professor David P. Bryden put it in denying that constitu-
tional law is all politics and no law, "[tihe difference between a par-
tial myth and a complete myth is the difference between Abraham
Lincoln and the tooth fairy."'
In defining precedent we must distinguish among a larger set of
rules that also bind successors to a decision. While these rules may
incidentally serve purposes similar to the purposes of stare decisis,
their primary purpose is to cope with the increasing size and output
t Judge, United States Circuit Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit.
1 Bryden, Politics, The Constitution, and the New Formalism, in 3 CONSTrrtTIONAL COM-
MENTARY 415, 418 (1986).
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of the courts and to manage the mechanics ofjudicial decisionmak-
ing. For example, our circuit, as do many others, has a formal rule
that one panel cannot overturn another, and permitting only the en
banc court to reject our own precedent. Absent an intervening deci-
sion by the Supreme Court, we adhere to this rule regardless of how
wrong-headed the panel deciding the subsequent case may believe
the former case to be. Relatedly, we provide by rule that a panel
cannot decline to follow a decision of a sister circuit if it will create a
conflict among the circuits. These rules of orderliness are similar to
rules in some state appellate courts that insist that a unanimous de-
cision can be overturned only by a unanimous court. I leave to dev-
otees of game theory the exploration of how such rules can affect
outcomes. For now, I want to lay aside such rules.
Next we should keep in mind that the bind of first decision dif-
fers in its horizontal and vertical reaches. District judges do not
treat decisions of other district judges as binding and, apart from
conflict reducing rules, circuit courts do not treat decisions of sister
circuits as binding. In talking about precedent, I am then talking
about how the Supreme Court treats its own precedent and how
precedent binds on its vertical reach-first treating precedent in its
common law tradition as stare decisis, that is, to stand by decided
cases, and then adding to the mix, constitutional text.
As Roger J. Traynor pointed out: "in modem Italian stare
means to stay, to stand, to lie, or to sit, to remain, to keep, to stop,
or to wait. With delightful flexibility it also means to depend, to fit
or to suit, to live and, of course, to be." 2 As we will see, Italian may
better describe some views of precedent than Latin.
The values claimed for precedent are familiar. Professor Was-
serstrom lists four major justifications: certainty, reliance, equality,
and efficiency.3 He lists as minor justifications: practical experi-
ence, a notion resting "upon the hypothesis that judge-made law
enables the legal system to adapt itself quite readily to new situa-
tions and novel controversies by responding to these situations in
an a posteriori fashion as they arise"; restraint upon the individual
judge; and the termination of particular litigation.4 There is little to
quarrel with here. It is in applying the doctrine that its strengths
and weaknesses take definition.
In describing the mechanics of stare decisis, it is important to
keep in mind that the deciding court cannot fully control the prece-
dential force that its decision will have in the future. That strength
2 Traynor, Reasoning in a Circle of Law, 56 VA. L. REV. 739, 745 (1970).
3 R. WASSERSTROM, THE JUDICIAL DECISION: TOWARD A THEORY OF LEGALJUSTIFI-
CATION 60-74 (1961).
4 Id. at 74-81.
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is in the main given by the later decisionmaker. Of course, the first
decider may write broadly and may even disclaim a holding, but the
accepted decisional process makes this effort less than fully effective.
That is, we accept that it is the rule of the case or ratio decidendi that
binds, and the successor court has play, often considerable, in de-
ciding what that holding is. As Karl N. Llewellyn teaches, the later
court can confine the first case to its facts concluding, for example,
that "[t]his rule holds only of redheaded Walpoles in pale magenta
Buick cars." 5 A court may equally give full sway to all that was said
in the earlier decision. Faced with multiple prior cases, it may si-
multaneously give broad and narrow readings. Stated in its happy
form, it is the Janus faced, as Llewellyn called it, quality of stare
decisis that allows the case method to evolve doctrine. Stated in
more fearsome terms, it is a considerable source ofjudicial power, a
power that may aptly be called the heartbeat of common law deci-
sionmaking. That is, the courts obedient to stare decisis have the
range, at least within an outer circle of an earlier case, to push the
law, often to push off in a quite different direction from the first
court, without overruling its decision.
It is important to remember that the stare decisis concept, or
doctrine if you prefer, offers no guidance for the interpreting court's
choice of whether it will give a broad or narrow reading to the first
holding. The push one way or the other must come from elsewhere;
elsewhere I will for now leave as judicial attitude. In its common law
mode its rationale is marked by heavy reliance upon analogical rea-
soning, or description, often leaving unidentified any regression line
or guiding value.
It would seem that as decisions are reached and a line of cases
are developed by a succession of broad and narrow readings, the
ambit of each succeeding deciding court is circumscribed, and so it
may be for the intellectually honest court. But under the tradition,
the deciding court's ambit of discretion is in part a function not only
of its honesty, but also its creative ability, or so it seems. There is a
baseline and it is that point at which facile restatements of prior
holdings, restatements of cases and discovery of underlying princi-
ples, become dissembling; but between blind adherence and dishon-
est statement lies a sometimes significant area that does seem to
reward the creative jurists with the opportunity to impose their will.
Nonetheless, as courts push toward the limit of dissembling treat-
ment of precedent they disserve the values of stare decisis. There is
a point at which there is no predictibility, where expectations are so
unsettled that parties cannot adjust their affairs. Such creativejuris-
5 K. LLEWELLYN, THE BRAMBLE BUSH 72 (1960).
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prudence at this point begins to raise questions about whether the
"law" is any more than the judges' individual predilections. But the
difficulties are largely ones that revolve around the effectiveness of
rules and less about the power or authority of the decisionmaker.
I suggest that this occurs far less in the world of daily decisions
than my academic friends suppose. Law professors are bright and
creative. In their teaching and scholarship they thrive at the margin
where legal doctrine is developing, is uncertain, and, delights of de-
lights, internally inconsistent. Students barraged with socratic slic-
ing of these cases are given a skewed view of stare decisis and
perpetuate a voguish belief that law is little more than the judge's
predilection. But with this aside I return to my main point, that the
predictibility of judicial decisions must rest in part upon some
awareness of the attitudes of the judges that are reading the prece-
dent, given the latitude of the honest judge. As Judge Schaefer put
it in a lecture at this law school some twenty-one years ago:
If [the judge] views the role of the court as a passive one, he will
be willing to delegate the responsibility for change, and he will
not greatly care whether the delegated authority is exercised or
not. If he views the court as an instrument of society designed to
reflect in its decisions the morality of the community, he will be
more likely to look precedent in the teeth and to measure it
against the ideals and aspirations of his time. 6
So far I have not spoken of constitutional text or focused upon the
precedent force of decisions construing text. That is, I have not de-
scribed a system where the values are given and the force of prece-
dent is therefore different.
II
In turning to precedent and constitutional text, I start withJus-
tice Frankfurter's oft cited statement that "[tihe ultimate touchstone
of constitutionality is the Constitution itself and not what we have
said about it. ' 7 Questions about the power of common law courts
usually ask whether a particular decision ought to have been left for
the legislature; for the most part the lawmaking function of the com-
mon law judge is accepted on the assumption that the legislature is
available to correct errors.
Citing a dissenting opinion by justice Brandeis, Justice Stevens
stated in an opinion joined by Justices Brennan, Stewart, and Black-
mun that "[t]he doctrine of stare decisis has a more limited applica-
tion when the precedent rests on constitutional grounds, because
6 Schaefer, Precedent and Policy, 34 U. CHI. L. REv. 3, 23 (1966).
7 Graves v. New York ex rel. O'Keefe, 306 U.S. 466, 491-92 (1939) (Frankfurter, J.,
concurring).
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'correction through legislative action is practically impossible.' "8
Justice Brandeis in turn cited Justice Miller, who wrote in 1869:
With as full respect for the authority of former decisions, as
belongs, from teaching and habit, to judges trained in the com-
mon-law system of jurisprudence, we think that there may be
questions touching the powers of legislative bodies, which can
never be finally closed by the decisions of a court .... 9
Brandeis' opinion, handed down in 1931, cited forty cases in which
the Supreme Court overruled its earlier decisions.
But this describes the Supreme Court's treatment of its own
precedent and accepts its shorthand explanation that because Con-
gress cannot overturn their decision, the Court must be more will-
ing to do so. It does not develop a distinction between duty owed to
the Constitution and duty owed to decisions construing it. Presum-
ably, at least two sitting Justices, looking horizontally, see such a
difference. Justices Brennan and Marshall persist in their votes
against the death penalty in all cases despite contrary votes by a ma-
jority of the Justices. Presumably, they justify this persistence as a
rightful adherence to the Constitution and not to decisions concern-
ing it; or as Justice Frankfurter put it-the Constitution as the Jus-
tice reads it.
III
How the Supreme Court treats its own precedent is instructive
of how inferior courts ought, in turn, to treat rulings of the Supreme
Court; at least an inferior court, though unable to overrule, may em-
ploy accepted principles of stare decisis to define the holdings of the
Court.
It ought to be unnecessary to remind that courts, including the
Supreme Court, are empowered to decide cases and controversies.
They are not empowered to pronounce rules of governance other
than in the decision of cases and controversies. Because constitu-
tional law is then the holdings of cases, their reach is informed by
the way in which courts treat precedent, and courts do here have a
regression line; the value choices are made-by text.
Of course, inferior courts must follow the Supreme Court. But,
this duty of obedience is defined in substantial part by the accepted
manner of treating precedent, and presumably no other branch of
government owes decisions of the Court any greater duty of obedi-
8 Thomas v. Washington Gas Light Co., 448 U.S. 261, 272-73 n.18 (1980) (quot-
ing Burnet v. Coronado Oil & Gas Co., 285 U.S. 393, 407-08 (1932) (Brandeis, J.,
dissenting)).
9 Washington Univ. v. Rouse, 75 U.S. (8 Wall.) 439, 444 (1864) (Miller, J.,
dissenting).
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ence than is owed by the lower courts. Sometimes then, the faithful-
ness of lower courts and other branches of government to decisions
of the Court are in part in the eye of the beholder. I conclude this
opening by using two famous cases to illustrate the difficulty.
In 1948, the Supreme Court in Shelley v. Kraemer,'0 speaking
through Chief Justice Vinson, concluded that enforcement by state
courts of racially restrictive covenants controlling the sale of real
estate was state action. While inferior courts were obligated to obey
the holding of Shelley, it's holding if read too broadly was fairly de-
batable. So read, the Court would have found state action in most
of the state action cases that followed. For example, in Evans v. Ab-
ney I I the Court faced the question of whether under Shelley the en-
forcement by the courts of Georgia of a common law reverter,
whereby Senator Bacon's park was returned to his heirs, constituted
state action. How free was the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit
to conclude that it did not? Ultimately, Justice Black, writing for the
Court, concluded in Abney that this judicial involvement was not
state action. 12 Shelley, broadly read, would also have answered the
state action issues presented by the sit-in demonstrations of the
early 1960's, but the Court chose to rest their decision elsewhere.
That the duty of obedience owed by inferior courts is informed
by how the Supreme Court treats its own precedent is also demon-
strated by the development of the first amendment issue of clear
and present danger. In 1917, two years before Justice Holmes
wrote Schenck v. United States,13 Judge Learned Hand, then a district
judge, had interpreted the same statute at issue in Schenck, the Espi-
onage Act of 1917.14 In his opinion in Masses Publishing Co. v. Pat-
ten, 15 Judge Hand took a different tack than Holmes did two years
later in Schenck. Judge Hand focused on the nature of the utterance
itself rather than engaging in the predictive exercise of clear and
present danger. 16 We now know that in correspondence with Pro-
fessor Zachariah Chaffee, Jr., Judge Hand was critical of Holmes'
formulation. When Dennis v. United States 17 reached the Second Cir-
cuit in 1951, Judge Hand was ChiefJudge of the Second Circuit and
10 334 U.S. I (1947).
11 396 U.S. 435 (1970).
12 Id. at 445 ("Similarly, the situation presented in this case is easily distinguishable
from that presented in Shelly v. Kraemer where we held unconstitutional state judicial
action which had affirmatively enforced a private scheme of discrimination against Ne-
groes.") (citation omitted).
13 249 U.S. 47 (1919).
14 Espionage Act of 1917, ch. 30, 40 Stat. 217 (codified at 18 U.S.C. §§ 11, 791-94,
2388, 3241; 22 U.S.C. §§ 213, 220-22, 401-08; 50 U.S.C. §§ 191, 192, 194 (1982)).
15 244 F. 535 (S.D.N.Y. 1917).
16 Id. at 539.
17 341 U.S. 494 (1951).
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took his pen to the clear and present danger test. In reviewing these
convictions under the Smith Act, I Hand interpreted clear and pres-
ent danger to ask "whether the gravity of the 'evil,' discounted by its
improbability, justifies such invasion of free speech as is necessary
to avoid the danger."' 9 This was in substantial part an implementa-
tion of Judge Hands' original Masses approach. Speaking through
Chief Justice Vinson, the Supreme Court in the Dennis opinion af-
firmed, expressly adopting Judge Hand's formulation. Justice
Frankfurter's concurring opinion referred to the Dennis defendants'
reliance upon Holmes' formulation of clear and present danger,
stating:
In all fairness, [defendants' clear and present danger] argu-
ment cannot be met by reinterpreting the Court's frequent use of
"clear" and "present" to mean an entertainable "probability." In
giving this meaning to the phrase "clear and present danger," the
Court of Appeals was fastidiously confining the rhetoric of opin-
ions to the exact scope of what was decided by them. We have
greater responsibility for having given constitutional support,
over repeated protests, to uncritical libertarian generalities.
... [If past] decisions are to be used as a guide and not as an
argument, it is important to view them as a whole and to distrust
the easy generalizations to which some of them lend themselves.
... Viewed as a whole, [these] decisions express an attitude
toward the judicial function and a standard of values which for me
are decisive of the case before us. 20
Was Judge Leonard Hand faithful to his duty to follow
precedent?
18 Smith Act of 1940, ch. 439, § 2, 54 Stat. 670 (codified at 18 U.S.C. 2385 (1982)).
19 United States v. Dennis, 183 F.2d 201, 212 (2d Cir.), aff'd, 341 U.S. 494 (1951).
20 Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. at 527-28, 539 (Frankfurther, J., concurring).
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THE CONFLICT BETWEEN TEXT AND
PRECEDENT IN CONSTITUTIONAL
ADJUDICATION
Lea Brilmayer t
There is, I think, a threshold problem before you get to the
question of what you are going to do with resolving a conflict be-
tween text and precedent, and that is, are there in fact any conflicts
between text and precedent? This is not a purely facetious question
because it is possible to take the extreme positivist point of view that
what the precedent says is indeed what the text means. This is not a
point of view that I adopt at all, but it is jurisprudentially very inter-
esting, and it is not totally easy to explain what is wrong with this
point of view. One piece of evidence that suggests that the cases
that you read cannot be authoritative in the same way as the text is
the highly contingent nature by which precedents are actually de-
cided. Imagine nine Supreme CourtJustices heading into the court-
house to conduct their businesses one day and there is about to be a
five to four decision, and two of the conservative Justices or two of
the liberal Justices happen to be run over by a bus and killed. This
sort of thing may change the outcome of the decision, but it is rather
troublesome to say that if the vote had been taken yesterday, then
the verdict for the plaintiff would have been correct, but now since it
is going to be taken today, that the judgment for the other side is
correct. We feel rather uncomfortable allowing correctness to turn
on that sort of thing and yet, that is the sort of coincidence that
dictates so many, many judicial decisions that actually get made. It
is interesting to contrast this problem with how we would feel if this
was a vote on legislation or a constitution. If on the way to the Con-
stitutional Convention several people were run over by a bus and
did not make it to the vote, and the vote went the opposite way and
the Constitution had been written differently, we would indeed have
a different idea of what the Constitution correctly said. It is because
of this sort of reasoning that I think that judicial decisions are in-
stinctively on a very different basis than textual legislation or
constitutions.
So let us just make the rather simplistic assumption that there
are at least some decisions that might be called incorrect. For in-
t Nathan Baker Professor of Law, Yale Law School. J.D. 1976, Boalt Hall; LL.M.
1978, Columbia Law School.
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stance, say maybe Marbury v. Madison 1 was decided incorrectly. Mar-
bury is sort of an interesting case in that it is the one that nobody at
the Federalist Society thinks actually was decided incorrectly. At the
last panel, we heard many people talking about the power of the
courts not to bind the legislature and the fact that when a judge
decides a case the decision only has authoritative impact with regard
to the facts of the particular case. If precedents do not have this
kind of limited impact, of course, then the executive is not going to
be bound. Well how do they prove this? Well, they cite Marbuy v.
Madison as precedent. Marbury seems to have this unusual magical
flavor of being able to survive any criticism of the judiciary or the
system of precedent at all.
Once you decide that there exists in fact the possibility of incor-
rect decisions, that really changes somewhat the nature of the ques-
tion you are asking. Once you decide this, then it seems at first
blush to be a very easy question: "What ought a judge to do when
he or she is faced with one of these incorrect decisions, assuming
that he or she in fact decided that the decision is incorrect?" There
is an instinct when you are presented with one of those cases, and it
is an instinct that I sympathize with very strongly, which is, once you
have decided that the decision is incorrect, it really does seem im-
mensely, immensely problematic to go ahead and apply it anyway.
Which is more important, the real meaning of the Constitution
or some precedent that made its way into the law books? When I am
faced with a decision that I truly feel is incorrect this way, I have
something of the same feeling as I did a few weeks ago when I read
in the New York Times a little announcement about what the Pope had
decided about various forms of surrogate motherhood and birth
control and whatnot, and I read this whole long complicated list of
things about what the Pope had decided that God really wanted. As
somebody pointed out in the last session, there is an enormous re-
semblance between this problem of comparative religion and the
problem of constitutional interpretation. You have this authorita-
tive interpreter, the Pope, but is he really speaking the truth when
he gives some kind of religious interpretation? As I read this long
discussion, about how if I was infertile it was all right for me to have
sex but it was not alright for me to have artificial insemination, I
came away with a clear feeling that this is simply intrinsically implau-
sible on its face. I just do not believe that God says this. And when
I read United States Reports, I often have this same feeling. In fact,
you can push the resemblance a little further; as I was reading this
New York Times article, and it had all this incredible detail about
1 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
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one's uterus and times of conception and all this stuff, I wondered
why does this seem so familiar, and all of a sudden I realized, my
God, this is Roe v. Wade2 again. On some level, I think this is what I
really believe about precedent.
When I read one of these outrageous opinions, and believe me,
Roe v. Wade cannot hold a candle to some of the Supreme Court's
choice of law decisions that are my real interest, I find myself out-
raged by these decisions. I think that I actually do believe that it is
very important for judges to be willing on the drop of a hat to re-
examine a decision that is clearly wrong. Evidence that this really is
my true belief is that I write law review articles about these opinions
that criticize these opinions and point out how stupid they are, and
suggest in the most tactful way that I can that at the very first oppor-
tunity and with all due deliberate speed, that the Supreme Court
ought to do whatever it can to get rid of these decisions that I dislike
so much. Now I cannot really believe that I am asking the Supreme
Court to do something immoral. If I am willing to argue in print
that these decisions ought to be overruled, it must be because I be-
lieve that the Court would be doing the right thing.
So, on one level, I think I do believe that it is important to re-
examine precedent whenever it is necessary, whenever you are faced
with something that is clearly a stupid decision. On the other hand,
because I see very good arguments on both sides of this, the prob-
lem is that the argument, if you really believe it, goes much too far.
This really is a problem about the relationship of truth to hierarchy.
This is a problem that arises whenever you have some kind of
"truth," but you also have a hierarchy that is involved in enforcing
the truth. Someone lower in the hierarchy or later along in the sys-
tem of stare decisis is going to be in the position of having to decide
whether to do what she thinks is true, or whether to do the thing
that she is authoritatively supposed to do according to the institu-
tional arrangements of which she is a part.
I am going to give you two examples that show why I think it is
so problematic to strictly go with the very sympathetic position that
you do the thing that is true rather than the thing that is required by
the institutional hierarchy. One of those was actually alluded to this
morning by Judge Posner when he was discussing the now famous
Enelow-Ettelson doctrine. Posner prefaced his remark, after he said
this is the most moronic doctrine that he had ever seen, with the
statement that he had, of course, applied it. Now, why of course did
he apply it? Well, I think that part of what he was saying was that as
an appellate judge, subject to Supreme Court review, he felt that
2 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
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this was an additional reason for applying the doctrine. We have to
keep in mind that stare decisis is not merely a matter of whether the
Supreme Court follows what the Supreme Court did five or ten
years ago. We also have to decide whether this is something that we
want appellate judges to follow, because they too are going to be
faced with the problem of deciding: "Should I do the institutionally
authoritatively correct thing, or shall I do what I think is true?"
There is one final example that I want to give, and I think this
one is very problematic. It has to do with the executive branch.
When I mention the executive branch, you probably think about the
example that was given in the last panel about whether the executive
branch should follow the Court. That is not the example I have in
mind. I am talking about the hierarchy within the executive branch.
Certainly, the President has a role in enforcing the Constitution.
Certainly, the people operating underneath him play a part in that
role. Suppose someone who is operating within the executive
branch is supposed to, routinely, on a case by case basis examine
every decision that the President made, and make up his or her own
mind about whether this ought to be enforced. Those who would
have later courts or the executive branch ignore or overrule Roe v.
Wade would rarely also require that every member of the executive
branch re-examine all of the President's instructions to assess their
constitutionality.
I hope, if anything, that I can convince you that this is a very
complicated problem. There are good arguments on both sides. It
is simply not enough to say what Mr. Cooper says, which is that be-
cause these are idiotic decisions they have to be overruled. You
have to think about what this means in the entire context of the in-
stitutional hierarchy and also perhaps in terms of what it means in
terms of original intent. What, after all, was the framers attitude
towards stare decisis? If the framers themselves had believed in
stare decisis, then you can, at least, make the argument that this sort
of slippage in the judicial process was built into the Constitution
and protected in some way. I do not know enough history to know
whether that is a plausible argument. I hope merely that it is some-
thing to think about.
STABILITY AND RELIABILITY
IN JUDICIAL DECISIONS
Frank H. Easterbrookt
Text and precedent are an old pair. So old it should frighten us
that we do not have a theory of their interaction. Precedent is the
device by which a sequence of cases dealing with the same problem
may be called law rather than will, rules rather than results. (In a
system of civil law there may be no "precedent" at all, on the con-
ceit that the Code contains all rules and the gloss none.) To have a
theory of precedent is to have a theory of the extent to which
judges' acts are law. Yet we do not have such a theory. Veteran
judges such as Cardozo can proclaim that no theory is possible, that
adherence to precedent is simply a matter of trial and error, and
that when adherence is too dissonant with other rules or too harm-
ful because of effects of the rules, we shall stop adhering.' There we
have it-a grand balancing test, with neither a maximand nor
weights to produce a decision when the criteria conflict, as they al-
ways do. Few Justices hint at a theory of precedent; no Justice has
produced a consistent theory; although the academy is awash with
competing theories of substantive law, there is no contest in the the-
ory of stare decisis. Not because one candidate has swept the
boards, but because no one has a principled theory to offer.
This backwater of the law is nonetheless incalculably important
for the theory of adjudication as well as the practice. Precedent is
important for reasons other than the desire that likes be treated
alike, so that decisions can be called law. It is valuable for reasons
classical liberals should approve because it is the way in which rules
arise without a central authoritative decider. The stock of prece-
dents is produced by generations of judges wrestling with hard
questions. They study the problems and record their conclusions,
as traders of coal study its qualities and make their bids. Like the
price of coal, the system of precedent may incorporate more wisdom
t Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit; Senior Lecturer,
University of Chicago.
I See B. CARDOZO, THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 142-80 (1921). Karl
Llewellyn took the position that the interaction ofjudges on a multi-judge court, and a
sense of the leeway in the existing cases, rather than texts and rules, are the sources of
stability in decisionmaking. K. LLEWELLYN, THE COMMON LAW TRADITION 19-61 (1960);
see also Grumman Aerospace Corp. v. Mayacamas Corp., 108 S. Ct. 1133 (overruling the
doctrine).
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than any single trader or judge possesses. Precedent decentralizes
decisionmaking and allows each judge to build on the wisdom of
others. In a world where questions arise faster than the information
necessary to supply answers, this is a boon. Precedent not only
economizes on information but also cuts down on idiosyncratic con-
clusions by subjecting each judge's work to the test of congruence
with the conclusions of those confronting the same problem. This
increases both the chance of the court's being right and the likeli-
hood that similar cases arising contemporaneously will be treated
the same by different judges.
Yet to express the role of precedent as one of economizing on
information and of cutting down idiosyncracies is to show why it will
be unstable. Although the system of precedent impounds informa-
tion and wisdom greater than any judge can bring to bear, no partic-
ular decision does so. A given case may have been tossed off
between sandwiches or based on a factual blunder.2 In principle,
modern judges have all the information available to their forbears,
plus any discoveries in the interim, and the benefit of hindsight.
Judges often decide cases on the basis of predictions about the ef-
fects of the legal rule. We can examine these effects-both for other
strands of doctrine and for the world at large-and improve on the
treatment of the earlier case.3 This possibility of improvement
makes precedent unstable. It ought to be unstable, provided we can
focus judges' attention and bring to the case sufficient care to be
sure that our information exceeds that of the judges who acted ear-
lier. Yet this also means that we do not have-never can have-a
comprehensive theory of precedent, any more than we can have a
complete theory of the "just price" of wheat, or of when to spend
more time studying the attributes of securities. There is an equilib-
rium degree of disequilibrium.
Precedent is under pressure from other sources as well, sources
that ensure continual evolution and occasional sharp breaks. One is
the power of ex post claims. Precedents-rules-are based on cate-
gorical predictions: rule utilitarianism, when that is the system of
reasoning. Each case may seem to be an exception. Perhaps the
rule may be subdivided; perhaps a claim of act utilitarian nature ap-
pears to countermand the rule; perhaps a simple ex post claim for
"fair" division of the stakes, the future be damned, will appeal to
2 For example, the infamous Enelow-Ettelson doctrine. See Employers Ins. of
Wausau v. Shell Oil Co., 820 F.2d 898 (7th Cir. 1987); Olson v. Paine, Webber, Jackson
& Curtis, Inc., 806 F.2d 731 (7th Cir. 1986); see also Grumman Aerospace Corp. v. Maya-
camas Corp., 108 S. Ct. 1133 (1988) (overruling the doctrine).
3 See Israel, Gideon v. Wainwright: The "Art" of Overruling, 1963 Sup. CT. REv. 211.
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judges.4 These are all temptations to be resisted, but judges often
yield. That will put pressure on good rules. Sometimes the power
of these claims will produce bad rules (multi-factor balancing test
with two tiers, three prongs per tier, and four tines per prong);
these flabby cases should come under pressure in turn. Too many
forks in doctrine produce forks in tongues.
There will also be pressure because no one can quantify how
bad is bad enough. We can see the virtue of abandoning Plessy,5
Swift v. Tyson, 6 Lochner,7 even Low v. Austin,8 despite the fact that each
lasted fifty years or more. Low, for those who don't remember, was
the original-package doctrine of 1872, disabling states from taxing
or regulating goods until removed from their original packages. It
led to all sorts of bizarre warehousing adaptations and doctrinal cur-
licues. It is the reason why only a constitutional amendment could
produce Prohibition: without the amendment, states could not stop
the importation and distribution of liquor in its original package.
One day in 1976 the Court overruled Low, in a case where the par-
ties hadn't even asked. 9 After the original package doctrine van-
ished, everyone instantly forgot what it had been all about.
Doctrines with sufficiently bad pedigrees or sufficiently bad ef-
fects must go, but this is argument by weasel word-how bad is bad
enough? Do reliance interests counsel caution? Surely some, but
how much? We have no way to reduce these questions to a common
metric and therefore no way to give the answer.
Next there is the problem that the alternative to disavowing
precedent is manipulating it-and again we have no sound way
other than shared values of the legal culture to deal with such ma-
nipulation. Some "manipulation" is beneficial. The need to get
around a doctrine may show that there is some problem. Just as a
series of anomalies in the data may spur scientists to propose a new
theoretical model, so a series of "manipulative" cases that evade or
mischaracterize some existing precedent may set the stage for over-
ruling. Or they may show the value of the precedent, leading the
manipulative cases to be buried and the original doctrine to be
reaffirmed.
Manipulation as experiment is inevitable and sometimes benefi-
cial. But like biological mutation, manipulation may do a lot of
harm to a few people before dying out. How do we recognize and
4 See Easterbrook, The Supreme Court 1983 Term-Foreword: The Court and the Eco-
nomic System, 98 HARV. L. REv. 4, 10-12 (1984).
5 Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
6 41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 1 (1842).
7 Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905).
8 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 29 (1871).
9 Michelin Tire Corp. v. Wages, 423 U.S. 276 (1976).
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control manipulation, to separate the beneficial experiments from
the claims ofjust-this-one-time, the siren song of ex post division?
Neither legal system nor legal culture contains a method of identify-
ing the "good-ness" of a given manipulation, and there is no way to
control it. Manipulation is possible because the precedent does not
constrain the selection of which factors matter. Was Plessy a case
about blacks on trains, or was it aboutJim Crow? It could have been
read broadly or narrowly. Which features of a case matter will be
influenced by subsequent developments in the legal culture.
Then there is the problem of public choice.10 Kenneth Arrow
showed that when institutions make decisions by majority vote, they
will generate logically inconsistent results unless the voters have
very similar orderings of choices. Over many years the court will
leave behind precedents that, if not inconsistent, generate inconsis-
tent implications. We have been told in tort law, for example, that
physicians must give elaborate warnings of the risks of their serv-
ices, to protect the autonomy of the patients to decide what treat-
ment to receive. We have also been told that laws requiring
physicians to give warnings about the medical service of abortion
are unconstitutional infringements on the autonomy of physicians-
apparently, and incongruously, because these warnings might affect
the patients' choices.II Faced with such tension, what does the sys-
tem of precedent contain, when a judge comes to another case about
warnings? Or about autonomy? Or about abortion? "Adherence"
to precedent when the system has built-in conflicts increases the
judge's power of decision, the opposite of its intended effect. The
judge may decide either way in the name of precedent, while hiding
the actual reasons. Only the overruling or reconstruction of an ear-
lier case can relieve this pressure and restore effective constraint!
The alternatives are either no guidance at all, or a precedential ru-
mor chain, each repetition diverging subtly from its predecessor un-
til the rule bears no resemblance to the original. 12
There is another way in which precedent destabilizes the sys-
tem: path dependence. There is a formal proof that someone who
has control of the order in which decisions are taken can bring
about any result, provided he can reduce each choice to a selection
between two alternatives and provided old disputes are closed.
Each time there is a choice between two pairs, with majority win-
ning. The defeated choice is cast aside and never reemerges-even
10 See generally Easterbrook, Ways of Criticizing the Court, 95 HARV. L. REV. 802 (1982).
11 Thornburgh v. American College of Obstetricians & Gynecologists, 476 U.S.
747, 760-64 (1986).
12 See NLRB v. International Bhd. of Elec. Workers, 107 S. Ct. 2002, 2016 (1987)
(Scalia, J., concurring); Hickey v. Duffy, 827 F.2d 234, 242-43 (7th Cir. 1987).
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if almost all would prefer it to the final choice. The technical proof
is daunting.1 3 The insight is simple. Consider an example in the
Supreme Court: abortion and sodomy. Both deal with sexual pri-
vacy. Suppose decisions occur in this sequence: (1) does the right of
sexual privacy protect abortion?; (2) is this right the same as the
right of sexual privacy about sodomy?; (3) does the right protect
sodomy? The abortion case is decided 7-2 pro, and we learn in Bow-
ers14 that eight of the nine Justices think abortion and sodomy are
identical cases; so if all follow stare decisis, sodomy is protected.
Now reverse the order of decision: if sodomy arrives first and is held
not protected, then abortion also is not protected. The link be-
tween result and the sequence of cases was broken only because
some justices, Powell in this instance, put stare decisis to one side.
No sound system of law allows such fundamental questions to turn
solely on the order in which cases arrive for decision-but stare de-
cisis could do so unless tempered. 15
There must be play in the joints. Only the optimal amount is
uncertain. For a long time judges have said that statutes are differ-
ent from common law and constitutional law. Courts should attach
a meaning to a statute, then let Congress act or not; a court could
only confuse Congress and increase uncertainty by revisiting the
subject; Congress can correct mistakes.1 6 I doubt that this is so. A
statute, like a constitution, is a text-a way in which decisions taken
in the past influence the present. To treat a statute as different de-
nies this role to the text. It assumes, in other words, that as soon as
the judges have spoken, the decision of the past ceases to matter,
and the only question is what the sitting Congress wishes. This sim-
ply denies the purpose of the enterprise: to enforce the decisions of
a prior Congress. (I put to one side decisions under statutes, such
13 McKelvey, General Conditions for Global Intransitivities in Formal Voting Models, 47
ECONOMETRICA 1085 (1979).
14 Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186 (1986).
15 You could give less weight to precedent even at the expense of logical consis-
tency. Consider what would happen if the rule of Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12 (1956),
under which the state must pay for a criminal defendant's transcript on appeal-even if
there is no constitutional right to take an appeal, were used to require the state to pay
for everyone's newspaper. See Schauer, Precedent, 39 STAN. L. REV. 571, 588-91 (1987).
This possibility-rather, the variant in which parents say that the Constitution requires
free transportation to school-is before the Supreme Court in Kadrmas v. Dickinson
Pub. Schools, 402 N.W.2d 897 (N.D.), prob. juris. noted, 108 S. Ct. 63 (1987).
16 See, e.g., Square D Co. v. Niagara Frontier Tariff Bureau, Inc., 476 U.S. 409
(1986). One of the most famous overruling decisions also contains a strong statement
of the special durability of the construction of a statute. trie R.R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304
U.S. 64, 77-78 (1938). E. LEVY, AN INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL REASONING 32, 54 (1948)
contains a sophisticated argument in support of this approach. Most other treatments of
the point are more assertion than argument. The Court itself has never offered more
than fragmentary justifications for its custom.
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as the Sherman Act, that transfer a dollop of law-making power to
the courts after the fashion of the common law. I am concerned
here with statutes that might be thought to contain rules rather than
an allocation of power to make rules.)
Treating statutory interpretations as binding-even as "part
of" the statute-might be the best way to proceed if we had one
perpetual Congress sitting full time. But we have had 100 Con-
gresses, all different. Today's Congress may leave in place an inter-
pretation of a law simply because today's coalitions are different.
The failure of a different body to act hardly shows that the interpre-
tation of what an earlier one did is "right."
More than that. It takes less political support to block a law
than to get one passed. The structural features of government make
legislation hard. To break a filibuster requires 60% of the votes,
substantial time, and concessions on other subjects; all may be in
short supply. Suppose Congress # 1 passes a law because it has 65
votes in the Senate and the time to pass it; Congress #2 with 59
Senators supporting the original rule may be unable to reenact it or
unwilling to do so given other priorities. Senators who had ex-
tracted concessions in exchange for their support of the bill on the
first occasion may demand a new set of concessions-and these, cu-
mulatively, may have been too high a price to pay had all been de-
manded in the first instance. There are many related points. For
example, the judicial interpretation itself may create a legislative
constituency, a form of political wealth effect that makes undoing a
decision costly. Agenda influence is at work and may defeat a ma-
jority will as a committee sits on a bill. The coalition may settle on a
second-best position if the first is removed.
We must think of Congress as a discontinuous body. Doing this
affects the theory of precedent. If the purpose of statutory construc-
tion is to carry out the' decisions of the enacting body, the quies-
cence of a later body does not reflect at all on the propriety of the
interpretation. 17
17 The difference between Monell v. Department of Social Serv., 436 U.S. 658, 695-
701 (1978), and Johnson v. Transportation Agency, 107 S. Ct. 1442 (1987), makes the
point. Although one Justice wrote both opinions, they employ utterly inconsistent
methods to decide when a statutory decision may be reconsidered. Monell says that the
Court may revisit an issue when necessary to produce (1) consistency with prior practice
(as opposed to holdings) and (2) consistency with recent "willingness" of Congress to
legislate municipal liability in other statutes; and when (3) there is an absence of reliance
interests and (4) a plain error in the earlier decision. Transportation Agency talks only
about congressional acquiescence. The two approaches lead to very different results.
Adding United States v. Johnson, 107 S. Ct. 2063 (1987), where all the Justices except
Scalia and Powell switched sides from their position in Transportation Agency, shows the
problems of the enterprise. See also Grumman Aerospace Corp. v. Mayacamas Corp.,
108 S. Ct. 1133 (1988), in which the Court unamimously jettisoned a 53-year-old doc-
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Even if Congress were a continuous body, there would still be
two objections to treating statutory interpretation as a special
case.18 One is constitutional structure. Inferring legislative author-
ity from inaction is what the one-house veto case was about. 19 To
change the law you need the concurrence of Congress and Presi-
dent. The action of the President and one house won't do it. So
why should a proposal by the Court change the law if Congress does
not act? Remember, there is a one-house veto within Congress; bi-
cameralism and all that mean that a single house can "veto" a
change in the law in response to a "proposal" embedded in a judi-
cial decision. Inaction of the legislature as a whole means nothing
more than that one house or the President balked. If the first con-
struction of a statute is sacrosanct, then the Court can change the
law forever by making a proposal that is followed by the inaction of
a single house of Congress. That is structurally unsound. We
wouldn't say that if the President promulgates a regulation and
Congress doesn't change the law, then the regulation is the law, be-
yond recall. There is no reason to treat cases differently from
regulations.20
The second objection appears injustice Scalia's dissent in John-
son v. Transportation Agency. 21 It is based on logrolling. Suppose a
majority of both houses wants something (say, preferences for wo-
men in employment) but can't get it-because of a filibuster, be-
trine without even referring to principles of stare decisis-although the Court in Balti-
more Contractors, Inc. v. Bodinger, 348 U.S. 176, 185 (1955), had declined to revisit
this doctrine on the ground that Congress was the appropriate body. Grumman seemed
to take the next 33 years of congressional silence as a reason why judges should act!
18 At least, I offer only two. Professor Eskridge offers some others in a critique of
the accepted doctrine quite different from mine. Eskridge, Overruling Statutory Precedents,
(forthcoming in GEO. L.J. (1988)). He proposes to relax the strong presumption against
revamping a statute when changing circumstances (including later statutes)-"subse-
quent developments in social mores, public policy, and social trends"-have made the
old interpretation outmoded or undesirable. This proposal depends on his model in
Eskridge, Dynamic Statutory Interpretation, 135 U. PA. L. REV. 1479 (1987), which in turn
accepts too much of G. CALABRESi, A COMMON LAW FOR THE AGE OF STATUTES (1982) for
my taste; statutes are not just helpful advice on how courts should go about governing.
Attention to changing mores is more appropriate in constitutional law, for reasons to
which I return. Still, Professor Eskridge's treatment is an uncommonly thoughtful com-
bination of survey and critique, which no one interested in the subject can overlook.
19 INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. 919 (1983).
20 Treatments that portray the Court and Congress as partners in a dialogue, pro-
ducing a form of "constitutional common law" or "statutory common law," see G. CALA-
BRESI, supra note 18; Merrill, The Common Law Powers of the Federal Courts, 52 U. CHI. L.
REV. 1 (1985); Monaghan, The Supreme Court, 1974 Term-Foreword: Constitutional Common
Law, 89 HARV. L. REV. 1 (1975), disregard the nature of Congress as a divided and dis-
continuous institution, in which a single house, sometimes a single member, can block
action. By treating Congress as a "person" holding the same views today as twenty
years ago, they assume away the most interesting problems.
21 107 S. Ct. 1442 (1987).
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cause of a veto, because it wants something else even more and
must give up its highest hopes to satisfy opponents. So it settles for
color-blindness, in exchange for which it gets wide application, a
federal enforcement agency, and other benefits. If a court later flips
the color-blindness rule into a preferential rule, the new rule will be
impossible to repeal-that original majority is still there. But using
the inability to repeal the rule as a reason to stand pat on it simply
ignores the fact that legislation is compromise-that laws are not en-
acted section by section, but as a package. 22 If courts become instru-
ments by which packages are undone, laws will be harder to pass.
Bargains must be kept to be believed, and inferences from legisla-
tive inaction are a means by which bargains are broken.
Having challenged the shibboleth that it should be harder to
overrule a statutory decision than a constitutional or common law
decision, I want to kick sand on the shibboleth that it should be eas-
ier to overrule a constitutional decision than a statutory or common
law decision. (No, they are not the same thing.) I agree with but do
not take up the cry: "If the Justices expect the rest of us to take their
decisions seriously, they had better take them seriously them-
selves." 23 None of the sitting Justices feels bound by precedent in
the way the second Justice Harlan did.24 Today's Justices cast their
votes just as if prior cases did not exist, adding for good measure
(often with transparent, insincerity) that "even if the earlier case
were binding on me, I would still vote the same way because...."
That, however, is not my target; nor is the fillip that the same Jus-
tices often blubber about their colleagues' faithlessness to prece-
dent; Justices who take this line simply ensure that their successors
and comrades treat their opinions in the same way they treat others'.
I am concerned with the widely-shared belief that it should be espe-
cially easy to revisit a constitutional holding because these decisions
are immune from legislative upset. Statutory and common law cases
may be revised by Congress; constitutional doctrines may be revised
only by amendment and by the Court; since amendment is so hard,
it follows that revision by the Court should be easier. Everyone sup-
ports this position-with what enthusiasm in a given case depends
on whose ox is being gored, but every Justice subscribes to the basic
proposition. 25
22 A point the Court sometimes recognizes. See Rodriguez v. United States, 107 S.
Ct. 1391 (1987); see also Easterbrook, The Role of Original Intent in Statutory Construction, 11
HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 59 (1988).
23 See Monaghan, Taking Supreme Court Opinions Seriously, 39 MD. L. REV. 1 (1979).
24 See Bourguignon, The Second Mr. Justice Harlan: His Principles of Judicial Decision
Making, 1979 Sup. CT. REV. 251.
25 Two cases decided on the same day-Solorio v. United States, 107 S. Ct. 2924
(1987), and Welch v. Texas Dep't of Highways, 107 S. Ct. 2941 (1987)-make the point.
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Yet the Constitution is a text and, like a statute, designed to
constrain the options of the present by a decision made in the past.
The objective in each case is to understand and apply that decision.
That the decision may imbue the living with discretion (whether
through an open-ended clause of the Constitution or through a
grant of power to regulate in the "public interest, convenience, or
necessity") is a detail; we are interested in either case with transmit-
ting the original decision free from garbles, and it is a garble to mis-
understand a rule or to treat a grant of discretion as if it were a rule.
The text (its history, structure, and so on) identifies the correct
treatment for either Constitution or statute.
The observation that it is hard to amend the Constitution does
not imply that judges should revise their work more freely. Con-
sider why the Constitutional Convention made amendment so hard.
One reason is to ensure that a super-majority of the people supports
any constitutional rule-whether a grant of power to the national
government, or a constraint on the exercise of power by govern-
ment-at the time of its inception. Another is to ensure stability in
the structure of government. The political branches and the people
can plan against the background of known rules; statutes presup-
pose certain constitutional doctrines (think of all the statutes, both
passed and foregone, that presuppose the existence of a "dormant
commerce clause"). They can plan not only transactions and stat-
utes but also campaigns of constitutional change.
Ready overruling of constitutional cases interferes with both
objectives. It reduces the stability of governmental institutions, de-
nying the polity the benefit (if such it is) of continuity. Not coinci-
dentally, it saps the drive for change in the constitutional text.
People who seek amendment know that the Court may change the
rules at any moment, making their campaign unnecessary or even
counterproductive (depending on the new rules the Court supplies).
Legislators may explain their inattention to proposed amendments
Solorio overruled O'Callahan v. Parker, 395 U.S. 258 (1969); Welch overruled Parden v.
Terminal Ry., 377 U.S. 184 (1964). In each case the majority (Rehnquist, CJ., White,
Powell, O'Connor, and Scalia, JJ.) appealed to the principle that constitutional interpre-
tation should be flexible. Although Justices Brennan, Marshall, and Blackmun, dissent-
ing in Solorio, chastised the majority for disregarding principles of stare decisis, 107 S.
Ct. at 2934, 2941 ("blatant disregard for principles of stare decisis"), the same three
(joined by Justice Stevens), dissenting in Welch, complained that the majority was elimi-
nating an aberrant case while taking the landscape as given; they proposed to overrule
more than 100 cases and completely recast the law of governmental immunities, 107 S.
Ct. at 2962-70. It did not trouble them that the same contention had been raised and
rejected quite recently. I do not join the battle about who was right on the merits in
Solorio and Welch. I raise the cases only to show that all nine Justices in these cases were
willing to revise constitutional rules, and the dispute seemed to be only about whether
to do so by the quart (the majority) or the tank car (the dissenters in Welch).
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with the refrain that the proposal may be unnecessary. (This was
one of the many excuses given for opposing the Equal Rights
Amendment. Whether the prophesy was self-fulfilling is an interest-
ing question that I do not pursue.) Proponents of the amendment
perceive the gains of change as less when the Court may come
'round, so they work less hard. The Court's emphasis on the diffi-
culty of amending the Constitution therefore may lead, paradoxi-
cally, to an increased difficulty in securing a change.
As for stability: it does not take much argument to demonstrate
that ready alteration of constitutional rules makes the effects of stat-
utes and private bargains less predictable. So although I do not
quarrel with the proposition that the Court ought to inter recent
mistakes before they do serious damage,26 I doubt that judges
should be any more ready to unravel long-standing constitutional
doctrines than they should be to revise long-standing statutory in-
terpretations. Indeed, things should work the other way. Precisely
because constitutional rules establish governmental structures, be-
cause they are the framework for all political interactions, it ought to
be harder to revise them than to change statutory rules. The reasons
for making amendment hard apply as well to overrulings.
Doctrines of the last twenty or even forty years do not have the
same structural effects as the dormant commerce clause (a product
of the mid-nineteenth century) or the application of the Bill of
Rights to the states (which had been going on slowly since 1897,
long before the acceleration in the 1960s).27 They still have wide-
spread effects on planning. Take Miranda v. Arizona,28 which the
Court unanimously reaffirmed a few years ago even though a major-
ity of the sitting Justices probably would not have thought the doc-
trine attractive as a matter of first principles. Miranda has become a
structural decision on which other doctrines and institutions de-
pend. For example, to the extent Miranda makes it harder to obtain
convictions, courts respond by increasing the sentences of those
who are convicted, so as to keep general deterrence constant. The
higher sentence levels are built into the guidelines that control sen-
tencing in federal courts, and into the penalty structures of state
26 See, e.g., United States v. Scott, 437 U.S. 82 (1978) (overruling United States v.
Jenkins, 420 U.S. 358 (1975)); Oregon ex rel. State Land Bd. v. Corvallis Sand & Gravel
Co., 429 U.S. 363 (1977) (overruling Bonelli Cattle Co. v. Arizona, 414 U.S. 313
(1973)). The Legal Tender Cases, 79 U.S. (12 Wall.) 457 (1870), are the most famous
flip-flop of this kind. It is easy to call such reversals "self-inflicted wounds," but the
costs of, say, leaving the first Legal Tender case, Hepborn v. Griswold, 75 U.S. (8 Wall.)
603 (1869), standing would have been much higher.
27 See Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.R. v. Chicago, 166 U.S. 226 (1897) (takings
clause); see also Hurtado v. California, 110 U.S. 516 (1884) (laying groundwork for some
incorporation, although Court did not follow Hurtado's path).
28 384 U.S. 436 (1965).
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law. One could not change Miranda without being prepared to re-
think criminal sentences. So too with civil liability. We can contem-
plate "good faith immunity" for the police with more equanimity,
given Miranda and the pressure it places on police to behave, than
we could if only the pre-Miranda voluntariness doctrines governed
interrogations.
A slightly different way to put this is to say that a constitutional
overruling depends on moral and prudential judgments more than
strictly legal ones. On the legal side, we can tell that a given rule has
been eroded, but the erosion usually marks a moral or prudential
problem-moral in the case of Plessy v. Ferguson,29 prudential in the
case of Betts v. Brady,30 two cases properly dispatched even under my
approach. The willingness of later generations of judges to evade
or cabin the cases suggests that they were wrong, and even if not
wrong were causing more trouble than they were worth. Other doc-
trines have received different treatment. "Substantive due pro-
cess"-a doctrine without a constitutional foundation,31 but one
practiced by judges ever since Justice Chase invoked "natural law"
in Calder v. Bull 2-has been expanded rather than contracted
through time. We see little effort to evade or challenge it in the
legislature, no moral revulsion, no indication that the body of the
law has rejected a transplanted foreign organ. LaterJustices should
respect such a doctrine as part of our governmental structure
whether or not they think it wrong as a matter of first principles.
To accept the structural features of a doctrine is not necessarily
to accept any given application. The application of this doctrine to
produce a case such as Roe v. Wade33 is not immune from scrutiny.
The structural aspects of any constitutional doctrine should be more
enduring than any one application. (I am not interested for current
purposes in applications and express no views on any legal rule.)
There is, moreover, a genuinely difficult problem in understanding
the level of generality at which a constitutional doctrine should be
preserved. Take the application of the equal protection clause to
subjects other than race. That was accomplished long ago and is the
basis of much of our existing governmental structure. But the con-
clusion that laws must be equal with respect to things other than
race does not assist us in knowing what "equality" is; it is an empty
vessel that can receive many libations. Judges should be shy about
taking any rule at a high level of generality. Exceedingly general
29 163 U.S. 537 (1895).
30 316 U.S. 455 (1942).
31 See Easterbrook, Substance and Due Process, 1982 Sup. CT. REv. 85.
32 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 386, 387-89 (1798).
33 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
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rules, coupled with the understanding that judges have the power to
interpret the law, transfer effective legislative power to the courts. 34
None of these limitations, however, affects the point I have been
making, so long as it is clear that the proposition "doctrine X should
be left in place unless there is a consensus that it is wicked" is not
equivalent to "doctrine X should be pressed for all it can be worth."
Just as the Court wisely has declined to discard Miranda, so it has
wisely declined to extend it.
I have brought you a few contentions: that the role of precedent
should be similar for all decisions interpreting texts, with any differ-
ence in the direction of making it harder to revise constitutional in-
terpretation, and that precedent can be a destabilizing as well as a
stabilizing influence. Beyond those affronts to accepted wisdom I
have little to say. I began without a theory of stare decisis and end
that way.
34 See American Jewish Congress v. Chicago, 827 F.2d 120, 137-40 (7th Cir. 1987)
(dissenting opinion).
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THE CONFLICT BETWEEN TEXT AND
PRECEDENT IN CONSTITUTIONAL
ADJUDICATION
Stephen Reinhardt t
As the last speaker of the day, I appear before you with consid-
erable trepidation, not only because you have heard a lot of
speeches by now, but because before I came I read a statement
made by one of my colleagues on the Ninth Circuit. It appeared in
the Federalist Society article passed out to you today, "Right Place
at the Right Time." The article says that you clapped thunderously
as my colleague Judge Noonan boomed in righteous indignation,
"the enemy is ranting, empty-headed, mealy-mouthed liberalism."
Well, I will try not to be empty-headed or mealy-mouthed, but I
guess I am the enemy, at least, according to my colleague Judge
Noonan-because I stand here today not only as a judge but as an
unreconstructed liberal.
I do not condemn all conservatives. Nor do I believe all con-
servatives have disrespect for the law-only some. The political at-
tack on the role of law and the courts engaged in today by the
Justice Department's representative is not only unseemly, it is unfor-
tunately nothing new. Whether it is that the executive branch is
above the law, or that the Supreme Court should have no respect for
precedent, the Department's message is and has been, consistent. It
is not too surprising that there was little mention of justice by the
representative of the Justice Department. It is surprising, however,
that there is respect neither for law nor order. It is not my place, as
I said, to judge any or all conservatives today, or to fulfill Mr.
Cooper's prophecy that liberals will tell conservatives to obey the
law. Rather, I will try to tell you how I as a liberal try to apply the
law, and how I try to answer the question of the conflict between
text and precedent in constitutional adjudication.
Preliminarily, I should say I am a strong believer in precedent.
I think that our willingness to respect precedent has made our legal
system the success it is, and I believe firmly that we must interpret
our Constitution in light of the precedent which has been developed
over the past 200 years. Still, we all agree that there are times when
precedent may properly be overruled. One way to explain when this
t Judge, United States Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit. B.A. 1951, Pomona
College; LL.B. 1954, Yale Law School.
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may be done in constitutional cases is to put it in terms of today's
topic-when precedent conflicts with the Constitution.
The basic question is how do we determine whether there is
such a conflict? Must there be a conflict with the text, or is a pur-
ported conflict with the intent of the drafters enough? Must the
conflict be with the literal language of the Constitution or the foun-
ders, or may it be with the purpose or objectives that underlay the
choice of particular terms or phrases? How certain should a judge
be of the true meaning of the Constitution before he votes to over-
ride precedent? The topic raises all the issues inherent in the ques-
tion, "How should a judge reach decisions?"
Hard as it may be to accept, there are no absolutist answers to
these or almost any other questions in the law. There are frequently
several plausible and potentially correct answers. Often there is no
necessary answer. The basic questions posed today and the basic
questions we face as judges are steeped in uncertainty. All require
judgment, application of philosophy, values, yes, balancing. And all
require a sense ofjustice-a sense that is too often lacking. The fact
that there may be a choice among plausible answers makes law no
less important a tool, and compliance with the law, including judi-
cial decisions, no less essential a responsibility.
We cannot leave it to each President and each individual to de-
cide which parts of the law he will obey. Fifteen years ago, we had a
President who thought he was above the law, who thought he was
not required to obey the law. I thought the question of the Presi-
dent's accountability was put to rest at that time, and I think it must
now be answered unequivocally in the affirmative if any doubt re-
mains. To me, that is what the legal system is about, that is what the
Constitution is about. Respect for law, respect for justice, and re-
spect for order applies to all of us-Presidents, judges, Congress-
men. If the President can disobey the law or treat Court decisions
as non-precedential, Congressmen should be able to disobey the
law, and I suppose we judges would also be free to ignore the
Supreme Court. Sometimes it may seem to some of you as if we
judges do that. I can assure you that we do not do it deliberately.
We may have legitimate disagreements, but all judges I know, con-
servatives and liberals, try to follow the law as they understand it.
We may have some disagreements on how we reach our decisions,
but I do not know any judge personally, or any judge with whom I
have had contact, who does not believe it is his duty to follow, obey,
and apply the law. I do not think we believe we have any greater
right than anyone else in this country to disregard the law.
Now, whether you obtain your meaning of the Constitution by
limiting your examination to what you believe a number of individu-
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als thought two hundred years ago, whether you believe there is a
discoverable natural law waiting for you to come along and reveal it,
or whether you believe that you should look for basic constitutional
concepts and apply them to society's changing circumstances in
light of society's changing values, you are still only talking about
selecting a technique. No particular technique leads to a necessary
result when we decide legal problems. One can rely solely on the
literal words of the Constitution and still find oneself faced with two
equally plausible interpretations. So, too, we can look at the legisla-
tive history or the words of the founders and not know the "right"
answer with any certainty. Most often the answer we reach is influ-
enced by our fundamental philosophy as to the role of government
and the rights of individuals. These basic views dictate the conclu-
sions judges reach more often than does our choice of process.
Nevertheless, the process is important, and the technique is
also. But none of these questions are as simple as they appear. The
technique, like all else, is ordinarily a mixture, a melange. We do
not just read the language of the Constitution and ignore the words
of the founders. We do not just read the words of the founders and
ignore the language of the Constitution. We do not just read both
and ignore the cases that the Supreme Court has decided. Finally,
we do not overlook the philosophy of the law that we have devel-
oped over a lifetime, through study and experience, through pain
and through turmoil. Judging is a complex matter, and we look at
all of the factors, subjective and objective. Now, that brings us to
the unfortunate fact that in the end we need to apply our individual
intelligence, our individual understanding, our individual judgment,
as judges, to those problems. Fortunately, (to respond to the Solici-
tor General's comments) we are not janitors. Fortunately we have
been trained to use the best legal reasoning and the best legal
processes possible to arrive at what we believe to be the correct an-
swers-to exercise our best possible judgment. That is all we can
do in a system of law and justice administered by mortals.
Now, let us consider a specific question. Was there a conflict
between the fourteenth amendment and Plessy v. Ferguson?l Some
would say yes, some would say no, even today. Conversely, does
Brown v. Board of Education2 conflict with the intent of the drafters of
the fourteenth amendment? Again, we can probably find legitimate
disagreement on that point. Certainly, it is a historical fact that
those who supported the fourteenth amendment also supported a
system of segregated schools. While I think that most of us now
agree that the answer to the constitutional question is clear, it is
1 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
2 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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certainly not one that could be arrived at simply and unequivocally
by reading the literal words of the Constitution or examining the
intent of its adapters.
The question whether a conflict between text and precedent ex-
ists is usually a murky one. Almost never, if ever, is there a conflict
between the plain, unambiguous, literal language of the Constitu-
tion and precedent. If it were all that clear from the literal language,
the first Justices to address the issue would normally perceive that
fact and follow the plain meaning. 3
The real issue is when should the Supreme Court overrule pre-
cedent. As I have already noted, there is almost never a conflict
between precedent and theplain meaning of the constitutional lan-
guage, at least not one that is apparent to most judges. There may,
however, be a conflict between precedent and the "true" meaning of
the constitutional provision even if that meaning is not apparent
simply from a quick, literal reading of the constitutional language.
We may, in some instances, have to study history. We may have to
attempt to obtain a fuller understanding of constitutional purposes
and objectives through a variety of examinations and disciplines.
So, what do we do when we think that there may be a conflict? How
do we decide whether there is in fact a conflict between the meaning
of the Constitution and precedent? Well, as I said, there are various
techniques, but in most instances none leads to a necessary answer.
Part of the problem is our reluctance to acknowledge what we
do when we make choices. A good example is found in three cases
decided in one decade by the United States Supreme Court. First,
in Logan Valley,4 in 1968, the Court said that there was a free speech
right to picket in shopping centers during labor disputes. In 1972,
in Lloyd v. Tanner,5 the Court said that Vietnam protesters were dif-
ferent; they were not allowed to picket in shopping centers. In
1976, in Hudgens v. NLRB, 6 the Court said there is no difference be-
tween labor speech and political speech; therefore, the picketing
permitted in Logan Valley must be prohibited under Lloyd. Accord-
ingly, the court overruled Logan in the name of respecting the prece-
dent established by Lloyd, although Lloyd expressly said it was not
3 In this discussion I am talking about the role of the Justices rather than the role
of circuit court judges. In our circuit, as in Judge Easterbrook's, we are not free as a
panel of three judges to overrule our own precedent. Only an en banc court can do that,
and we sit infrequently en banc and only rarely overrule our own precedent when we do.
So, with rare exceptions, the answer to when a precedent should be followed in our
court is clear-always.
4 Amalgamated Food Employees Union Local 590 v. Logan Valley Plaza, Inc., 391
U.S. 308 (1968).
5 Lloyd Corp. v. Tanner, 407 U.S. 551 (1972).
6 424 U.S. 507 (1976).
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overruling Logan. I think a legitimate criticism may be offered of the
Supreme Court's technique because there was a deception in the
way the Court arrived at its result. There was a lack of honesty that
can only injure the judicial system.
There is too little honesty in all too many of our opinions when
we describe how we reach our conclusions. For example, and I am
as guilty of this as anyone else, when you finish reading one of our
opinions, ordinarily you would think that the judge believed there
was not the slightest possible doubt as to the proper outcome. The
arguments in the opinion appear so persuasive, at least to the au-
thor. The result seems so simple and obvious; all the arguments
favor one side. But that is not how it really is. There are hidden
choices in every decision, choices that are difficult and complex, that
take us down different roads and lead us ultimately to different re-
sults. We ought more frequently acknowledge that there is real
doubt as to the outcome, set forth in our opinions some of the
doubts we have, and admit to some of the choices that we have
made along the way.
Now, in making those choices, I would have to say that every
judge I have ever known is influenced by his fundamental philoso-
phy of law and of life, by the changes that have occurred in society,
by his view of his role as ajudge, and his view of the legal system, as
well as by stare decisis. The choices involve personal, subjective ele-
ments, but they fit within an orderly process of reasoning, within a
logical, rational process of attempting to determine the meaning of
the law. Some people in this country have a longing for simplistic
answers, for the return to a simpler society, to a day when law was
law and men were white males. It would be nice if we could fit all of
our problems into neat little pigeonholes, if we could all become
janitors, or even computer operators who need do very little but
push a button and obtain an answer from a machine. But most
problems that concern the public do not have simplistic solutions,
and they require judges to judge, to exercise judgment, to do their
best to try to understand what the law is.
Our basic constitutional principles are ordinarily stated quite
broadly. We can legitimately draw various interpretations and justi-
fications, and precedent usually exists on both sides. The primary
disputes that we have today reflect longstanding differing views of
the law, both procedural and substantive. Often, one view has pre-
vailed in some occasions and the opposite view on others. We can
find numerous cases in the books adopting the varying principal
views. As judges, we can find persuasive precedent for almost
everything, and, in many cases, we can find strong precedent for
both sides of the argument. That is when our judgment is required.
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Now, when a Justice decides, through whatever complex pro-
cess of reasoning he follows, that under his view of the meaning of
the Constitution a precedent conflicts with that document, or to put
it differently, that he believes that the last group ofJustices to con-
sider the issue was wrong, under what circumstances should he vote
to overrule precedent? Here, I think I agree in part with Judge Eas-
terbrook, although I am not certain how much.7 I know he does not
like balancing, but he agreed that often there is no clear answer, that
there are a number of factors to consider. I believe we must give
weight in varying degrees to a number of factors, and I do not think
we can do it by applying the law of economics. I do not think we can
engage in a statistical analysis. I do not think we can profitably ap-
ply a cost-benefit analysis.
Yet there are factors that we must apply. It is easier to list the
factors than to say what a judge should do once he identifies them.
The factors are as follows: How sure is a Justice that he is right?
How well established is the "erroneous" precedent? How wrong
does the Justice believe the precedent to be? How important are the
rights involved in light of the Justice's own view of the essence of
the Constitution? How disruptive will the change be? How likely is
the reversal to last and be stable?8 Is there a principled way to limit
rather than overrule the precedent?9
Now take all these factors and add them up, and there is still no
mechanical system, no mathematical formula, that allows you to ar-
rive at a foreordained judgment. We cannot assign points to each
factor, and even if we could, not one of them is itself subject to a
precise mathematical application. Each invites an answer from a
scale rather than an absolute yes or no. So in the end we must make
an overall judgment by weighing and balancing-yes, this will often
yield a subjective judgment, but always, we would hope, a principled
and reasoned one.
What we could do to aid those who should have more respect
for law and order, and for judicial decisions, is to strip the masks,
remove the mysteries, eliminate the rationalizations, expose the
myriad of choices, and make them understand that law is truly com-
plex. They should also understand that judges are generally honest,
decent people. Judges do apply their personal philosophies, and
7 I do not believe, for example, that a precedent is without force simply because
reasonable men could arrive at a different result or the decision was issued by a divided
Court.
8 See Justice Rehnquist's dissent in Garcia v. San Antonio Metro. Transit Auth.,
469 U.S. 528, 580 (1985), in which he suggests that the next time there is an appoint-
ment to the Court, the Justices will reverse the precedent once again.
9 Is that what Justice Powell attempted to do in advance, somewhat inartfully, in
Bowers v. Hardwick, 106 S. Ct. 2841 (1986)?
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that is why the judges who have been appointed during this adminis-
tration generally have one philosophy, and why many of the judges
appointed in the past administration have another. Unfortunately,
the last administration did not have an Attorney General who was as
committed to a particular philosophy of law as the present one. I
have no criticism of the present Attorney General for having that
kind of commitment. I wish some of the past ones, however, had
had a similar commitment to their administration's point of view.
To end with a specific: if basic human rights are involved there
is far more reason to overrule precedent than in other cases. Now,
that reflects my view of what the Constitution stands for; others will
disagree. I believe that our understanding of fundamental rights
changes as society progresses. We no longer put people in stocks or
stone them, although we still have capital punishment. If the Con-
stitution expresses a set of fundamental principles, as I believe it
does, then its interpretation must change with the times.
In my opinion, historicists, or as they sometimes like to call
themselves, interpretivists, do an injustice to the Constitution if they
seek to freeze its meaning so that a particular clause can be applied
only to specific circumstances contemplated at the time of its enact-
ment. I will not get into that debate here. But if at the time of Plessy
v. Ferguson 10 we thought separate but equal was constitutional, it was
because that was the specific view of at least some framers of the
fourteenth amendment. Was that their general view as well? That is
the issue you heard about earlier. But more important than whether
the specific or general intent should control, or even what the gen-
eral intent was (and each side can find arguments as to whether
Plessy should have been overruled under traditional criteria), by the
time Brown v. Board of Education11 was decided society simply knew
better. Therefore, the court was right when it overruled an errone-
ous precedent. Plessy was a fundamental decision that adversely af-
fected basic rights, and that, we learned with the passage of time and
with increased wisdom, was contrary to the essence of our Constitu-
tion. That knowledge alone, regardless of the applicability of the
other criteria, necessitated the abandonment of Plessy as precedent.
To me the Constitution is not a cold, bloodless document. This
country and our Constitution stand for far more than freedom of
contract, far more than Adam Smith's economics. They stand for a
government that will promote the general welfare, and for the right
of individuals to be free from arbitrary governmental actions. The
Constitution stands for a just society, and forjustice. In my opinion
when Justices make their decisions, when they decide whether to
10 163 U.S. 537 (1896).
11 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
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overrule what they think may be erroneous precedent, they should
do so with those fundamental concepts firmly in mind.
To conclude, there is unfortunately no simple answer to the
question before us today. Sometimes precedent should be over-
ruled; sometimes it should not. There is no mechanical, no mathe-
matical, no rigid formula for deciding when. Justices must weigh
the various factors they have identified as important in making such
determinations. Unfortunately, we may not agree on all of those
factors; some of us might utilize different ones. But whoever is on
the Court must take precedent seriously, must apply the factors he
deems appropriate, and must do his best to try to give the Constitu-
tion the interpretation he believes proper, in light of history, in light
of its text, in light of precedent, and in light of the fundamental
values that the Constitution incorporates and that illuminate its
meaning.
DISCUSSION: THE CONFLICT BETWEEN TEXT
AND PRECEDENT IN CONSTITUTIONAL
ADJUDICATION
MICHAEL KINSLEY (Editor of The New Republic): I want to ask
Charles Cooper if he could address a point that I think that Judge
Reinhardt and Judge Easterbrook both made in slightly different
ways. It seems quite obvious that if the Supreme Court has done
something completely stupid and everybody on the current
Supreme Court agrees about that, then they should overrule it. I
guess if you had to put this point in a nutshell, it would be a ques-
tion of humility. In most circumstances, it is not all that certain to
people what the proper result is. Even if it is certain to them, they
should have a grain of doubt in their minds whether, if at least five
of the nine Justices were wrong in the past, they could be wrong
themselves. In addition to this kind of humility, this kind of sense of
uncertainty, should a sense, as Judge Easterbrook put it, of the insti-
tution being more important than any individual justice play some
role and give them some reluctance about simply overturning a pre-
cedent because they happen to think it was wrong?
COOPER: I think you properly characterized it as a sense of
humility or perhaps judicial modesty. I certainly concede that if the
judge cannot conclude that he or she is persuaded that the prece-
dent is an error, it is entirely appropriate to defer to the decision
that has been made. That to me is a sense of modesty. Once the
judge persuades himself or herself that the decision was in error,
and I candidly confess there are degrees of persuasion, I think fidel-
ity to the law and the lawmaker, and in essence to our system and to
the notion of consent by the governed, requires that the judge vote
to overrule the decision.
KINSLEY: Should the degree of certainty be higher if there is
a precedent than if this is a new question on which the Court has
never ruled before?
COOPER: If a challenge has been made to the reasoning of
the decision, I think the reasoning should be tested and if it survives
the rigors of re-examination, certainly it should be adhered to.
Again, if one cannot conclude that it is wrong, then I think it has
survived the rigor of re-examination.
HIGGINBOTHAM: Well, with regard to the degree of per-
suasion, I first want to emphasize the obvious; the distinction be-
tween the horizontal and vertical reaches of precedent, which is a
distinction we keep blurring. The authority of the Court to re-ex-
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amine its own precedent is quite different from the authority of an
inferior court to re-examine precedent of the higher court. First,
with regard to the horizontal reach of precedent, and we are talking
about constitutional precedent, I remind you that both Justices
Brennan and Marshall have noted in every death penalty case that
they view the death penalty as unconstitutional; that is an automatic
two votes for a stay in every death penalty case. Of course, the
Court has "authoritatively" spoken on that basic issue. Nonetheless
their vote is, and it is the same each time, that in all circumstances,
the death penalty is unconstitutional. That signals two Justices' view
of the Court's own precedent. Of course, they are not disregarding
the controlling force of the majority vote; rather they are repeating
their continuing view that the issue is not settled.
It is a different matter when one is looking vertically because
there are also quite different interests involved. When one turns ver-
tically, other institutional concerns are important, not the least of
which is orderliness. Now, an inferior court judge, it seems to me,
has the latitude to read precedent within the limits of stare decisis.
And while we cannot define it scientifically, there is inevitably a plain
holding, if we are intellectually honest. The fact of the matter is,
that when we look at it, if there is no way around it, we abide by it,
although we may not like it. If you believe that constitutional text
has been misread, and you cannot within the authority given to you
to so read precedent, then you have a choice, you either abide by it
or resign as an inferior court judge.
On the other hand, the Justices ought to reconsider when per-
suaded that they are wrong. And in considering whether they are
wrong, they must weigh the considered view of those who have gone
on before, and weigh that expectations may have been settled. Hav-
ing done so, if yet persuaded, they turn it back.
EASTERBROOK: I want to make one point about the ques-
tion of how confident someone should be before he votes to over-
rule precedent. The stability interest in a system of precedent is
that it collects contributions of many people, each of whom has
given a great deal of study to some area of law. That suggests some
difference in the way in which you think about overruling a prece-
dent. There is a difference between overruling a precedent that can
be picked out as itself a sore thumb in the law and overruling a pre-
cedent that would call into question a very large body of precedent
that judges have contributed to and worked on for a much longer
period. In a case in which the attack is being made on a single read-
ing of a statute which is not embedded in a very strong set of doc-
trines, there seems to me no particular reason why you should
demand a higher than ordinary degree of confidence. To the extent
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there is a higher than ordinary degree of confidence, it is simply that
you have the benefit of hindsight, something that your predecessors
lacked, and you have everything else they had, and you can make
your own decision accordingly.
' Suppose the question, however, was whether we should sud-
denly reverse, nearly one hundred years after it was decided, Ball v.
United States,' the first important doublejeopardy case. Overturning
this precedent would mean that the double jeopardy clause picks up
the English system of double jeopardy so that any time a conviction
is reversed on non-jurisdictional grounds, the defendant may not be
retried. That is the English system. Before we say that our double
jeopardy clause really picks up the British system of former acquittal
and former conviction, we would have to be exceptionally confident
that we understood not only the genesis of the double jeopardy
clause, but also all the consequences of making that move. That is a
body of doctrine that has been elaborated on for a very extended
period, and it has not proved to be terribly unsatisfactory in out-
come. You would naturally, in dealing with such a body of doctrine,
demand a substantially greater degree of study and confidence than
you would in dealing with single shot decisions on a particular stat-
ute that does not appear to affect or come from a much broader
study or much broader doctrine.
COOPER: I certainly do not have any disagreement with that
analysis. It may well be that in undertaking the re-examination of a
well-established body of doctrine, you have to do a whole lot more
work, and I do not regard that as problematic.
HIGGINBOTHAM: The other observation is that we are talk-
ing principally about the practice of overturning precedent. I sug-
gest to you that the law changes more often than not by the
Supreme Court simply cutting precedent back to an irrelevant state,
by stripping the legs from it, and by narrowing precedent, than by
expressly overruling it. Stare decisis has allowed the Justices to do
this.
REINHARDT: Well, I thought we were going to clear up our
disagreement after Mr. Cooper's first rebuttal. My notes of what he
said are, that if the judge cannot conclude that the precedent is in
error, he should not vote to overrule it. Well, of course. Who
would vote to overrule precedent if he thought it was right? That
was, however, the only limitation that Mr. Cooper advanced. As I
understood his response, it was that if the judge thinks the prece-
dent is wrong, then he should vote to overrule it. Then, in this next
response, he added, the judge may have a lot of work to do, he may
1 163 U.S. 662 (1896).
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have to read the precedent and look at its reasoning, and then de-
cide whether it is wrong. As I understand his position, it is still that
there is no role for precedent other than as a document for a judge
to read-the way he would read a brief-to see what the legal rea-
soning is and whether he believes it is correct.
If that is the position of Mr. Cooper or the Justice Department,
I am in complete disagreement with it, and I am in agreement with
Judge Easterbrook's position, at least in general. I believe that there
are a number of factors we must give weight to in deciding whether
to overrule precedent. I mentioned them previously. The weight to
be given the various factors may differ depending on the type of
case involved. As an extreme example, I might mention Justice
Brennan's and Marshall's votes on the death penalty. Those votes
probably would meet the test that I offered. Is it a fundamental
right? How persuaded is the judge that the precedent is erroneous?
How important is it that the precedent be reviewed? What will the
effect be? I would suspect that Justice Brennan and Marshall con-
sidered all these factors and decided that the cases upholding the
death penalty are the type of precedents they should vote to over-
rule. That does not mean they would overrule every type of prece-
dent just because they disagree with the decision. It means that after
evaluating, weighing, and balancing all the relevant factors, they
have come to what they believe to be the appropriate judgment as to
a particular precedent or line of cases.
We should attempt to arrive at a set of factors which should
generally apply when determining which precedent we overrule and
which we do not. While the application of those factors would not
be precise and would contain elements of subjectivity, we would at
least have a rational and orderly intellectual process to follow. But
even if we do not succeed, the system currently is working reason-
ably well.
I wish there were an absolute answer to this and other legal
questions. There simply is not. The alternatives to the system I and
most others endorse is to either overrule precedent willy-nilly, as
Mr. Cooper suggests, or never to overrule it, as others might sug-
gest. I do not think either liberals or conservatives can accept those
responses. Therefore, we will probably continue to muddle along,
as we have with considerable success for the past two hundred years,
recognizing that precedent should be overruled only in limited cir-
cumstances and that, whatever the criteria we apply, the burden on
those who would change our understanding of the Constitution is
far from a light one.
COOPER: Or we overrule precedent when we want to, and
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basically that, I think, is the essential test we have been offered. And
I rest my case.
QUESTION: Concerning various constitutional debates that
are touching us today, like abortion and affirmative action, should
the Supreme Court opt not to decide and thus allow a greater
amount of freedom of choice to each state to decide these issues?
EASTERBROOK: Yes. The reason is exactly the reason that
Judge Reinhardt and Professor Neuborne of the last panel gave.
That is, when it is possible to describe a constitutional issue as being
open-ended, as not having a right answer, as being difficult to pin
down, as having a range of admissible answers, you have given a
reason why the Court cannot demand to have a single absolute an-
swer and be obeyed. You have in other words defeated the argu-
ment for judicial review in Marbury v. Madison.2 Marbury was based
on the proposition that there were right answers. When you deny
Chief Justice Marshall's premise in Marbury, you have denied the
power of judges to have the last word.
2 5 U.S. (I Cranch) 137 (1803).
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